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TRACEABILITY OF IAEA-AQCS REFERENCE MATERIALS
TO THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI)

INTRODUCTION

For almost a third of a century, the International Atomic Energy Agency has been
assisting laboratories in its Member States to maintain and improve the reliability of analytical
results, i.e. the quality of analyses of nuclear, industrial, environmental, and biological
materials, and materials of marine origin. Through its Analytical Quality Control Services
(AQCS) programme, the Agency initiates and supports improvements in the accuracy of
chemical analyses and radiometric measurements. This is achieved by organizing worldwide and
regional intercomparison runs (studies) and providing reference materials. The AQCS
programme focusses on the quantitative determination of radionuclides, major, minor and trace
elements, stable isotopes and groups of organic contaminants and agrochemical residues using
nuclear, atomic and other analytical techniques. Since its inception in 1967, the AQCS has
organized more than 170 intercomparison studies (in addition to many regional ones) and has in
this way prepared and certified more than 100 reference materials. Over this time, the Agency
has gained expertise and has been equipped to produce, distribute and store reference materials
or at least the samples from laboratory intercomparison studies. This important activity is one
of the many that IAEA conducts to fulfill its mandate as an United Nations organization for
assistance, technology transfer and support of its Member States.

With the world-wide acceptance and implementation of harmonized requirements for quality in
analytical chemistry (e.g. Ref. ISO Standards 9000 series, ISO Guide 25, Good Laboratory
Practices Standards, etc.), and the introduction of the concepts of traceability to the International
System of Units (SI) and uncertainty in results of chemical measurements, efforts are underway
to harmonize the quality requirements for reference materials and certification procedures on an
international basis. The major international organizations or groups in this field are: International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and its subcommittee on reference materials
(ISO/REMCO); International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (TUPAC), Working Party
on Harmonization of Quality Assurance Schemes for Analytical laboratories; Co-Operation on
International Traceability in Analytical Chemistry (CITAC); International Association on
International Traceability in Analytical Chemistry (AOAC), etc. The IAEA has the status of
observer at ISO/REMCO and has contacts with most of the relevant organizations. The new ISO
Guide 34 "Quality system guidelines for the production of reference materials" was published
in April 1996. Guidelines given in this document have been accepted by practically all major
reference material producers.

The Agency's AQCS Reference Materials are accompanied by a document stating
reference values derived from a statistical evaluation of intercomparison results obtained from
a large number of laboratories; the recommended values and their 95 % confidence interval are
solely calculated from the reported data. This procedure does not allow the Agency to evaluate
the uncertainty of the recommended and information values directly, or to describe the
traceability chain of these values to the SI as foreseen in international harmonization efforts.
It should be noted, however, that the Agency provides a Reference Sheet based on this procedure
and not a Certificate - although the users utilize the information in the same way. This is why
an effort to improve the situation is necessary.
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The new ISO Guide 34 gives three main procedures for the certification of reference
materials:

a) measurement by a single definitive method in a single laboratory;
b) measurement by two or more independent reference methods in one laboratory; and
c) measurement by a network of qualified laboratories using one or more methods of

demonstrated accuracy.

This Agency Consultants' Meeting on "Traceability of IAEA-AQCS Reference Materials
to SI Units" was held in Vienna (IAEA Headquarters) and Seibersdorf November 25 to 27, 1996.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the present AQCS procedure for the characterization
of reference materials and to identify necessary improvements or changes needed to fulfill the
requirements on traceability and uncertainty related to the property value of IAEA reference
materials. The agenda of the meeting is given in appendix I. Consultants from Belgium, France,
Germany, Poland, United Kingdom and the U.S.A., as well as the Agency's staff members
(RIAL, RIML, RIHU, RDPC) were in attendance. A list of the participants is given in Appendix
II. This was the third Agency Consultants' Meeting held since 1994 related to quality
requirements for chemical analytical laboratories and the role of intercomparison runs and
reference materials for quality assurance purposes. Reports from the previous meetings:
"Consultants' Meeting on requirements for reference materials and intercomparison runs - IAEA
programme on analytical quality control services (AQCS)", held between 17 and 21 April 1994
in Kona, HI, U.S.A.; and "Consultants' Meeting on requirements regarding the harmonization
of laboratory quality assurance systems", held in Vienna, Austria between 2 and 5 May 1995 are
attached as Appendix HI and IV.

The 3rd meeting was strictly orientated to the requirements for the IAEA-AQCS
procedure to enable certification of natural matrix reference materials. Consultants were
requested to focus on the identification of the most suitable method(s) of certification in view
of the quality requirements and possibilities described in ISO Guide 34 (Appendix V) and on the
IAEA's present characterization procedure, which could produce useful complementary
information. In particular their advice was sought on:

acceptable certification procedure(s) for reference materials produced by the Agency;
on practical implementation of a selected certification procedure(s);
on the possibilities for the future use of the present IAEA characterization procedure;
a "strategy" for implementation of the planned CRP on "Traceability of IAEA Reference
Materials".
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PRESENTATIONS

The first day of the meeting was dedicated to presentations given by consultants and
RIAL staff. Under the Chairmanship of Mr. R. Zeisler, the Responsible Officer and Scientific
Secretary, Mr. A. Fajgelj and the consultants presented their viewpoints and position papers
related to the initial questions, reflecting their own experiences in the field of traceability in
quantitative analytical measurements. Since several of the consultants are members of
international bodies dealing with the general questions of quality in analytical chemistry,
reference materials and traceability: EURACHEM, CITAC, IUPAC, ISO/REMCO, presentations
included the most up to date information on international activities and general trends in
chemical analytical community regarding traceability. This was complemented by presentations
of the RIAL staff covering technical aspects of the Agency's intercomparison run organization
and by some examples of approaches to establish traceability of the results in organic chemistry,
radioactivity measurements, low-level gamma counting and potential of instrumental neutron
activation analysis for traceability purposes. Some of the relevant papers are collected in
Appendix VI.

DISCUSSION

1. General discussion:

1.1 Terms to be used:

Participants agreed that in the discussions, terms described in International Vocabulary
of Basic and General Terms in Metrology (International Organization for Standardization,
Geneva, 1993) would be used. This vocabulary describes:

Certified reference material (CRM): Reference material, accompanied by a certificate, one or
more of whose property values are certified by a procedure which establishes traceability to an
accurate realization of the unit in which the property values are expressed and for which each
certified value is accompanied by an uncertainty at a stated level of confidence.

Traceability: Property of the result of a measurement or the value of a standard whereby it can
be related to stated references, usually national or international standards, through an unbroken
chain of comparisons all having stated uncertainty.

Uncertainty: Parameter, associated with the result of a measurement, that characterizes the
dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand.

It was recommended that according to the specificity of analytical chemistry the uncertainty
would be treated as described in the EURACHEM document "Quantifying Uncertainty in
Analytical Measurement" (EURACHEM, 1995). Similar applicable documents are NIST
Technical Note 1297, "Guidelines for Evaluating and Expressing Uncertainty of NIST
Measurement Results" (NIST, 1993), and "Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement" (BIPM, 1993).
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1.2 Traceability:

In the last few years, there has been extensive activity concerning harmonization of the
metrological part of analytical chemistry related to comparability of quantitative analytical
results (traceability and uncertainty) and concerning the use of SI units, which for the amount
of substance is the mole. In this respect, a new definition of traceability has already been
proposed:

Traceability is the ability to demonstrate the result of a measurement and its uncertainty in terms
of the relevant/appropriate SI unit.

(Ref. P. DeBievre, Traceability of Measurements to the SI: How does it lead to traceability of quantitative chemical
measurements?, Accreditation and Quality Assurance in Analytical Chemistry, Ed. H. Gunzler, Springer, 1994.)

The clearest reasons for the need to report results of analytical measurements traceable to the SI
are given in the Resolution (1 and 2) Adopted by the 20th Conference Generate des Poids et
Mesures (CGPM) from October 1995. Both resolutions are given in Appendix VII.

1.2.1 Metrological approach:

From the metrological point of view, traceability of the measurement result to the SI can
be demonstrated using the well known metrological hierarchy of standards. Each of the standards
is compared with the standard superior to it in a comparison measurement. Results of
measurements carried out using one of the standards in the hierarchy are traceable to the SI. In
analytical chemistry, pure substance reference materials are likely to play the role of such
standards. Primary reference materials are of the highest metrological quality. They are directly
linked to the SI using primary methods of measurement for their characterization. By definition,
those are methods whose operation can be completely described and understood and for which
a complete uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of the relevant SI units and
whose results are obtained without reference to a standard of the quantity being measured. The
number of methods which have already been identified as having the potential of being primary
ones is relatively small. Such methods are coulometry, gravimetry, titrimetry and (possibly)
isotope dilution mass spectrometry (as identified by BJPM/CCQM).

It was pointed out that the potential of other analytical techniques, especially those
related to radioactivity measurements, are under scrutiny. The latter involve measurements of
particles or photons, the number of which are expressed in SI units .

1.2.2 Approach for analytical measurements:

Traceability requires an unbroken chain of comparisons between the reference point (e.g.
the SI) and the measurement. All the steps in the measurement process must be calibrated and
all the sources of uncertainty evaluated. This approach is illustrated in the EURACHEM Guide
"Quantifying Uncertainty in Analytical Measurements". Although fully quantitative assessment
of uncertainty is difficult to achieve, and in some cases professional judgement has to be used
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to estimate uncertainty components, the guide demonstrates that the metrological approach can
be applied to analytical measurements.

The biggest problem in terms of the overall traceability is the large number of steps in a
typical chemical measurement process. The traceability chain can be broken every time a sample
is physically or chemically modified. Also, typically chemical measurement processes are
calibrated by comparing signals derived from the measurement of the measurand in the sample
with the signal from a known amount of the measurand in a standard. Generally the standard is
NOT subjected to all the preparation and separation steps and consequently only the test portion
presented to a measurement instrument can be claimed to be traceable to the standard. Only
when all the steps are fully described and controlled can traceability of the amount of substance
in the original sample be established. Usually, this is not the case and the uncertainty associated
with the preparation and separation is frequently much greater than that associated with the end
measurement. Additional important factors which contribute to the uncertainty and weaken the
traceability links are matrix effects and chemical interferences.

1.2.3 Use of (certified) reference materials:

One solution in order to improve the comparability of analytical results and to establish
their traceability through an unbroken chain of comparisons would be the use of (certified)
reference materials as similar as possible to the matrix and measurands (analytes) content to the
actual samples being analyzed. The basic requirement for such reference materials
(multi-element, multi-substance or multi-radionuclide, natural matrix reference materials) must
be clearly stated and uncertainty(ies) of the property value(s) must be as small as possible since
with each comparison process the uncertainty of the result to be reported increases. The overall
uncertainty of the final result has to include the assigned uncertainty of the reference material,
uncertainty arising from the analytical process used for its analysis and the uncertainty due to the
analysis of the actual sample.

1.2.4 Main problems related to traceability:

• Lack of awareness of the importance of traceability to the achievement of quality in
analytical measurements. Education of both the chemical measurements community and
the customer is required.

• Lack of a structured international chemical measurement system comparable to that
which supports physical measurements. Development of such a system has started, but
resources are very limited and much remains to be done.

• Lack of primary (analytical) methods of measurements. At present, only isotope dilution
mass spectrometry, coulometry, gravimetry and titrimetry are identified by BIPM/CCQM
as having the potential of being primary methods. Not all measurands (analytes) can be
covered with these methods.

• Uncertainty (as described above) is, in most cases, not yet appropriately quantified and
reported as a part of analytical result.
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• Natural matrix (certified) reference materials that already fulfill the criteria for
traceability to the SI are still very rare because producers of the reference materials are
facing the same problem of traceability of analytical results used for certification process
as the rest of the analytical community: lack of primary methods and lack of existing
reference materials suitable for comparison purposes in establishing the traceability
chain. Procedures currently used for certification of natural matrix reference materials
include laboratory intercomparisons (selected laboratories or open intercomparisons),
use of reference methods and, in some cases, use of primary, definitive methods of
analysis. Another, method specific approach (interlaboratory study) resulting in only
method specific assessed property values (not traceable to the SI) is used for certification
of reference materials suitable for determination of organic substances (i.e. pesticide
residue studies). This approach has its own specific problems and was not considered at
this Consultants' Meeting. More information on this specific topic and preparation of an
Internationally Harmonized Protocol on the Use of Recovery Factors currently under
preparation by the IUPAC, can be obtained from Mr. A. Fajgelj.

• Although already mentioned and identified as a requirement for certified reference
materials, the traceability to the SI is still a problem in the international analytical
chemistry community per se. For many years, the accepted SI unit for amount of
substance has been the mole. However, analytical results are still reported as mg/kg or
mg/L. Whichever unit is used to express the amount or mass of the substance presented
in the analyzed sample, the requirements for reporting the uncertainty, which gives the
measure for traceability of the quantitative analytical result and is basis for comparability
of the analytical data, remain in force.

2. IAEA-AQCS current procedure

The procedure used by the Agency for characterization of AQCS reference materials is
based on statistical evaluation of the intercomparison results obtained from a large number of
laboratories. In the Agency's recent intercomparisons the number of participating laboratories
was up to 200 and in most cases many different analytical techniques were used for
determination of each single measurand (analyte). This characterization procedure gives the
information on the recommended value (mean of laboratory means) and a 95 % confidence
interval. The confidence interval in this case represents the 95 % probability that in repeated
intercomparison with the same number of laboratories (outliers rejected by statistical treatment)
the mean value will be within these limits. This procedure does not allow the Agency to evaluate
the uncertainty of the recommended values, nor to describe the traceability chain of these values
to the SI. It has to be pointed out that majority of results reported to the Agency does not include
a proper statement or estimation of uncertainty. Normally, only parts of combined uncertainty
are reported, for example, uncertainty due to counting statistics in gamma-ray spectrometry.

The intercomparison studies attract a large number of participants (currently up to 200
laboratories participate). The techniques utilized cover practically the whole range of analytical
methods. Expert judgement is used for screening of the data sets to exclude obviously erroneous
data prior to statistical evaluation. This approach leads to the assumption that the mean value
derived is a good estimate of the true value (which always remains questionable). However,
such an approach does not permit the possibility to describe a traceability chain and evaluate the
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uncertainty associated with this mean value. The consultants pointed out that the assigned
property values of current IAEA-AQCS reference materials could be considered as traceable only
to the respective laboratory intercomparison and to no other point of reference.

It was recognized that the best way to define the criteria for the quality of AQCS
reference materials and intercomparison samples, including traceability of the property values
assigned to these materials, is on the basis of their intended use. The Consultants have expressed
the need to define objectives of the Analytical Quality Control Services Programme (present and
for the future) and the tools to achieve these objectives.

Identified AQCS objectives and tools for implementation:

Objective 1: Transfer of technology (technical information) and knowledge to Agency's
Member States to improve the state of the practice for analytical measurements
in the field and matters relevant to IAEA missions.

Tools: 1.1 Training Courses
a) Courses and workshops
b) Secondments (fellowships and expert missions)
c) Guides

1.2 Feedback from intercomparison activities

Objective 2: To serve Agency's projects (and programmes)

Tools: a) To assist (lead) in definition of requirements for analytical quality
b) Deliver test samples
c) Validate measurements methods
d) Evaluation of participants' suitability to perform specific Agency's tasks

Objective 3: Evaluation of performance of Member States' Laboratories

Tools: a) Conduct laboratory intercomparisons
b) To provide data suitable for quality assurance purposes

Objective 4: Provide linkage between working level measurements and measurements by
primary methods by providing "reference tools" (certified test samples?).

Tools: a) Reference materials (preparation of appropriate reference materials to
complement existing materials)

b) Intercomparison samples
c) Validation of reference methods
d) Validation of reference measurements
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Note: The following list of recommendations is not an exhaustive list. In some cases, reference
to suggested additional documents is also given.

The Consultants expressed their support and appreciation of the Agency's activities
conducted through the Analytical Quality Control Services Programme as an important service
both educational and technical to the laboratories in Member States. They also recognized the
growing role of this activity in the support of Agency's programmes and projects.

Taking into consideration the recommendations of the two previous Consultants'
Meetings, the points brought out in general discussion, objectives identified and tools of the
AQCS programme, the consultants made the following recommendations:

1. Intercomparison runs:

1.1 The Agency should continue with the organization of intercomparison runs. The aim of
these runs is to give the laboratories in Member States the possibility to compare their
measurements and analytical performance with those of other laboratories world-wide
and to produce reasonably characterized materials for analytical quality control purposes.

1.2 Before running an intercomparison, the candidate intercomparison materials have to
fulfill criteria for homogeneity, stability and be initially characterized to be fit for the
intended purpose.

1.3 The property values possibly assigned to these intercomparison materials through the
results of such intercomparison studies are traceable to the respective intercomparison
only. These materials should bear one of the following names: characterized
intercomparison samples, Agency's certified samples, certified test samples; the term
certified reference materials should be excluded.

1.4 Such materials should not be used for the purpose of establishing a traceability chain.

1.5 The "certificate" should clearly identify the fields of application of these materials.

1.6 Further effort, whenever possible, should be made to achieve traceability of assigned
property values i.e., by inviting expert laboratories to analyze such materials.

2. Proficiency testing:

2.1 The Agency should continue to organize proficiency tests. They should be limited,
however, to special cases, i.e. in conjunction with the evaluation of participants' aptitude
to perform specific Agency's tasks. It is not the purpose of such tests to obtain one or
more characteristics of the test materials.

2.2 The materials used in proficiency tests should be well characterized with respect to
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homogeneity and stability. Information should be provided on how the assigned property
values were obtained. A statement of traceability and uncertainty must accompany the
assigned property values.

2.3 Possible ways for obtaining a property value are:
- consensus value from expert laboratories,
- formulation (spiking the material),
- direct comparison with certified reference material (if and where possible),
- consensus of participants (the same approach as in an intercomparison run), although

not recommended because of potential misuse.

2.4 For the organization of the proficiency tests and preparation of proficiency testing
materials guidelines given in the ISO/IEC Guide 43-1984 (E) and in the International
Harmonized Protocol for the Proficiency Testing of (Chemical) Analytical Laboratories,
Pure & Applied Chem. (Vol. 65, No. 9, pp 2123-2144, 1993), should be followed. The
test materials should meet the criteria given in these standards and related standards.
(Applies also to points 1 and 3.)

3. Certified reference materials:

3.1 It was recognized that some of the work required for production of reference materials
is already undertaken at the Agency's Laboratories, but this work needs to be more
explicitly described.

3.2 In general, when materials are certified, traceability of assigned values should be clearly
stated.

3.3 The Agency must employ procedures or methods capable of producing results traceable
to the SI or other internationally agreed measurement scales.

3.4 The Agency should invite expert laboratories to collaborate in generating (results)
assigned values traceable to the SI.

3.5 A complete assessment of uncertainty should be made according to the procedures
described in the respective guides (ISO, EURACHEM, etc.). The overall uncertainty
of the assigned property values should be as small as possible; however good enough for
the intended purpose.

4. Transfer of technology (technical information) and knowledge to Agency's Member
States to improve the state-of-the-practice of analytical measurements.

4.1 It was recognized that the AQCS programme has an important role in transfer of
knowledge and in improving the testing performance of the Agency's Member States'
laboratories. Particular emphasis should be placed on traceability and on the uncertainty
statement of analytical results.
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4.2 The related information and training should be included in the programme of training
courses, workshops, fellowships and related literature made available to participants.

4.3 With clear instructions on requirements for reporting the results of intercomparison runs
more reliable results will be obtained and at the same time this will have educational
effect on participants.

5. Recommendations for the Co-ordinated Research Programme on Traceability of
Reference Materials (1997-2000):

5.1 To develop certification procedure yielding property values traceable to the SI.

5.2. To select a number of analytical/measurement methods that have potential for producing
traceable property values and test them on the available "traceable reference materials".

5.3. To develop a stepwise protocol for the production of "traceable reference materials" in
the Agency's premises.

5.4. Define the needs (instrumentation) for establishing capability of the Agency's
Laboratories for the production of "traceable reference materials".

CONCLUSIONS

The Consultants concluded that with the fulfillment of the above recommendations the
Agency will be able to produce reference materials of metrological value. These materials can
serve as a reference tool to provide linkage between working level measurements and
measurements by primary methods of measurements. They also can be used for validation of
reference methods and measurements. As the majority of Agency materials are unique samples,
such materials will complement the stock of reference materials available to the analytical
community.
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APPENDIX I

CONSULTANTS' MEETING ON
TRACEABILITY OF IAEA-AQCS REFERENCE

MATERIALS TO SI UNITS

25 to 27 November 1996
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna International Centre
Wagramerstrasse 5

Room B-0742 (Monday)
Room TC 22 Seibersdorf (Tuesday and Wednesday)

AGENDA

MONDAY: 25 November 1996 Room: B-0742

08:30 Registration

09:30-11:00 SESSION 1:
Opening of the Meeting
Brief Self-Introduction of Participants
Election of Chairman and Rapporteur
Adoption of the Agenda

A. Fajgelj: Introduction to the objectives of the meeting

E. Zeiller: IAEA's Programme on AQCS, a brief status report:
Aspects of the activities of an international organization:
Intercomparison runs
Reference Materials
International co-operation

11:00 - 11:30 Coffee break

SESSION 2:
Presentations by consultants and discussions

11:30 - 12:15 P. DeBievre: General aspects of traceability in chemical measurements

12:15 - 13:00 B. King: Traceability in chemical measurements and related international
activities

13:00 - 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 15:30 SESSION 2 continuation:
Presentations by consultants and discussions

14:00 - 14:30 R. Zeisler: Aspects of certification of reference materials - processes at NIST
and AQCS Seibersdorf
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14:30 - 15:15 G. Dube: Traceability in organic analysis - approach in PTB

15:15 - 15:45 F. Amoudry: Activities in the Primary Laboratory for Ionizing Radiation
(LPRI) - Saclay

15:45 - 16:15 Coffee break

SESSION 2 continuation:
Presentations by consultants and participants, plus discussions

16:15 -16:45 R. Bojanowski: The role of intercomparison studies in certification of
reference materials for radionuclides measurements - present practice and
future needs.

16:45 - 17:05 R. Dekner: AQCS intercomparison runs - organizational aspects

17:05 - 17:30 R. Zeisler: Reference determinations by INAA

17:30 - 18:00 Y. Nir-El: Traceability in the amount of substance analysis of naturally

occurring and anthropogenic radionuclides by the method of non-destructive
passive gamma-ray spectrometry.

Tuesday: 26 November 1996 Room: TC-22 (Seihersdorf)

09:00 - 13:00 SESSION 3:

Group Discussion:

The consultants should focus on:

1) The latest internationally accepted guidelines for comparability
of analytical data, traceability of analytical results to SI Units,
uncertainty of the results reported. Activity of other technical
groups, e.g. CITAC, EURACHEM, IUPAC, ISO/REMCO in
this field.

2) How should a single laboratory establish traceability of
analytical results? Examples of establishing traceability in trace
element determination, radionuclide determination, traceability
in organic analysis.

3) The latest internationally accepted guidelines for production of
reference materials - requirements for traceability of property
values of reference materials (background document ISO Guide
34).

4) Review of experience, practices and accomplishments of other
institutions involved in preparation and certification of reference
materials (NIST, NPL, EU activities, IRMM, etc.)

5) Which are the key requirements to assure traceability in the
production and certification of reference materials? How can
traceability of IAEA-AQCS reference materials be achieved?



6) What would be the most appropriate procedure for certification
of IAEA-AQCS reference materials according to the ISO
Guide 34? How should this procedure be implemented in
practice?

7) How should the present IAEA-AQCS certification procedure as
a result of internationally organized laboratory
intercomparison runs be used in future? Is there a need to split
between intercomparison exercises and production of reference
materials?

8) What would be a strategy for implementation of a planned Co-
ordination Research Programme (CRP) on Traceability of
IAEA reference materials to SI units.

14:00 - 18:00 SESSION 3:

Group Discussion (continued)
Preparation of Recommendations

followed by Reception

Wednesday: 27 November 1996 Room: TC-22 (Seibersdorf)

09:00 - 13:00 SESSION 4:

General Discussion and Formulation of Recommendations

14:00 - 16:00 SESSION 5:
Discussion and Adoption of Recommendations

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING
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APPENDIX II

CONSULTANTS' MEETING ON
TRACEABILITY OF IAEA-AQCS REFERENCE MATERIALS TO SI UNITS

25 -27 November 1996

International Atomic Energy Agency
Vienna International Center, Wagramer Strasse 5, A-1400 Vienna

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

A. External Participants

1. Prof. P. De Bievre
Institute for Reference Materials
European Commission
Retieseweg, B-2440 Geel, Belgium

2. Prof. G. Dube
Physikalisch-TechnischeBundesanstalt
Postfach 3345
D-38023 Braunschweig, Germany

3. Dr. B. King
Laboratory of the Government Chemist
Queens Road, Teddington,
Middlesex TW1101Y, U.K.

4. Dr. R. Zeisler
National Institute of Standards & Technology
REACT B-125
Gaithrsburg, MD 20899, U.S.A.

5. Dr. F. Amoudry
LPRI - Saclay Nucleaire Center
B.P. 52,
91192 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

6. Dr. R. Bojanowski
Polish Academy of Sciences
Institute of Oceanology
ul. Powstancow Warszawy 55
81-712 Sopot Poland

B. Observers

Dr.J.F. Wagner
CEA, CETAMA
B.P. 6, F-92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex
France

Fax: +32-14-591.978
Tel.:+32-14-571.605
e-mail: de_bievre@irm.jrc.be

Fax:+49-531-592.3015
Tel:+49-531-592.3320
e-mail: not yet available

Fax: +44-181-943.2767
Tel.: +44-181-943.7600
e-mail: bmjk@lgc.co.uk

Fax: +301-208.92791
Tel.: +301-975.6290
e-mail: rolfzeisler@nist.gov

Fax: +33-1-6908.9529
Tel.: +33-1-6908.6505

Fax: +48-58-512130
Tel.: +48-58-517281
e-mail: Rbojan@iopan.gda.pl

Fax:+33-1-4654.7119
Tel.: +33-1-4253.6357
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Consultants' meeting on Traceability of iaea-aqcs reference materials to SI units
List of participants (cont'd)

Dr. Lourdes Romero
CIEMAT
Av. Complutense, 22
E-28040 Madrid, Spain

Fax: +34-1-346.6121
Tel.: +34-1-346.6066
e-mail: lourdes@ciemat.es

C. Internal Participants

Mr. PR. Danesi

Mr. M. Campbell
Mr. R. Dekner
Mr. K. Frohlich
Mr. A. Ghods
Mr. J. LaRosa
Mr. Y. Nir-El
Mr. H. Petterson
Mr. M. Robinson
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INTRODUCTION

For more than thirty years the International Atomic Energy Agency (Agency) has been
assisting laboratories in Member States in maintaining and improving the reliability, i.e. the
quality of analyses of nuclear, industrial, environmental, and biological materials, and materials
of marine origin. Through the Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS) the Agency initiates
and supports improvements in the accuracy of analytical chemistry and radiometric measure-
ments and their traceability to basic standards. This is achieved by organizing world-wide or
regional intercomparison exercises and distributing reference materials as listed in the 1995/96
catalogue. The AQCS programme, focuses on the determinatiofi «f fadionudides, major,
minor, and trace elements, stable isotopes, and groups of organic contaminants and
agrochemical residues with nuclear, atomic and other analytical techniques.

Since results of analytical measurements may be the basis upon which economic,
ecological, medical or legal decisions are taken, the assurance of quality is critically important
for laboratories in Member States in order to achieve highly acceptable and compatible output
from these laboratories. The assistance provided to Member States by the Agency to the
improvements in the quality of analytical results help laboratories to compare data with fully
accredited laboratories. Ultimately accurate analytical data will become available world-wide
based on an extensive system of reference and intercomparison materials that serve the
assessment and control of quality in each individual laboratory.

An Agency Consultants' Meeting on Requirements for Reference Materials and
Intercomparison Runs - IAEA Programme on Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS) -
was held in Kona, HI, U.S.A., 17-21 April 1994, in conjunction with the 6th International
Conference on Biological and Environmental Reference Materials (BERM-6). The purpose of
the meeting was to define the aims of the Agency's AQCS programme in view of it's
uniqueness as an international programme and to establish objectives for the organization of
intercomparison runs and production of reference materials and the Agency's services to the
Member states in future years. Consultants from Brazil, China, Germany, Poland and the
United States of America, as well as participants from the European Commission, the
International Standards Organization, Japan, the U.S.A., and IAEA staff members (RIAL and
RIML) were in attendance. This expanded participation drawn from the attendees of the
BERM-6 Conference proved to be valuable for input to the discussions. A listing of the
participants is given in Appendix I. Previous meetings of this type were held in Vienna on 18 -
21 November 1986 and 17 - 19 September 1990.



MEETING AGENDA

The detailed agenda for the meeting is listed in Appendix II. Under the Chairmanship
of Mr. Schelenz, Mr. R. Zeisler, Head of the Chemistry Unit at Seibersdorf, summarized the
present status of the AQCS programme and the broad objective of this meeting:

The role of the present AQCS programme in the frame of Agency's programme and
budget and in the light of the needs in Member States

The current objectives of the programme and its relation to international standards
and guidance

The way and means in which the programme is handled

The recent technical accomplishments and development goals for the
intercomparison and reference materials services
The need for the development of approaches to training and co-operation with
Member State's laboratories.

These deliberations were complemented by a contribution on the goals of the RIML part
of the AQCS programme presented by Ms. M. Horvat.

The second part of the plenary session was the presentation of specific viewpoints of
each of the participants on the AQCS programme and their own experience in the field of
analytical quality control. Lively discussions already highlighted several areas of concern:

The educational function of the AQCS programme;

The relation of the programme to efforts in international harmonization and
accreditation;

The resources available to the programme;

Means of international co-ordination and regional co-operation.

Presentations on several aspects of the AQCS programme, relevant international
standards efforts, and improvements to the international measurement system were given by
the participants as lectures imbedded in the BERM-6 Conference. These provided valuable
background information for the discussions and recommendations (Appendix HI).

Group discussions and a further plenary discussion provided the basic guidance for the
formulation of the recommendations. These were discussed and formulated by four sub-
groups dealing with the following topics:

Mission statement

Relation to international standards and standards organizations, i. e., laboratory
qualification

Training and development of means to improve analytical quality in Member States'
laboratories

Resources and technical concepts needed for an Agency programme adequate to
fulfill above goals.



The formulations of the subgroups were then reviewed in a plenary discussion and a
draft document was assembled.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The consultants feel that the Agency's AQCS programme is one of the important
service programmes to the Member States. When fully implemented, it assists Member States
in maintaining and improving the quality of analytical measurements and in achieving analytical
output that is compatible with world-wide standards for accurate information on the environ-
ment, soil, food and industrial products. It promotes the qualification of laboratories in
Member States that are harmonized with international standards; and it provides assistance that
will aid laboratories in attaining accreditation. It will also liaise with the national and interna-
tional bodies (among others: ASTM, DIN, ONORM, IUPAC, ISO, AOAC) for the drafting of
protocols for the development and presentation of quality assurance procedures acceptable to
industrial, national and international organizations and for the education and training leading to
higher quality of analytical measurement output.

1. Mission Statement

The Consultants feel that the following Mission Statement is adequate to describe the
AQCS programme:

To assist Member States through it's AQCS in training and educating analysts capable of
producing measurements that will ensure:

1.1. reliability of results for the intended purpose(s),

1.2. comparability of results from one measurement laboratory to the other,

1.3. compatibility of results in physical and chemical sciences with specific coverage of
international standards for food and agriculture, human health, environment, industry
and earth sciences, radiation safety, and safeguard activities,

1.4. demonstration of quality measurement systems sufficient for laboratory / analyst
accreditation or acceptance,

1.5. traceability of radioactivity measurements and chemical analyses to the international SI
system of measurements

2. Laboratory Qualification

The Consultants embrace the following measures regarding Member States' Laboratory
Qualification:

2.1. IAEA - AQCS should provide for a status "Qualified Laboratory" as a precursor to
laboratory application for ISO 9002 registration. The use of ISO Guide 25 is
encouraged as a training and assessment tool.

2.2. IAEA - AQCS should organize training to facilitate accomplishment of point 2.1., and
subsequently of point 2.4. Training should be developed at expert laboratories,
regional laboratories and in other co-operating laboratories.



2.3. Member States' laboratories would be required to participate in intercomparisons and
other assessments of laboratory proficiency in order to maintain the status of "Qualified
Laboratory".

2.4. IAEA - AQCS should encourage ISO 9002 registration for Member States' laborato-
ries.

3. Training and Development

The Consultants recommend the following measures for training and development in
Member States:

3.1. The IAEA should continue organization of interlaboratory comparisons on determina-
tion of interlaboratory comparisons on determination of inorganic trace elements
including speciation in special cases, radionuclides and organic contaminants in various
matrices. Some exercises on synthetic samples (with true values known) should be
included.

3.2. Issuing of RMs with recommended values established on the basis of an
intercomparison results should be continued, possibly with some refinements in the
procedures.

3.3. IAEA should develop general analytical quality assurance program in its own
Laboratories and after testing, recommend it to cooperating laboratories

3.4. IAEA should provide support to traceability in analytical chemistry which is proper to
its mission:
a) maintain and strengthen potential for nuclear analytical techniques both in terms of

facilities and in terms of state of art performance.
b) elaborate methods with a high potential for accuracy based on nuclear analytical

techniques (e.g., radiochemical NAA) should be sponsored by IAEA using both
own potential as well as potential laboratories specialized in this field.

c) study the desirabilty of providing isotopic standards for methods based on isotopic
dilution principles and to provide labelled compounds for method validation, e.g.,
the yield of separation processes.

4. Resources and Technical Concepts

The consultants realize that due to their recommendations additional demand is put on
the resources of the Agency and its Laboratories and that technical concepts should be updated
to meet modern requirements.

4.1. For a laboratory of such importance and responsibility it is indispensable to have its
quality system assessed in accordance with ISO 9002 and certified by independent and
technically competent third parties. This shall involve:

participation in collaborative studies at the highest metrological level (that may be
organized in liaison with REMCO);
the use of traceable Certified Reference Materials
active co-operation with ISO/REMCO that includes mutual consultations.

4.2. CRM producers have already expressed a need for international recognition of their
CRMs. The forms and possible organizational details are expected to be discussed at
the ISO/REMCO meeting 21-23 April 1994. IAEA may wish to join these efforts.



4.3. Being aware of the usefulness of the AQCS program's extension the Consultants feel
that an appropriate additional support of the AQCS regarding finance, manpower and
infrastructure will be necessary and justified to maintain the high standard and quality.

4.4. According to the obvious relevance of the AQCS programme to international monitor-
ing programs the IAEA and the Laboratories may be well advisedd to actively persue
support from such organizations like the UN Environmental Programme.

4.5. Technical matters already implemented or about to be implemented need to be made
permanent part of the AQCS standard operating procedures for the production of
intercomparison and reference materials. These include:

physical/chemical characterization of materials by particle sizing, microwave
thermo-gravimetry and long-term stability studies
intercomparison runs with additional internal (blind) control material
better statistical and autonomous evaluation of all information supplied by the co-
operating laboratories
production of materials for the determination of organo-metallic and organic
compounds
confirmation of referenced values by use of in-house reference analytical methods

5. Standing Group of Experts

The consultants feel strongly that a standing group of experts should be created that on
an annual basis observes the developments of the AQCS programme and reviews with the
Agency developments and future trends in analytical quality assurance. This group should be
assembled to include relevant experts from international, regional and national standards
organizations. The specific tasks include:

harmonization of activities
co-ordination of analytical work
identification of needs and requirements in order to avoid doubling of efforts.

CONCLUSION

The IAEA Consultants unanimously adopted the draft of this report on 21 April 1994.
The final report will be issued in May 1994 after editorial review and addition of the Annexes.
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INTRODUCTION

For more than thirty years the International Atomic Energy Agency) has been assisting
laboratories in Member States in maintaining and improving the reliability, i.e. the quality of
analyses of nuclear, industrial, environmental, and biological materials, and materials of marine
origin. Through the Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS) the Agency initiates and
supports improvements in the accuracy of analytical chemistry and radiometric measurements
and their traceability to basic standards. Part of these activities are world-wide or regional inter-
comparison exercises and distributing reference materials as listed in the 1995/96 AQCS
catalogue. The AQCS program focuses on the determination of radionuclides, major, minor,
and trace elements, stable isotopes, and groups of organic contaminants and agrochemical
residues with nuclear, atomic and other analytical techniques:

Since results of analytical measurements may be the basis upon which economic,
ecological, medical or legal decisions are taken, the assurance of quality is critically important
for laboratories in Member States in order to achieve highly acceptable and compatible output
from these laboratories. The assistance provided to Member States by the Agency to the
improvements in the quality of analytical results help laboratories to compare data with fully
accredited laboratories. Ultimately accurate analytical data will become available world-wide
based on traceable measurements assisted by an extensive system of reference and
intercomparison materials that serve the assessment and control of quality in each individual
laboratory.

Considering on the one hand that CIPM/CCQM (and IUPAC) are working on
fundamental aspects of the internationally structured system for traceable chemical measure-
ments (a system likely to be set up in the next decade), it is conceivable that such structure
should be useful and applicable to all countries, hence, including all IAEA Member States.
Considering on the other hand that the IAEA has an United Nations mandate for assistance and
technology transfer in general and wants to support its Member States in their analytical
measurements in particular, it becomes apparent that there is a high degree of complementarity
between the two undertakings. It is therefore necessary to realize this complementarity by
developing a harmonized approach in helping Member States setting up their analytical
measurement structures in parallel to the international efforts.

To advise the Agency on the realization of a harmonized approach to internationally
compatible quality assurance systems the consultants were requested to consider the following
questions:

1) What actions should be taken by the Agency to aid the development and implementation
of measures to assess and assure the quality of laboratories that provide data in Agency
projects and programs as well as for their national or regional programs?

2) What are the needs for the Agency to implement and promote the internationally
discussed guidelines on production and certification of reference materials (ISO-



REMCO); are they relevant for all producers and all kinds of analytical quality control
materials?

3) Is there a role of the Agency as an important international organization with activities in
analytical quality assurance to be a focal point for promoting and maintaining the quality
of reference materials and intercomparison runs?

4) Which are the key requirements to assure traceability of analytical measurements; how
are these requirements applied in the production and certification of Reference
Materials, how can traceability of AQCS materials be achieved?

5) Which type of reference and intercomparison materials (for programs relating to
nuclear, industrial, environmental and human health measurements) are most urgently
required by laboratories in Member States, which of these are uniquely provided by the
Agency, which are available from other sources?

6) What are the future challenges in analytical chemistry investigations, what are the future
requirements for service by Member States, how can AQCS respond?

PRESENTATIONS

Consultants from Brazil, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and the United States of
America, representing also the European Union and the International Standards Organization,
and IAEA staff members (RIPC, RIHU, RIFA, RIAL and RIML) were in attendance
(Appendix I). The detailed agenda as it was accepted by the Consultants for the meeting is
listed in Appendix II. Under the Chairmanship of Mr. Krug, the Responsible Officer and
Secretary, Mr. R. Zeisler, summarized the present status of the AQCS program and the broad
objective of this meeting:

The role of the present AQCS program in the frame of Agency's program and
budget and in the light of the needs in Member States

The current objectives of the program and its relation to international standards and
guidance

The way and means in which the program is handled

The recent technical accomplishments and development goals for the
intercomparison and reference materials services

The need for the development of approaches to training and technology transfer
with Member State's laboratories.

These deliberations were complemented by a contribution on the goals of the RIML part
of the AQCS program presented by Mr P. Povinec.

In the plenary session the Consultants presented their viewpoints and position papers in
relation to the initial questions, reflecting the international efforts and their own experiences in
analytical quality assurance. This was complemented by technical presentations on the RIAL
and RIML components of the AQCS program The relevant position papers are collected in
Appendix III.
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DISCUSSION

The Consultants, under consideration of the progress made since last year's Consul-
tant's Meeting on Requirements for Reference Materials and Intercomparison Runs - IAEA
Program on Analytical Quality Control Services (AQCS), 17-21 April 1994, Kona, Hi,
U.S.A., recognized that certain areas of the current Agency program need clarification in
definition and strengthening of implementation. The Consultants made the potential benefits to
Member States, to the Agency, and to a world-wide harmonized chemical measurement system
the core of their discussions and recommendations.

An Agency program, considering the requirements regarding harmonized laboratory
quality assurance systems, must, at a minimum,

a) ensure that the main components of the Agency's mission are at the core of the
program,

b) ensure that internationally accepted standards are applied internally (to serve as model
for Member States) and externally (to improve complementarity and compatibility of
projects and programs),

c) provide feedback mechanisms between Member States and Agency activities (to
minimize deficiencies and to provide quantifiable measures for implementation).

A number of International Standardizing Organizations are producing the reference
protocols and definitions that aid the implementation of the above. These established (in
industrialized countries - G7 countries) organizations could provide valuable resources and
backup to the Agency program with the aim to extend partnership to Member States' laborato-
ries.

The Consultant's Committee accepts that:

a) For the AOCS program
The basic IAEA mission is requiring more attention to training and interaction with

counterpart laboratories. Also the scope of the activities may have to be extended as needs for
quality assurance in food analysis may result in new Agency activities; the demand for new
reference materials is rapidly increasing.

b) For internal and external laboratory quality assurance
The Agency Laboratories need to implement (or finalize implementation) as rapidly as

possible Total Quality Management Systems that can form the basis of accreditation, similar
efforts are appropriate for counterpart laboratories in Member States. The output must be
compatible with that from leading international laboratories and organizations.

c) For the Agency's technology transfer activities
In the world-wide Agency efforts to establish (nuclear) analytical capabilities the

intensive utilization of AQCS would not only assist in improving the quality of the laboratories
but would also provide documented and quantifiable feedback on the implementation.

The consultants recognize that full implementation will require new resources,
nevertheless consider the core recommendations as indispensable. Some internal measures (of
which more continuity in the Agency Laboratory's program staffing may be a key factor)
should take highest priority in the implementation of the current program as to avoid invest-
ments in activities of unknown quality.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Consultants feel that the Agency's programs need to consider in the area of
laboratory quality assurance requirements the high degree of complimantarity in their own
efforts to the undertakings of the internationally appointed organizations. Harmonization is
indicated of the Agency's internal and external interactions to achieve technology transfer,
training and analytical data with measurable success and compatible results.

A. Mission Statement

To promote the goals of the IAEA by supporting the measurement infrastructure of the
analytical laboratories in the Member States in order

to achieve internationally credible and comparable measurements;

to maintain and improve the quality of their analytical measurements.

Realization of this mission will be attempted by achieving the following goals:

to assist Member States in education and training in analytical measurements;

to support the transfer of measurement technology and its application in Member States;

to monitor the effectiveness of the assistance provided.

B . Acceptance/Accreditation of the Agency's Laboratories as CRM producer

The Consultants' Committee recalls that the Agency has been producing Reference Materials
(CRMs) in the last twenty years. These were important tools for intercomparison purposes
among Member States' laboratories. Many Reference Materials produced by the Agency are
unique and are indispensable.

The Consultants recommend

1. The Agency should declare its commitment to TQM (Total Quality Management)
principles as defined in the International Standard ISO 8402:1994.

2. The Agency's Laboratories should seek the help of short term (2-3 months) consultants
for peer review of its preparations for certification in accordance with ISO 9001,
ISO/EC Guide 25 as a first step and also with ISO Guide 34 at a later stage.

3. The Agency's Laboratories should seek co-operation with other top CRM producers to
achieve mutual, international acceptance (through mutual analysis).

4. The responsibility for the declared reference values should be clear and personalized.

5. Having attained these goals the Agency's Laboratories can be accredited by the Director
General of the Agency.
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C. Harmonization of internal / external QA procedures applied to AQCS
Intercomparison and Reference Material production

The Consultants stress the necessity for consistent quality of the work procedure within the
Agency's AQCS and between the service and collaborating laboratories. To achieve this goal
following steps should be undertaken:

Appointment of an AQCS co-ordinator as a link between Units1

Preparation of common AQCS QA-Manual based on ISO standard 9001 covering the
main organizational topics

Preparation of separate Laboratory QA-Manuals based on ISO Guide 25 and ISO Guide
34 covering the specific tasks and standard operating procedures of each Unit involved

Exchange of information between Units regarding preparation of Intercomparison and
Reference Materials, evaluation of Intercomparison Runs and certification for Reference
Materials

Uniformity of relevant AQCS documentation

Harmonization between AQCS and collaborators (ISO Guide 34)" should be established
and monitored.

D . Promoting and maintaining the quality of Reference Materials and
Intercomparison Materials

The Consultants' Committee recognizes the importance of promoting and maintaining the
quality of the RMs (including CRMs) and ICMs produced by the AQCS in support of the
Agency mission. This importance is derived from:

the international importance of "Quality" in analytical measurements as used in health,
science and commerce;

the support given to the Member States from the AQCS;

the need to maintain the current investment in the analytical measurement infrastructure
of the Agency and in the Member States;

the Agency's credibility among users and suppliers of RMs and ICMs.

The quality of the RMs and ICMs can be promoted and maintained by

link program activities with national and international bodies engaged in similar
activities by participating in measurement intercomparisons and co-operate measure-
ment projects on a routine basis;

1 Divisions, Sections and Units of the Agency involved in AQCS are:
Division of Human Health, Division of Physical and Chemical Sciences, Agency's Laborato-
ries Seibersdorf - Chemistry Unit and Isotope Hydrology Unit, IAEA Marine Environment
Laboratory, Monaco - Marine Environment Studies Laboratory and Radiometric Measurement
Laboratory)
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demonstrate an appropriate quality program;

produce RMs and ICMs according to accepted guidelines and standards;

maintain links to appropriate international activities as ISO-REMCO, BEPM/CIPM,
EURACHEM, etc.;

provide permanent professional leadership for the program in order to assure quality
and continuity.

E. Quality/Classification of Certified Properties of AQCS Materials

To support the mission as outlined under A, the Consultants underscore that AQCS should

continue its intercomparison programs and

produce and maintain a supply of suitable reference materials

taking due note of the recent CIPM/CCQM directions in chemical measurements. However an
appropriate transition period must be taken into account for-th&4atter to be put inte-effeetr

Since the intercomparisons are intended to provide proficiency testing for the participating
laboratories, it is mandatory to have or create a reference value and its uncertainty range for
each substance under investigation in the intercomparison sample. The "mean" values of
Proficiency Test programs - in whatever "statistical" way they are derived - are not appropriate
as reference value.

There are three procedures leading to a "reference value":

1. the Agency Laboratories build up their own expertise to determine themselves the (SI
traceable) reference values;

2. the Agency extracts a reference value from a selected set of results of those participants
who fulfill well-defined quality criteria (e.g., traceability to SI);

3. the Agency requests acknowledged measurement laboratories to deliver an SI traceable
value for use in its interlaboratory comparisons.

Prerequisites for the first procedure are that:

a) a QA system is established at the Agency's laboratories;
b) the Agency takes part in intercomparisons with laboratories producing reference

materials;
c) the Agency demonstrates traceability to internationally acknowledged standards;
d) the Agency equips its laboratories with highly skilled permanent staff and primary

methods of measurement (CCQM definition).

In the second procedure, the same prerequisites must be fulfilled by the selected participants
who must take open responsibility for their values in the final report.
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F. Assistance to Member States by AQCS to establish a network of
"Agency Recognized Laboratories".

It is recognized that within the Agency's technology transfer, training, and education mission,
a formalized assistance program for Member States' laboratories is of benefit, that will aid
laboratories in assessing and improving the measures for analytical quality control. This can
be achieved by establishment of an External Quality Assurance Program (EQAP) for laborato-
ries engaged in the determination of amount of substance in environmental or food samples.
The scope of specific EQAP projects in the determination of elements, radionuclides or organic
compounds in sediments (from fresh water, estuarine, marine environments), biota (bio-
accumulators), aerosols or food samples, would be subject to specific EQAP protocol(s).

The Consultants recommended the following approach:

For a laboratory to operate at an internationally acceptable standard, a number of key quality
elements must be in place

staff with the required skills and abilities to undertake the required measurements

proper equipment to undertake the measurements in a technically sound manner

an information management systenrwhich--operates acxording~to~docomented
procedures

an internal quality control system based on the personal responsibility of each
individual staff member

The EQAP's function is to ensure that these factors are in place within the laboratories, that
they are effectively utilized and that data are available both to determine performance and
effectiveness of actions for improvements. A laboratory with a documented Quality Manage-
ment System according to the relevant ISO guides or a nationally accredited laboratory would
fulfill the above a priori requirements but would have to be subject to IAEA EQAP.

Components of EQAP are:

Review of conformity with accepted quality standards (questionnahe, external expert)

Review of internal quality control measures (control charts, RM analysis)

Formalized proficiency testing (min 2 intercomparison/year)

Results of review and proficiency tests are the basis of Laboratory Recognition.

It is recommended that the IAEA (through AQCS) conducts the appropriate reviews and
proficiency tests as well as organizes training on laboratory quality control and assessment.
Protocols for such programs still need to be developed and approved. The Agency's Laborato-
ries shall establish a committee that, in co-operation with scientific consultants, reviews and
approves the results of these activities

Recognition will be granted by the Agency's Laboratories to laboratories fulfilling above
requirements routinely.

Furthermore it is realized that such a program ought to start at a small scale, i.e., in a few
laboratories and analytical activities. For that purpose, regional pilot project(s) may be
appropriate.



It is also conceivable that in due course a network of recognized laboratories will function as
training center or reference for other laboratories, thus passing on the quality standards and
their implementation until ultimate "recognition". This would multiplying the initial investment
effort.
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Appendix II

CONSULTANTS' MEETING AGENDA

Tuesday: 2 May 1995

8:30 Registration

9:00 - 10:30 SESSION 1:
Opening of the Meeting
Brief Self-Introduction of Participants
Election of Chairman and Rapporteur
Adoption of the Agenda

Introduction to the meeting objectives

IAEA's Program on AQCS, a brief status report:
Aspects of the activities of an international organization
Technical aspects:

Agency's Laboratory Seibersdorf
Marine Environment Laboratory, Monaco

11:00 - 13:00 SESSION 2:

Presentations by consultants, plus discussions

14:00 - 15:30 SESSION 2:

Presentations by consultants, plus discussions

16:00 - 18:00 SESSION 2:

Presentations by consultants, plus discussions

followed by Reception

Wednesday: 3 May 1995

09:00 - 13:00 SESSION 3:

Group Discussions

14:00 - 18:00 SESSION 3:

Group Discussions (continued)

Thursday; 4 May 1995

09:00 - 13:00 SESSION 4:

Presentations, General Discussions

14:00 - 18:00 SESSION 4:



General Discussions (continued)

Friday: 5 May 1995

09:00 - 13:00 SESSION 5:

Discussion and Formulation of Recommendations

14:00 - 16:00 SESSION 6 (joint Session):

Discussion and Adoption of Recommendations

CLOSING OF MEETING
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Foreword

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is r v/cr!d\vid^ fed-
eration of national standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of
preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO
technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which
a technical committee has been established has the right to be rep-
resented on that committee. International organizations, governmental and
non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. ISO col-
laborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
on all matters of electrotechnical standardization.

ISO guides are intended essentially for internal use in ISO committees or
in some cases for the guidance of member bodies when dealing with mat-
ters that would not normally be the subject of an International Standard.

ISO Guide 34 was drawn up by the ISO Committee on reference materials
(REMCO) and was approved by ISO member b
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Introduction

The use of reference materials makes possible the transfer of the values
of measured or assigned quantities between testing, analytical and
measurement laboratories. They are widely used for the calibration of
measuring equipment and for the evaluation or validation of measurement
procedures. In certain cases, they enable properties to be expressed
conveniently in arbitrary units.

There is an increasing number of reference material producers and a dem-
onstration of their scientific and technical competence is now a basic
requirement for ensuring the quality of reference materials. The demand
for new reference materials of higher quality is increasing as a conse-
quence of both the increased precision of measuring equipment and the
requirement for more accurate and reliable data in the scientific and tech-
nological disciplines. Some previously acceptable reference materials may
not meet these more stringent requirements. It is, therefore, not only
necessary for producers to supply information about reference materials in
the form of reports, certificates and statements, but also to demonstrate
their competence in producing reference materials of appropriate quality.

This Guide sets out guidelines on the interpretation of ISO/IEC Guide 25
and the ISO 9000 series of standards. It thereby provides a mechanism for
demonstrating that reference material production is carried out in accord-
ance with the requirements of the ISO 9000 series and that reference
material characterization is in accordance with the requirements of
ISO/IEC Guide 25. It should be noted, however, that some aspects of this
Guide are not necessarily required to gain accreditation or registration to a
standard. Equally, there are a number of general requirements of
ISO/IEC Guide 25 and the ISO 9000 series of standards which are not
referred to in this Guide.

IV
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Quality system guidelines for the production of reference
materials

1 Scope

1.1 This Guide sets out guidelines on the quality sys-
tem requirements for reference material production,
irrespective of the sector involved. However, it is rec-
ognized that there is more than one way of assuring
and demonstrating quality. The prime requirement is
to be able to demonstrate to a peer group that the
envisaged quality of reference materials produced is
clearly defined.

This Guide is for the use of reference material pro-
ducers in the development and implementation of
their quality system, and by accreditation bodies, cer-
tifying bodies and others concerned with assessing
the quality systems of reference material producers.

It should be recognized that a reference material
needs to be characterized mainly to the level of accu-
racy required for its intended purpose (i.e. appropriate
uncertainty). The reference material producer should
describe the procedure for establishing the quality of
materials as a component of the quality system.

The Guide provides guidance for the production of
both reference materials and certified reference ma-
terials (as defined in ISO Guide 30).

ISO 9000 compendium: 1994, International Standards
for quality management.

ISO 10012-1:1992, Quality assurance requirements for
measuring equipment — Parti: Metrological confir-
mation systems for measuring equipment.

ISO/IEC Guide 2:1991, General terms and their defini-
tions concerning standardization and related activities.

ISO/IEC Guide 25:1990, General requirements for the
competence of calibration and testing laboratories.

ISO Guide 30:1992, Terms and definitions used in
connection with reference materials.

ISO Guide 31:1981, Contents of certificates of refer-
ence materials.

ISO Guide 35:1989, Certification of reference ma-
terials — General and statistical principles.

VIM:1993, International Vocabulary of Basic and
General Terms in Metrology.

Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measure-
ment. 1st edition, 1993 (corrected and reprinted in
1995).

1.2 This Guide sets out the quality system require-
ments in accordance with which reference materials
should be produced. It is intended to be used as part
of a reference material producer's general QA proce-
dures.

Reference material producers should define their
scope in terms of the application, the measurement
methods used in the homogeneity, stability and
characterization studies, and any limitations due to the
material matrix.

2 References

ISO 8402:1994, Quality management and quality as-
surance — Vocabulary.

3 Definitions

For the purposes of this Guide, the definitions given in
ISO/IEC Guide 2, ISO/IEC Guide 25, ISO Guide 30,
ISO 8402 and VIM and the following definitions apply.

3.1 reference material producer: Technically com-
petent body (organization or firm, public or private)
that produces reference materials in accordance with
ISO Guides 31 and 35.

3.2 collaborator: Technically competent body (or-
ganization or firm, public or private) that undertakes
aspects of the manufacture, or characterization, of the
(certified) reference material on behalf of the refer-
ence material producer, either on a contractual or vol-
untary basis.

- 4 7 -
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4 Organizational requirements

4.1 Environment

The reference material producer should ensure that its
laboratory accommodation, calibration and measure-
ment areas, material preparation and packaging areas,
energy sources, lighting, temperature, pressure and
ventilation are such as to facilitate proper material
preparation and packaging as well as proper perform-
ance of calibration and measurements. Considerations
with respect to environmental conditions should
include, where appropriate, humidity, freedom from
vibration, freedom from airborne dust and microbio-
logical contamination, magnetic fields and electro-
magnetic radiation. The reference material producer
should also ensure that these requirements are met
by any collaborator involved in any production process.

For example, the packaging of a cement material will
require conditions of low humidity, and the prep-
aration of a material in which the content of traces of
lead is to be measured will require clean-room con-
ditions to prevent contamination from airborne lead
particulates due to car emissions. Clean-room con-
ditions may be required for trace analysis.

Appropriate health, safety and environmental protec-
tion precautions should also be implemented where
necessary (e.g. when handling pesticides or serum).
Adequate temperature control facilities may also be
necessary for certain types of reference material pro-
duction.

Where appropriate to do so, the environment in which
these activities are undertaken should be monitored,
controlled and recorded, such that results and pro-
cesses are not adversely affected.

4.2 Quality policy and system

4.2.1 Quality policy

The reference material producer should define and
document its policy, objectives and commitment to
ensuring and maintaining the quality of all aspects of
reference material production, including material qual-
ity (e.g. homogeneity and stability), characterization
(e.g. equipment calibration and measurement method
validation), assignment of property values (e.g. use of
-appropriate statistical procedures) and material hand-
ling, storage and transport procedures.

The quality policy should, when appropriate, include
mention of interlaboratory characterization studies
using laboratories which are active and competent in
the respective field of measurement. In this context,
the policy should include a commitment to interact
with the appropriate sectors of the measurement
community, in order to prevent working in isolation.
The policy should also include a commitment to pro-

duce reference materials which conform to the defini-
tions given in ISO Guide 30, and whose property val-
ues are assessed and documented in accordance with
the requirements of ISO Guides 31 and 35. It is impor-
tant that the reference material producer specifies the
intended use of the reference materials in order that
the user fully appreciates which types of application
the materials may be used for.

4.2.2 Quality system

The reference material producer should establish and
maintain a documented quality system appropriate to
the type, range and volume of reference material
production it undertakes so as to ensure that the
reference materials produced conform to specified re-
quirements. As well as conforming to the general
quality system requirements of ISO/I EC Guide 25 and
the ISO 9000 series, the producer should have a
quality system that, in particular, covers the following:

a) arrangements for ensuring the suitable choice
(e.g. particle size range, concentration range of
candidate reference materials);

b) preparation procedures;

c) achievement of the required degree of hom-
ogeneity of the reference material;

d) assessment of the stability of the reference ma-
terial;

e) procedures for undertaking characterization;

f) achievement of traceability to national or inter-
national standards of measurement;

g) assignment of property values, including prep-
aration of certificates or statements in accord-
ance with ISO Guide 31 when appropriate;

h) arrangements for ensuring adequate storage
facilities;

i) arrangements for suitable labelling and packag-
ing facilities, packing and delivery procedures
and customer service.

4.3 Management, staffing and training

The production of reference materials should, where
possible, only be undertaken by organizations having
experience in the production of the particular type of
reference material (or related material), as well as
having experience in the measurement of the proper-
ties being determined.
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The reference material producer should have mana-
gerial staff with the necessary authority, resources
and technical competence required to discharge their
duties. Measurement of the property of interest
should be completed by, or under the supervision of, a
technically competent manager qualified either in
terms of suitable academic qualifications or relevant
work experience. The reference material producer's
management should define the minimum levels of
qualification and experience necessary for the key
posts within its body.

The reference material producer should have suffi-
cient personnel having the necessary education,
training, technical knowledge and experience for their
assigned functions. For example, a staff member
undertaking thermal expansion measurements should
have a degree, or appropriate level qualification,
together with adequate experience in the field work-
ing with a more senior scientist making measure-
ments at an equivalent level of accuracy.

The reference material producer should also ensure
that staff receive additional training, when necessary,
to ensure competent performance of measurements,
operation of equipment and any other activities which
affect quality. Where possible, objective measures
should be used to assess the attainment of compe-
tence during training. The need to retrain staff period-
ically should be considered (e.g. the reference
material producer should have in place a policy for
retraining staff when a method or measurement
technique is not in regular use).

The reference material producer should maintain an
up-to-date record of the training that each staff mem-
ber has received. These records should provide evi-
dence that individual staff members have been
adequately trained and that their competence to
complete particular types of material preparation and
measurement has been assessed.

4.4 Collaborators

Where a reference material producer undertakes any
part of the procedure for the production or character-
ization of a reference material on an interlaboratory
basis, the producer should be able to demonstrate
that the collaborators' experience is sufficient and that
the results produced are of the required quality. In
assessing the competence of a collaborator, the ref-
erence material producer may require information on
the collaborator's knowledge of the subject and
details of past experience in the field (e.g. valid results
for comparable measurements). In the latter context,
the producer may consider distributing materials
whose property values are well established prior to
distributing any candidate reference material samples.
Evidence of collaborators being accredited to
ISO/I EC Guide 25 when testing is carried out, or

registered to the ISO 9000 series for other activities,
will generally be appropriate. In the limit, the reference
material producer may have no laboratory facilities,
but should ensure that all scientific work carried out
by the collaborators which may contribute to the
assignment of the property values of interest is fit for
that purpose.

The reference material producer should ensure that all
details of the methodology, results and all the per-
formance procedures of any collaborators are avail-
able, if required, and that a register/database of all
collaborators is maintained.

4.5 Material handling and storage

The reference material producer should identify, pre-
serve and segregate (i.e. from other chemicals and
samples) all candidate materials and reference ma-
terials from the time of preparation through to their
distribution. The reference material producer should
ensure adequate packaging of all reference materials
(e.g. where appropriate, use air-free, moisture-free or
inert gas packaging) and provide secure storage
areas/stock rooms which prevent damage or de-
terioration of any item or material between charac-
terization and distribution. Appropriate methods for
authorizing dispatch to, and receipt from, such areas
should be stipulated, in order to detect possible
deterioration, the condition of all stored/stocked items
and materials should be assessed at appropriate
intervals.

The reference material producer should control pack-
ing and marking processes to the extent necessary to
ensure conformity with the safety and transport
requirements. The proper distribution of samples, for
example, can present a severe problem for some
types of material which require uninterrupted storage
in a freezer, or which should not be exposed to X-rays,
shocks or vibrations. Most types of chemical materials
would benefit from air-tight packaging to avoid con-
tamination by atmospheric contaminants (e.g. fuel va-
pours or engine exhaust gases) which may be
encountered during transport.

The reference material label should be securely
attached to the product packaging of individual refer-
ence material units, and should be designed to remain
legible and intact within the period of validity of the
material. The label should identify the material, the
producer, its batch and catalogue numbers, and any
other information necessary to enable the material to
be uniquely distinguished and referenced, where
appropriate, to its statement or certificate.

The reference material producer should arrange to
maintain the integrity of each reference material
throughout the entire production process. Where con-
tractually specified, this protection should be ex-
tended to include delivery to destination.

4-f-
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4.6 Records and reports

The reference material producer should establish
and maintain a record system to suit its particular
circumstances and to comply with any applicable
regulations. The producer should arrange for all indi-
vidual measurement observations, appropriate calcu-
lations and derived data, calibration records and
preparation reports to be retained until it is no longer
probable that they will need to be referred to.

The results of each calibration or measurement (or
series of either) carried out by the reference material
producer and its collaborators, where appropriate,
should be reported accurately, legibly, indelibly,
unambiguously and objectively, in accordance with
any instructions in the calibration or measurement
methods. The results should normally be reported in a
calibration or measurement report and should include
all information necessary for interpretation of the cali-
bration or measurement results and a summary of the
method employed.

NOTE 1 This is an internal report of the reference material
producer and should not be confused with a certification
report which is supplied with a certified reference material.

4.7 Post-distribution service

The reference material producer should establish,
document and maintain procedures for ensuring that
corrective action is undertaken whenever a product is
found not to conform to the specified requirements.
Any resultant changes (e.g. in procedures or data)
should be recorded, and all purchasers of the refer-
ence material notified if there is a change to its
assigned property values (e.g. as a result of additional
measurement studies) within the period of the validity
of the material.

As part of these procedures, the reference material
producer should maintain a mailing list of purchasers
of every reference material in order to advise any
users who may need to be informed of a problem
concerning the viability of a particular reference ma-
terial. The reference material producer should also
have an advisory service to provide guidance (includ-
ing a complaints procedure) and technical services to
users.

5 Production control

5.1 Planning

The reference material producer should identify and
plan those processes which directly affect the quality
of reference material production and should ensure
that they are carried out under controlled conditions.

Organizational and technical input of the different
collaborators involved should be identified and the
necessary information documented and regularly
reviewed. A mechanism (e.g. a management/technical
advisory group) should be established to make rec-
ommendations on how to plan the production pro-
cesses. These could include recommendations for
production, setting up a monitoring system (to ensure
timeliness and quality for each production phase) and
having an evaluation procedure to assess the pro-
duction processes retrospectively.

Natural reference materials should have the same or
nearly the same matrix as routine test materials in
order to simulate the measurement process as closely
as possible. For example, they should not have artifi-
cially elevated levels of certain elements (if these
elemental concentrations are to be assessed) due to
contamination from handling and preparation (e.g. for
a natural material which is to be characterized for
chromium content, consideration should be given to
avoiding grinding/mixing in a grinder/blender made
from stainless steel). If possible, the speciation of the
analytes should be the same as in the routine test
material matrix.

In particular, the reference material producer will need
to have procedures and service facilities, where ap-
propriate, for:

a) material selection;

b) maintaining a suitable environment;

c) material preparation;

d) measuring/testing;

e) calibration/validation of equipment/measurement
methods;

f) assessing material homogeneity;

g) assessing material stability;

h) organizing interlaboratory studies with its col-
laborators;

i) assigning property values based on the results of
measurements;

j) assigning uncertainties to the assigned property
values;

k) ensuring adequate storage facilities and con-
ditions;

I) ensuring adequate packaging facilities;

m) ensuring appropriate transport arrangements;

n) ensuring an adequate post-distribution service.

The reference material producer should identify the
necessary verification procedures which ensure the
quality of each stage of reference material production,
and should assign adequate resources and personnel
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for such activities. These activities should include in-
spection, testing and monitoring of all stages of pro-
duction.

5.2 Material preparation

The reference material producer should establish
whether the item or material has received adequate
preparation for its intended use. Procedures for ma-
terial preparation should include, where appropriate:

a) qualitative analysis for verification of material
type;

b) machining, grinding, blending, sieving and riffling
(i.e. dividing into representative samples);

c) determination of particle size distribution;

d) cleaning of sample containers;

e) drying (including lyophilization) and sterilization;

f) packaging (e.g. bottling, etc.) representative
samples from the batch;

g) homogeneity testing;

h) stability testing over a range of conditions of
possible deteriorating influence on the reference
materials being produced (e.g. different levels of
humidity, temperature, light, magnetic fields,
etc.).

The reference material producer should be able to
demonstrate that the candidate reference material is
sufficiently homogeneous; i.e. the difference, if any,
between representative sample measurements must
be smaller than the uncertainty of the assigned prop-
erty value. It should be noted, however, that a rela-
tively inhomogeneous material may be the best
available, and may therefore still be useful as a refer-
ence material provided the uncertainties of the as-
signed property values take due account of this.

5.3 Assessment of homogeneity and
stability

Where appropriate, an assessment of the homogen-
eity of statistically random representative quantities
from a batch of candidate reference material should
be performed in conformity with ISO Guide 35. For
reference materials that are expected to be hom-
ogeneous on physical grounds, the main purpose of
homogeneity testing is to detect unexpected prob-
lems, ior example differential contamination during
packaging into individual units, or incomplete dissol-
ution or equilibration of an analyte in a solvent (which
could lead to steadily changing concentrations). For

these types of examples, systematic sampling (e.g. 1
from every 50 samples produced in a continuous pro-
cess; sampling at regular intervals for each sub-batch
in those cases where the sub-batch can be defined)
may often be a better way to detect inhomogeneity
than random sampling (e.g. segregation of fine/coarse
particles in a powder). A statistical trend analysis may
also be helpful in detecting inhomogeneity. If the
material is produced in several batches, it will be nec-
essary to test the equivalence of the batches (or to
assign property values to each batch separately). The
assessment should be performed after the material
has been packaged in its final form unless stability
studies indicate that storage should be maintained in
bulk form. In some cases, an intermediate homogen-
eity check may be necessary (e.g. prior to ampouling).

Where appropriate, the property values to be as-
sessed should be measured periodically, ideally over a
range of conditions under which the material is to be
stored prior to distribution to the user. The effects of
light, moisture, heat and time all have to be quantified
in order to provide advice on storage location and
lifespan (and hence a suitable shelf-life/expiry date).
Stability testing can only be performed after sufficient
homogeneity has been demonstrated. Then any
sample (assuming that it is not smaller than the
samples used to test homogeneity) can be considered
representative; there is no constraint on the number
of samples required, nor any requirement to choose
them randomly. However, there will be variation in re-
sults depending on the repeatability and intermediate
precision measure of the technique and so replicate
tests should be performed. When the intended use of
a reference material is for the calibration of a method
requiring a small quantity of test sample [e.g. slurry
graphite AAS or ICP (which uses 10u.g to 100 ug of
sample)], it will be necessary to assess the hom-
ogeneity on comparably sized reference material
samples. The sample size at which the homogeneity
of the reference material has been established should
be specified by the producer.

Where appropriate, an assessment of the stability of
the assigned property values of the reference material
needs to be performed at periodic intervals after
characterization to confirm that all values are main-
tained from production until end-use. Wherever appro-
priate, the reference material producer should provide
an expiry date for the usable life of the reference ma-
terials produced, based on initial and on-going stability
studies in compliance with ISO Guide 35. In some
cases, this may be interpreted to mean an expiry date
from the date of shipment, but in all appropriate cases
the producer should carry out on-going stability
studies.

The reference material producer should provide details
of the homogeneity and stability studies carried out in
accordance with ISO Guide 35.
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5.4 Measurement methods

The reference material producer should use appropri-
ate documented methods or procedures, which in-
clude protocols defining approaches to be adopted for
different analyses, calibrations, measurements and
related activities within its responsibility (including
preparation of items, sampling, handling, preservation,
storage, packaging, transport to collaborators, esti-
mation of uncertainty and analysis of measurement
data). These activities should be consistent with the
required accuracy, where appropriate, of the refer-
ence material, and with any standard specifications
relevant to the measurement concerned.

Measurement methods developed in-house by the
reference material producer, or by any collaborators,
should be validated and authorized (e.g. by a man-
agement/technical advisory group or appropriately
defined person) before use. Such methods should
have been thoroughly investigated, and should clearly
and exactly describe the necessary conditions and
procedures for which the measurement of the prop-
erty values of interest are valid at the level of accuracy
commensurate with the intended use of the reference
material. In some cases, reference materials will be
characterized for method-dependent properties (e.g.
teachable metals, pH or flash point).

Where sampling is carried out as part of the measure-
ment method (e.g. sub-sampling a representative
quantity from a batch of material), the reference
material producer should use documented procedures
and appropriate statistical techniques to take test
portions.

5.5 Measuring equipment

Where necessary, measuring equipment used in
reference material production should be properly cali-
brated or verified and maintained with all procedures
being documented and the results recorded. Where
appropriate, periodic performance checks should be
carried out (e.g. to check the response, stability,
linearity, resolution, alignment, repeatability and sep-
arating efficiency) to ensure that the measuring equip-
ment is performing adequately. The frequency of such
performance checks should be determined by experi-
ence and based on the type and previous performance
of the equipment. Intervals between checks should be
shorter than the time within which the equipment has
been found to drift outside acceptable limits, in accor-
dance with the requirements of ISO 10012-1.

Any item of equipment that has been subjected to
overloading or mishandling, shown to provide suspect
results, or shown by verification or otherwise to be
defective, should be clearly identified, withdrawn from
service and, wherever possible, stored at a specified
location until repaired and shown by calibration, verifi-

cation or test to perform satisfactorily. The reference
material producer should review the implications for
results obtained using such equipment, with particular
regard to the extent of the calibration deviation, the
results involved and the allowable tolerance on the
results. Where results have been significantly in error,
the reference material producer should have the
results checked and should take appropriate remedial
action. Records of the review and any checks/re-
medial action should be maintained.

Each item of equipment, including any measurement
standard, that is used in the calibration/validation of
equipment/measurement methods used for reference
material production should, when appropriate, be
labelled, marked or otherwise identified to indicate its
calibration status and expiry date. This should also
include reagents used in chemical analysis.

All measuring and testing equipment having an effect
on the accuracy or validity of calibrations or measure-
ments should be calibrated and/or verified before
being commissioned into service. The reference
material producer and its collaborators should have an
established programme for the calibration and verifi-
cation of measuring and test equipment.

The overall programme of calibration and/or verifi-
cation of equipment should be designed and operated
so as to ensure that, wherever applicable, measure-
ments made by the reference material producer are
traceable to national and/or international standards of
measurement through an unbroken chain of compari-
sons. Calibration certificates of measurement instru-
ments should, wherever appropriate, indicate the
traceability to national standards of measurement and
should provide the measurement results and associ-
ated uncertainty of measurement.

5.6 Traceability and validation

Although it is usually possible to establish the trace-
ability of a property by a series of successive cali-
brations back to an appropriate base unit of the SI,
traceability in the pure metrological meaning becomes
more difficult when chemical composition quantities
(e.g. amount of substance concentration, specific
amount of substance, mass fraction and mass con-
centration) of complex materials are considered. In
these cases the main contribution to the uncertainty
of the measurement result is not the lack of trace-
ability of the measured values (of, for example, mass,
volume, electric current or amount of substance) to
their respective SI units (kilogram, metre, ampere, or
mole, respectively). The most significant contribution
results from the more or less limited selectivity of the
measurement procedure for the component of
interest, which in many instances is accompanied by
other components of similar chemical behaviour.
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Where traceability to national or international stan-
dards of measurement is possible, the reference
material producer should provide documentary evi-
dence of the traceability of measurements. Where
this is not possible, the reference material producer
should provide satisfactory evidence of the correlation
of results with others, either by exhaustive evaluation
of the measurement process or by correlation with
known and accepted national and/or international cer-
tified reference materials. Ideally, the latter approach
should include the use of certified reference materials
which are themselves traceable. A more complete
discussion on the concept and requirements of trace-
ability is given in annex A.

5.7 Data evaluation

Where computers/computer-controlled systems are
used for the capture, processing, evaluation, record-
ing, reporting, storage or retrieval of calibration or test
data, the reference material producer should ensure
that:

a) computer software is validated wherever poss-
ible, especially when developed in-house, and is
adequate for use;

b) procedures are established and implemented for
protecting the integrity of data; such procedures
should include, but are not limited to, integrity of
data entry or capture, data storage, data trans-
mission and data processing;

c) equipment is maintained to ensure proper func-
tioning and is provided with the environmental
and operating conditions necessary to maintain
data integrity;

d) appropriate procedures are established and
implemented for the maintenance of data secur-
ity, including prevention of unauthorized access
to, and amendment of, computer records. Hard
copies of all computer records and computer
disk copies of programs should, where possible,
also be retained in order to overcome potential
difficulties in comparing new data with data
obtained using outdated/replaced software.

5.8 Approaches to characterization

There are several technically valid approaches to
characterizing a reference material, as described in
ISO Guide 35. These include carrying out measure-
ments using:

a) a single definitive method, preferably in dupli-
cate, by a single organization (which may consist
of a number of separate laboratories);

b) two or more independent reference methods by
one organization; the methods should have small

uncertainties relative to the intended use of the
reference material; the characterization should
be corroborated by additional methods or labora-
tories;

c) a network of qualified organizations using meth-
ods of demonstrated accuracy and an assess-
ment of known and acceptable uncertainty;

d) a method-specific approach (interlaboratory
study) giving only method-specific assessed
property value(s).

Depending on the type of reference material, its
intended use, the competence of the laboratories
involved and the quality of methods employed, one
approach may be chosen as appropriate. The refer-
ence material producer should, where possible,
ensure the characterization study complies with the
requirements of ISO Guide 35.

The single definitive method approach should only be
carried out when the equipment and expertise enable
it to ensure traceability to the SI system. More
usually, a property value can be reliably assessed
when its value is confirmed by several collaborators
working independently and using more than one
method, for each of which the accuracy, repeatability
and reproducibility have been well established. Gener-
ally, the reference material producer will need to
select collaborators in such a manner as to ensure
meeting the objective of the production programme,
including ensuring an adequate level of quality for the
reference materials being produced, as defined by the
producer and, where appropriate, the user.

5.9 Assignment of property values

5.9.1 General

The most important aspect of establishing the prop-
erty values of the reference material being produced
is an assessment of their uncertainties.

The reference material producer should never rely
entirely on a statistical analysis of the characterization
data when assessing the property values of interest.
Outliers should not be excluded on purely statistical
evidence until they have been thoroughly investigated
and, where possible, the reasons for the discrepan-
cies identified. Alternatively, the use of robust statis-
tics may be appropriate in some cases.

When several methods have been used to character-
ize a reference material, difficulty may arise when the
results show significant differences, in which case a
property value based on the mean is inappropriate. It
is essential in such cases that the reference material
producer and its collaborators have considerable ex-
perience of the different methods and be able to give

b'j
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more or less weight to the results from the use of a
particular measurement method. For example, the
means from two (or more) measurement methods
may differ statistically, but the results from both
methods- may agree within the uncertainty of each
method. In this case the results may be weighted
according to the inverse of the variance of each
method. In some cases, measurement methods will
produce irreconcilable results and it may be necessary
to assign separate property values according to the
methods used (i.e. a method-specific approach).

The reference material producer should issue a
statement or certificate, as appropriate, communicat-
ing information about the reference material; this pro-
vides information to the user on the property values,
their meaning, their uncertainties at a defined confi-
dence level and, where appropriate, the expiry date of
the material. The statement or certificate should also
contain information for the user on the proper appli-
cation of the reference material and on potential
problems in its use. The contents of the certificate or
statement should comply with the requirements of
ISO Guide 31. In assigning the property values of
interest, the reference material producer should
consider establishing a group of independent experts
whose responsibility is to check that all work, data and
documents are fit for their purpose. It is also nec-
essary for the reference material producer to dem-
onstrate the traceability of the property values in
accordance with the requirements of ISO Guide 35.

5.9.2 Assessment of uncertainty

Every measurement has an uncertainty associated
with it (see Guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurement). Proper assessment and correction of
all recognized and correctable systematic errors
should be carried out and the uncertainties associated
with these corrections assessed. An educated
assessment of uncertainty arising from possible
systematic errors should also be made based on, for
example, the results of intercomparisons.

Calculations and data transfers should be subject to
appropriate checks. The reference material producer
should apply adequate statistical techniques for verify-
ing the acceptability of any data relevant to the as-
sessment of the property values of interest.

An assessment should then be carried out of the
uncertainties of the assigned property values. This
should always be based on a combination of the un-
certainties arising from the corrections for recognized
systematic errors, the uncertainties arising from
possible systematic errors, and the uncertainty due to
random variations of repeated observations. Ideally,
the latter should constitute the smaller proportion of
the uncertainty of a particular property value. In some
cases it may be necessary to make uncertainty esti-
mates based on experience with the measurement
methods and their reliability. In such cases, the justifi-
cation should be described.

8
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Annex A

Traceability of the property values of reference materials

A.I Concept of traceability

The term traceability is becoming increasingly used to
describe the reliability of measurements, but it is not
always clear what is meant. Clearly, traceability
implies an unbroken path (with stated uncertainties) to
some higher level of accuracy or authority. In an ab-
solute sense, this means to the base system of
measurement units [International System of Units (SI)!
or their derivatives. However, it has been more
generally defined in the International Vocabulary of
Basic and General Terms in Metrology (VIM) as "the
property of a result of a measurement whereby it can
be related to appropriate standards, generally inter-
national or national standards, through an unbroken
chain of comparisons." In other words, when the
result of a measurement is described as traceable, it
is essential to specify to what "appropriate standard"
traceability has been established. It may be to a base
unit of the SI (such as the ampere), to a dimensionless
mass fraction number, to a defined scale (such as pH
or hardness) or to a method described in a national or
international standard.

In the case of reference materials for physical proper-
ties, it is usually possible to establish traceability via a
series of instrument calibrations to the appropriate
base units of the SI. For example, the certification of a
reference material for specific heat capacity is based
on measurements of electrical energy, temperature
and mass, all of which are readily traceable to the SI
by means of instruments calibrated by or traceable to
national metrology laboratories.

However, in the case of reference materials for
chemical composition, establishing traceability is often
more difficult. For example, although weighing the
sample on an accurate balance using traceable
calibrated weights presents no difficulty, the analyte is
rarely determined by mass. More usually it is de-
termined by the physical response of an analytical
instrument only after numerous processes such as
sampling, dissolution or extraction, and separation by
chromatography or more traditional wet-chemical
methods, any or all of which are links in the traceabil-
ity chain, each with its own uncertainty. The analytical
chemist must assess how efficient each process has
been in completely retaining the analyte, either un-
changed or stoichiometrically converted to another
chemical species, and in separating it from sub-
stances which interfere with the final instrumental
measurement.

When the property is expressed in terms of the
amount of substance, chemists are faced with a par-
ticula' problem. Because of the extensive use of a
bala-ce in a chemical laboratory, the property values
of rr.ost reference materials certified for chemical
composition are expressed as mass fractions or mass
concentrations rather than amount of substance
whit" must be expressed in moles. However, work-
ing ir mass is a very good approximation of working in
moles. The reference material producer is therefore
concerned with demonstrating that the methods used
are me most reliable available for the determination of
a particular analyte in a particular matrix, of which the
units may be, for example, grams of lead per gram of
blocc, or grams of DDT per gram of animal tissue.

A.2 Certification of reference materials

As rc:ed in the main text, ISO Guide 35 recognizes
three main procedures for the certification of refer-
ence materials:

a) ~easurement by a single definitive method in a
s'ngle laboratory;

b) measurement by two or more independent ref-
e'ence methods in one laboratory; and

c) -measurement by a network of qualified labora-
:ories using one or more methods of demon-
strated accuracy.

A de* i it ive method is considered to be one where the
propety "is either directly measured in terms of the
base units of measurement or indirectly related to the
base units through physical or chemical theory ex-
pressed in exact mathematical equations." The term
can THUS be used to include analytical chemical
metr.cds even where the result.is not necessarily "in
acccrance wi th a definition of the unit" as required
by V VI. Even where such a high quality chemical
analy.cal method is available, it is desirable that two
or m c e analysts make independent determinations,
prefe'sbly wi th different experimental facilities.

Certif.cation by interlaboratory testing presupposes
the existence of a number of equally capable labora-
tories employing methods which have been inde-
pendently validated, and implies that differences
between individual results are statistical in nature and

6 -
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can therefore be treated by purely statistical pro-
cedures. Although this approach to certification is
often unavoidable, it frequently provides only
comparability between laboratories and can lead to
apparent authority being given to wrong values,
especially if the statistical treatment is allowed to
predominate over chemical wisdom and judgement. A
subset of this procedure is when the analysis is
method specific.

The traceability of reference materials can therefore
range from a rigorous chain of instrumental cali-
brations back to the base units of the SI to the use of
a well-defined reference method. In each case the ref-
erence material producer will need to consider how to
apply the relevant principle. What is essential, particu-
larly for all certified reference materials, is that the
certificate contains a statement of traceability indicat-
ing the principles and procedures on which the prop-
erty values (together with their uncertainties) are
based. A numerical value without this additional infor-
mation is generally considered unacceptable in a refer-
ence material certificate.

A.3 Practical examples

The problem of establishing traceability of certified
values is considered in A.3.1 to A.3.6 for some of the
main categories of chemical reference materials.

A.3.1 Gas mixtures

The certification of reference materials of this type is
the most easily traceable of all materials for chemical
composition in that comparisons (by gas chromatog-
raphy or other analytical methods) can be made with
primary mixtures prepared gravimetrically. The trace-
ability of the primary standard is established by the
traceability of the masses to national standards
of mass, the atomic/molecular masses of the
components, and by the purity of the components. It
is also necessary to establish the stability of the
mixture in gas cylinders by the regular analysis of
samples at selected time intervals and by comparing
measurements on newly prepared mixtures with
those which have been subjected to prolonged
storage.

analytical procedure. Whilst not eliminating possible
errors introduced by incomplete knowledge of the
composition of the alloy samples under investigation,
the analysis of synthetic solutions of a composition
similar to a solution of the alloy of interest, prepared
from "spectroscopically pure" metals can provide
valuable evidence for the validity of the analytical
methods employed for certification.

Validation of analytical methods for non-metallic con-
stituents of alloys can be made by means of com-
pounds of high purity and known stoichiometry (e.g.
calcium carbonate for carbon determinations, potass-
ium dihydrogen phosphate for phosphorus determi-
nations, and metal oxides for oxygen determinations).

A.3.3 Pure chemical compounds

It is usually not possible to determine the major
cons::;..-:".* v.•'•:<-- f f f : re r v ! ? ecu racy to derive ?.
meaningful value of purity, except for substances
where accurate titrimetric methods can be employed.
Methods based on the melting characteristics (e.g.
differential scanning calorimetry) measure total im-
purity but require the substance to be stable at its
melting temperature, and are only reliable when the
system is ideal and the impurities do not form solid
solutions in the main component. When direct
methods are not applicable, the analytical chemist has
therefore to seek to separate and determine all the
individual impurities by as many techniques as poss-
ible. Chromatography is most useful for organic
compounds because of the variety of separation and
detection systems available, but the problem of failing
to resolve impurities which are chemically very similar
to the mam component has always to be acknowl-
edged.

The producer of a pure chemical should recognize that
it is equally important to demonstrate the identity of
the compound as well as its purity. The chemical lit-
erature is not free from compounds with wrongly
reported structures, and evidence of identity should
always be part of the traceability statement in a cer-
tificate of purity.

A.3.2 Metal alloys

There are probably more reference materials in this
category than in any other and most are certified by
the procedure based on interlaboratory comparison
using published methods. It is important, therefore, to
note that the reliability of such methods has been
thoroughly established. The analysis will usually in-
volve dissolution of the alloy before application of the

A.3.4 Trace elements in inorganic (including
water) and organic matrices

The use of isotope-dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS)
has overcome many of the problems associated with
the determination of trace elements. Its capacity to
compare number ratios of isotopic atoms of different
masses without quantitative separation of the sample

10
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yields results which, in theory, are directly traceable to
the mole. "Spiking" the sample with an isotope of the
analyte element, followed by the creation of
conditions under which isotopic homogenization can
occur, enables the amount of substance ratios of
analyte and spike to be determined by mass
spectrometry and be largely free from matrix effects,
which equally influence the analyte and spike.

A.3.5 Organic compounds in organic
matrices and water

This category of reference materials probably
presents the greatest problems in establishing
measurement traceability. The category includes trace
pollutants in organic matrices (e.g. PCBs and dioxins
in animal fat), trace pollutants in water (e.g. pesticides
in public water supplies) and clinical chemical analyses
(e.g. cholesterol in blood). Even IDMS may not be
totally satisfactory since it requires the availability of a
spike which behaves in an exactly similar way to the
analyte in the separation and extraction processes
which follow its addition.

A.3.6 Compounds certified for other
chemical properties

Some chemical properties cannot be expressed in the
base units of the SI or their values are method
dependent. Nevertheless, traceability is equally impor-
tant for such materials but it is traceability to a refer-
ence method.

For example, although conceptually pH has an absol-
ute definition in physical terms, it can only be usefully
realized by assigning values on a practical scale to one
or more solutions of selected chemical compounds.
Certification of property values for these solutions is
based on e.m.f. measurements of specified electro-
chemical cells under carefully defined conditions, and
traceability of the property values of reference ma-
terials for pH is to this measurement procedure.

Many of the reference materials used in clinical
chemistry are certified by the results of reference
methods. The catalytic activity of an enzyme is evalu-
ated by its ability to increase the rate of a particular
chemical reaction under specified conditions of pH,
temperature and concentration. The importance of
using reference materials, rigorously traceable to a
reference method, for the calibration of routine hospi-
tal instrumentation has only recently been recognized.

11
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Abstract

Basic principles of traceability of measurements in and to the SI system in general

and for measurements of amount of substance in particular are described.

Analogies with long-standing traceability schemes in physical measurements are

shown and attempts are made to indicate what - as yet barely existing -

traceability of amount (-of-substance) measurements could be. The recent start

of the CGPM/CIPM/CCQM/BIPM involvement in the field of measurements

indicated and possible tasks suggested for these scientific (and legal) guards of

the international system of measurements SI (Systeme International).

1. Introduction

The issue of traceability of chemical amount measurements is very much in the

"Focus of Analytical Chemistry" nowadays. Organisations such as EURACHEM ("A

Focus for Analytical Chemistry in Europe") assembling chemical measurement

institutes from the European Union and Central and Eastern Europe, and CITAC

(Cooperation on International Traceability in Analytical Chemistry) have been

founded since 1990 in order to improve comparability and traceability of

chemical measurements. Nuclear analytical chemistry is a part of this more

general field of analytical chemistry. This is true despite the fact that it has

developed in some form of "splendid isolation" for well known reasons.

Mo ;n in any other field, analytical nuclear measurements are a matter of

num. J of atoms of the fissile substances U and Pu. Or, better, they are a matter

of numbers of atoms of the fissile isotopes 235U and 239pu because of the

existence of this unique phenomenon called "critical amount": if one puts a



sufficient number of atoms of a fissile isotope together, a chain reaction will take
place, hence nuclear energy can be released, in a controlled or in an uncontrolled
way. It is important to note that there exists such a thing as a critical amount.
Nature teaches us that amount is indeed a useful concept in itself, next to a
concentration such as mol-kg-1.

In order for measurements to be comparable, they all need to be traceable to a
common base. Traceability to such a base is an essential condition for
comparability [1]. Comparing amount measurements of nuclear materials is an
exemplary case where rigorous comparability of measurements must be
established. It is also a field where a strong internationally structured system is in
place which is legally enforced by international treaties. Our best common base,
scientifically established and put into law is our international system of units SI
(Systeme International).

2. Our international system of units: SI

Since it is not possible to count the immensely large numbers of atoms or
molecules in an amount measurement, the option was taken in the international
system of units SI not for unity (= 1 atom or particle, called entity) to be the unit
for amount (of substance: 235U or239pu) but for a "bunch" of these entities to be
the unit: about 6.022 136-1023 of them. This had the advantage that we can
"see" and "weigh" an amount equal to one unit. This "bunch" was called a
"mc!e" (symbol: mol). A mole of any specified substance contains this same
number of atoms or molecules ("entities"). Thus, since 1971, our international
(and legal) Si system for base quantities and base units (see Table 1) includes a
separate quantity for use in analytical measurements ("amount of substance")
and a separate unit for describing the results (the "mole"). It reserved explicitly
the quantity "mass" to be ascribed to inertial mass. There is a link however,
between mass (m) and amount of substance (n): the atomic or molecular weight,
more conveniently called 'molar mass' (M):

„(£) = a®, nra = aO*
M(E) M(iE)

where E = U or Pu; iE = 235U or 239pu.

In cases where the substance is well identified , mass has been used as a good
approximation of amount because
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a) of the convenience of this extraordinary tool which is the balance, available to

virtually everybody, virtually everywhere, virtually anytime

b) the slight increase in relative uncertainty is very small: the relative uncertainty

on the amount is the sum of the relative uncertainties on m and on M.

The convenience of using mass as a good approximation of amount, does not

mean, however, that mass is a synonym for amount.

Table 1 The quantities and units of measurements. By convention physical

quantities are organised in a dimensional system built upon seven base

quantities, each of which is regarded as having its own dimension.

These base quantities and the symbols used to denote them are as

follows [2]

Physical quantity

length

mass

time

electric current

thermodynamic
temperature

amount of substance

luminous intensity

Symbol for

quantity

/

m

t

I

T

n

Iv

Name of

SI unit

metre

kilogram

second

ampere

kelvin

mole

candela

Symbol for

SI unit

m

kg

s

A

K

mol

cd

Note: Quantity will be exclusively used in this article to mean the above

(D: Grosse = F: grandeur - NL: grootheid), not to mean "amount"

A word of caution is now indicated. The SI system of measurements is NOT a new

buzz-word, slogan or does not announce a new "quality wave" to be imposed on

the poor analyst. It is a carefully constructed tool to help us describe as simply as

possible the physical and chemical phenomena which we observe. Its units have

been chosen such as to allow to also describe measurements in the most simple

and most adequate way. The consequence of this is that the results of

measurements when they are correctly expressed in the most appropriate SI (and

Sl-derived) units, are "accurate" especially when their combined uncertainties

are expressed in the same units. (This does not state anything about the size



of the uncertainty.) In the period 1980-1995, the SI system in general and the use
of the mole in particular have been gradually implemented by the International
Federation of Clinical Chemistry (IFCC) for use in the entire field of Clinical
Chemistry [3].

3. What is Traceability?

Rather than take to the theoretical VIM definition of traceability [4] , we answer
this question very pragmatically by the picture with which everybody of us has
been educated with: traceability of mass measurements to the primary kilogram
(kg) in Sevres and described in Fig. 1. According to this picture, traceability is the
ability to trace any sample mass through a chain of comparisons ("links") to the
mass of our primary standard of mass, the kg. This corresponds to the whole
traceability idea which is, of course, to make weighings comparable because they
are "traceable" to the same unit used by everybody (Fig. 2). More precisely, the
results of our weighings are comparable because they have been obtained using
weights, the masses of which are "traceable" to the mass of the same primary
weight. This primary weight is the end-point of the traceability chain of mass and
it is an artefact decided upon by a human convention. If chemists think of
traceability, they do think of a similar traceability chain of real objects
("artefacts") ending in a "primary" reference material (see Fig. 3) or sometimes in
an artefact realization of the mole (see Fig. 4). But other traceability chains do
exist such as for time measurements (to the second), for length measurements (to
the metre), for radio-activity measurements (to the Becquerel), etc. There the
end points are not artefacts. The proper demonstration of traceability through a
chain of comparisons is, therefore, more difficult to "visualize".

So where is the analogy?

In a better description we can say that the traceability concept has helped us to
make sure that the results of all our weighings could be quoted as multiples or
submultiples (fractions) of our primary SI unit: the kg. This is depicted in Fig. 5.



4. Traceability of results of measurements of amount of substance

Similar to realizing traceability of mass measurements in terms of multiples or
submultiples (fractions) of the kg, traceability of amount (-of-substance)
measurements is realized by making sure that our analytical measurement results
and their uncertainties are conceived as multiples or fractions of the "bunch"
agreed as unit (Fig. 6). Thus measurements of amount can be expressed either in
mol or in mol-kg-1*.

The only difference between the two is that mass measurement results are
expressed as multiples/fractions of the mass of an artefact (so the artefact - kg - is
needed), but measurement results of amount measurements are expressed as
multiples/fractions of a "bunch" consisting of a number per "bunch" i.e. 6.022
136-1023/mol or A/A- Making sure that an amount concentration is expressed in a
number (or number-kg-1), i.e. in mol (or mol-kg-1*), does not need an artefact,
just the concept of working with numbers of particles and formulating equations
and results in numbers of particles - or multiples thereof. This way of thinking
should all the more be encouraged since in a few years the last artefact by means
of which an SI unit is defined - the kg - will disappear and be replaced by a
number, {NA}, of 12C atoms. (This will happen when A/A will have been
determined to 10-8 A/A.) If artefacts are helpful to convey SI units to the field,
however, then it is obvious that they should be used.

5. What are "Reference Measurements"? Where do they take their authority
from?

The above concepts easily lead to the concept of "Reference Measurements"
which are measurements with combined uncertainties (i/c) [5][6][7]** that are
considerably smaller than that of other measurements when properly budgeted
i.e. when every uncertainty from any suspected source is properly accounted for
and when these uncertainties are expressed - as the measurement results - in SI
units. Such Reference Measurements can come from "Primary Methods of
Measurement". They are characterized by the shortest possible connection (i.e.
smallest uncertainty) to the relevant SI unit.

*The fact that in a concentration statement kg-1 is used, has nothing to do with
amount: the "matrix" or "material" in which the concentration of an amount is
described, is expressed in a convenient unit (kg) which does not require to
identify the substances, yet enables to compare different "materials".



6. Primary Methods of Measurement

At the instruction of the CIPM (see Table 2) the Comite Consultatif pour ia

Quantite de Matiere (CCQM) at the BIPM in Sevres, has started its work on the

base quantity "amount of substance" and its unit "mole" in April 1995 and has

defined Primary Methods of Measurement [8] which are "methods whose

operation can be completely described and understood, for which a complete

uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units, and whose results

are, therefore, accepted without reference to a standard of the quantity being

measured" [8]. In simpler terms: primary methods of measurement are methods

which actually measure as directly as possible what we intend to measure without

significant empirical corrections.

Methods already selected [8] as having this potential are

- isotope dilution mass spectrometry

coulometry

gravimetry

- titrimetry.

If properly applied and correctly carried out, these methods automatically give

results in the correct SI unit for amount of substance [8].

"Measurements of amount of substance, to be considered primary, must be made

using a method which is specific for a defined substance and for which the values

of all parameters, or corrections which depend on other species or the matrix, are

known or can be calculated with approximate uncertainty" [8]. In other words,

the equation which connects the output signals of a measurement to the quantity

(amount of substance) intended to be n easured, may only contain empirical

correction factors or coefficients of marginal importance, thus implying a

sufficiently full knowledge of the measurement process. Empirical correction

factors are to be understood as corrections for phenomena in the measurement

process which we do not (yet) clearly understand in terms of physics or chemistry.

Such equations are given in Tables 3 and 4.

**The new internationally recommended names and treatment of uncertainties

will be followed here. It is strongly recommended that the Safeguards

measurement community adopts it and starts its implementation.

L -1 -



An extremely important, but logical, decision was also made by CCQM: a primary

RM is an RM established and certified by means of a primary method of

measurement [8]. It is not the end-point of a traceability chain as Fig. 3 implies

and even less as Fig. 4 is implying.

7. Examples of Traceability Chains

Examples of traceability chains are given in Table 3 (for gravimetry), Table 4 (for

coulometry). They are useful to correctly describe the measurement process in

terms of traceability at the same time enabling to compose a complete

uncertainty i.e. establish a combined uncertainty uc in which the uncertainty of

each chain can be estimated.

8. Practical Consequences of the Requirement for Traceability

The extension of the SI system to amount-of-substance measurements has several

consequences which are briefly summarised hereafter but which deserve a

separate paper.

1. Primary Reference Materials such as U metal, Ag metal, K2Cr2(>7, Pu metal will

have to be certified in mol-kg-1: mol of substance per kg of material.

2. Primary RMs will have to be explicitly connected to the SI system by a primary

method of measurement in a way that the connection between what is

measured and what is intended to be measured is fully clear and understood,

thus enabling a complete uncertainty budget to be established (uncertainty of

the full chain) which is composed of every uncertainty contribution from each

link of the traceability chain.

3. Measurements of unknown samples for amount of substance must be

demonstrated to be traceable to the SI system. A useful model is given in Fig.

7. In the case that the substance is not well defined (fibre in corn flakes, fat in

meat), measurement procedures will have to be internationally agreed to

serve as ultimate common base. Obviously, an ultimate link to the SI unit for

amount of substance is lacking (since there the substance is not well

specified!)



4. RMs will probably better be categorized in terms of their degree of

traceability to SI, rather than in terms of material composition (ultra-pure

substances, substances with trace-, minor-, major concentrations) see Tables 5

and 6.

5. In order to get an objective picture of laboratory performances in

(international) evaluation programmes such as REIMEP and IMEP, SI traceable

values with their combined ( = total) uncertainties must serve as the ultimate

references (see Figs. 8 and 9). Such values can only be established by primary

methods of measurement.

9. Conclusion

Traceability of Reference Measurements and Reference Materials is a blessing

to field laboratories as they ultimately profit from it in terms of comparability

of their results. It may appear as a burden to "reference measurement"

laboratories to realize proper traceability, but then, that is what they have

been set up for!
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Fig. 1

IF THINKING ABC4!T TRACEABILITY, CHEMISTS THINK IN

TERMS OF A TRACEA3ILITY CHAIN SUCH AS IN MASS

WHERE A CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS LEADS TO A PRIMARY

STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT - THE k g - WHICH ITSELF

IS - STILL - A REAL OBJECT ("ARTEFACT")

C—p

l h 9 |
STANDARD NATIONAL
KILOGRAM kg
IN SEVRES

PRIMARY STANDARD OF MEASUREMENT (STILL A REAL OBJECT)

mrvirvi
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F i g . 2

Q
WEIGHINGS (IN THIS CASE OF TWO SOLUTIONS)
ARE ONLY COMPARABLE IF THE VALUES OF THE WEIGHTS USED ARE
TRACEABLE TO THE VALUE OF ONE AND THE SAME UNIT e.g. THE kg

mrviivi
MSOB9658



Fig. 3

MOST OF THE TIME IN AMOUNT MEASUREMENTS CHEMIST HAVE
BEEN THINKING OF A SIMILAR TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS

("ARTEFACTS") ENDING IN A "PRIMARY " REFERENCE MATERIAL:

"PRIMARY"
RM

"SECONDARY"
RM

"WORKING"
OR

"FIELD" RM

THIS SIMILARITY IS NOT CORRECT :

FOR A TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF AMOUNT MEASUREMENTS, WE HAVE TO CONSIDER THAT :

-TRACEABILITY OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS, IS THE IMPORTANT CLUE

-DIFFERENT "PRIMARY REFERENCE MATERIALS" ARE USED :
TO AVOID THE EXISTENCE OF SEVERAL UNLINKED CHAINS, WE HAVE TO ESTABLISH:

-THE CONNECTION OF ANY "FRIARY" RM TO THE SI SYSTEM

mivirvi
MSDB9657



F i g . A

SOMETIMES CHEMISTS IN AMOUNT MEASUREMENT THINK OF
A TRACEABILITY CHAIN OF REAL OBJECTS ("ARTEFACTS")

ENDING IN A MOLE OF SUBSTANCE (e.g. a mole of 12C) :

1 mol "PRIMARY" "SECONDARY" "WORKING"
(12go f 1 2 C) RM RM OR

"FIELD" RM

SUCH SIMILARITY WITH A MASS TRACEABILITY CHAIN IS NOT CORRECT
(THE "MOLE" OF 12C CANNOT BE USED IN THE LABORATORY !)

IFIIVHVI
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Fig. 5

THE MORE USEFUL PICTURE IN TRACEABILITY OF MASS
MEASUREMENTS IS ONE OF TRACEABILITY OF

MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS
(multiples or fractions of the kg)

kg
MEASUREMENT

RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

AVAILABILITY OF "REFERENCE MEASUREMENT LABORATORIES" (USUALLY
CALLED "CALIBRATION LABORATORIES") IS NEEDED, WHICH CAN DELIVER
"REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS" ("CALIBRATIONS")
i.e. NUMBERS, ON THE SAMPLES UNDER INVESTIGATION

imvuvi
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Fig. 6

THE MORE USEFUL PICTURE IN TRACEABILITY OF AMOUNT
MEASUREMENTS IS ONE OF TRACEABILITY OF

MEASUREMENT RESULTS i.e. OF NUMBERS
(multiples or fractions of mol or mol • kg1)

MULTIPLE/
FRACTION OF

MOL[6.022-1023]

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

MEASUREMENT
RESULT

NUMBER

AVAILABILITY OF "REFERENCE MEASUREMENT LABORATORIES'
IS NEEDED WHICH CAN DELIVER
"REFERENCE MEASUREMENTS" i.e. NUMBERS
ON THE SAMPLES UNDER INVESTIGATION

mrviivi
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Fig. 7

Attempts to structure Traceability of Chemical Analytical Measurements (Field Measurement FM)
in order to make them comparable across borders and continents :

COMPARABILITY IS A CONSEQUENCE OF TRACEABILITY

no link
no traceability
no comparability

-»- (inked

-+- traceable

- * - comparable

BIPM and/or 81PM coordinated ?

"Nationar-Standard

Laboratories ??

cluster

B ) traceability

in this case : to an SCLM

Sates : V Traceabiiity implies a relationship usually with a direction (arrows)

towards higher measurement authority

2. The inverse o* re. a live uncertainly is a measure of

reiiaCiiiiy cr linn strength

3. An RM is a validator of an instrument and/or a method used

if or the intrinsic property : amount of s^ostancel prior to a measurement

^ A sheet like this must be worked out for eacn

c.'ass/fieid of me2?jrerr;tnt proLI<rm e.g. trace element in *. a t e r,

f<bre m cornflakes, etc.

BIPM z International

Bureau of Weignts and

Measures

Legend : 1. M = measurement result

2. Field

Chemical

Laboratories

--FCL

Sectorial

Chemical

Laboratories

rSCL

Reference

Chemical

Laboratories

iRCL

Metrological

Chemical

Laboratories

:MCL

3. "Primary Methods of Measurement" realize a direct "bond"of a measurement

result to the mole ( NA ) in SI

d. "Reference Methods of Measurement" realize a "link" of a measurement

result to that of a Primary Method of Measurement by a comparison on

the same material

5. "Sectonal-"and "Field Methods of Measurement" realize the "link" of a

measurement result to that of a "Reference-" or "Primary Method of

Measurement by a comparison measurement on the same material

Can be different for different fields of application: mote in SI (NA) or an internationally agreed

measurement scale combined with an internationally agreed written procedure for a given type

of measurement on a given material

©P.DeBievre
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Table 2

CONVENTION DU METRE

1875

Conference Generate des Poids et Mesures
(CGPM)

Rassemble les delegues de tous les Etats
membres et se reunittous les quatre ans

Meets every four years and consists
of delegates from all member nations

«*-•

Traite
diplomatique

Diplomatic
Treaty

Gouvemements des
Etats membres

Governments of
Member nations

La:

Comity International des Poids et Mesures
(C!PM)

Comprend dix-huit membres elus a titre personnel
par la CGPM. II est charge de superviser le BIPM
ettoutes les affaires de ia Convention du Metre

Le CIPM se reunittous les ans au BIPM

Consists of eighteen individuals elected by CGPM
It is charged with the supervision of BIPM
and the affairs of the Convention du Metre
The CIPM meets annually at the BIPM

Comites Consuttatifs *

Conseillent le CIPM sur les questions qui
leur sont soumises. Chaque Comite est
preside par un membre du CIPM et reunrt

les representants des laboratoires
nationaux ainsi que des experts

Give advice to CIPM on matters
referred to them. Each is chaired
by a member of CIPM and consists
of representatives from nations!
laboratories and other experts

Organisations
internationaies

International
Organizations

Laboratoires
nationaux

National
laboratories

Bureau IntemationaJ des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM)

Centre international de la metrologie scientifique
Laboratoires et bureaux a Sevres

avec une soixantaine de personnes de nationalites diverses

The international centre for metrology
Laboratories and offices at Sevres

with an international staff of about sixty

Se reporter au texte pour la liste des Comites Consuitatifs
See list of Comites Consuitatifs in text



Table 3

THE TRACEABILITY CHAIN IN A
PRIMARY METHOD OF MEASUREMENT :

GRAVIMETRIC AMOUNT MEASUREMENT OF AN ELEMENT

- m{E'x)

m (imp)

E = ELEMENT

X = MATERIAL MATRIX CONTAINING SUBSTANCE S
m(imp) = MASS OF LOW IMPURITIES



[able

THE TRACEABILITY CHAIN IN A
PRIMARY METHOD OF MEASUREMENT :

COULOMETRIC AMOUNT MEASUREMENT
OF AN ELEMENT

/ (E,x)- f
F

= A7(E,X) A - s
C • mol"1 = mol

Unknown amount
of element E
in material X

A - s
mol~1-A -s

= mol

MS0B9508



Table 5

Proposed Categories for Chemical Reference'Materials

in Terms ot Material Comoosinoa

Category

! A

i

B

C

D

j E

F

G

H

Kind of Material

High
Purity

Primary
Chemicals

Pure

Matrix

with Minor
Constituents

with Trace
Constituents

with Ultra. Trace
Constituents

Undefined

Description and Criteria in Terms of Material :
Composition \

Pure Specified Entity |

(Isotope, Element, or Compound) i
Stoichiometricaily and Isotopically Certified as !
.Amount of Substance, with Total Impurities, !

< 10 /imol/moi ;

As Above, but with Limits of

< 100 /xmol/mol i

One Constituent > 950 mmol/mol ';

Matrix with One or More Major Constituents !
> 100 mmol/mol i

Minor Constituents in Matrix j

< 100 mmol/ltg j

Trace Constituents :

< 100 ^mol/kg

Ultra Trace Constituents

< 100 nmcl/lcg

Entities Unspecified or Undefinable i



Proposed Classes for Chemical Reference_Male_riajs.

in Terms of Degree of Traceability to SI

H
(1)

cr

Class

0

I

II

HI

IV

V

Description and Criteria in Terms of Traceability to SI

Pure Specified Entity Certified to SI at the Smallest Achievable
Uncertainty

Certified by Measurement Against Class 0 RM or SI with
Defined Uncertainty by Methods without Measurable Matrix

Dependence

Verified by Measurement Against Class I or 0 RM with Defined
Uncertainty

Described Linkage to Class II, I, or 0 RM

Described Linkage Other than to SI

No Described Linkage
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Dilution Mass Spectrometry (GC/C/IDMS)
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INTRODUCTION

Isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) is a method of amount-of-substance

measurement which offers the capabilities of a primary method [1 ] . The following

three experimental steps are necessary for this method to be used for mixture

analysis:

- addition of the spike to the sample and isotope equilibration,

- separation of the analyte and the spike from the mixture,

- isotope ratio measurement.

The calculation of the amount of substance of an analyte, na, is performed using the

equation:

( R
sp

na n
sp

( Rb - Rsa ) £ Risp

(1)

where R : isotope ratio

sa: sample

sp : spike

b : blend of sample and spike.



The spike is a known amount of substance of the analyte whose isotopic

composition is different from the natural one. When IDMS is applied in organic

chemistry, compounds labelled 13C, 15N or D are used as spikes. For the separation

of the analyte from the spiked sample, capillary gas chromatography is used in most

cases. The on-line combination of GC and IDMS is widely used for the amount-of-

substance measurement in organic chemistry [2 ] .

A NEW IDMS METHOD (GC/C/IDMS)

At the PTB, a new version of the GC/IDMS method is being developed, whose main

feature is the conversion of analyte and spike, after the chromatographic separation,

into carbon dioxide which is subjected to the isotope ratio measurement. This is

done because the techniques of n13C/n12C ratio measurements in CO2 are at present

very well developed both instrumentally and methodically so that a high accuracy of

the results is achieved. It can be considered an additional advantage of this

modification that the isotope ratio measurement, usually carried out in the region of

relative molecular masses of organic compounds, is shifted to the low mass range of

the relative molecular mass of CO2 at 44. On the other hand, due to the combustion

of organic substances to carbon dioxide, it is no longer possible to separate the

analyte from the mixture by mass separation in addition to chromatographic

separation (multiple ion selection technique [2]) . Furthermore, as carbon dioxide is

used for the isotope ratio measurement, it is necessary to use 13C-labelled organic

compounds as spikes, which are not always readily available.

EXPERIMENTAL

The instrumental setup of the new method, which can be designated by the

abbreviation GC/C/IDMS, is shown in Figure 1:

F i g u r e 1



It consists of a gas chromatograph, a combustion interface and a gas isotope mass

spectrometer. The mass spectrometer is a 90° sector field instrument equipped with

an electron impact ion source (FINNIGAN MAT252). Two gas streams can be

admitted to the ion source: the effluent of the combustion interface or a standard

carbon dioxide from a reference inlet system. The ion detection system is equipped

with Faraday collectors. The ion currents on mass positions 44, 45, and 46 are

continuously measured. At these positions, the following ion species are detected :

4 4 : 12C16O2

45 : 13C16O2,
 12C17O16O (2)

4 6 : 1 2C1 7O2 , 1 3C1 6O1 7O, 1 2C1 6O1 8O .

The calculation of the n13C/n12C isotope ratio from the intensities of the ion currents

l(44), l(45), and l(46) is usually carried out using a well-known procedure

implemented in the instrument software [3 ] .

Combinations of gas chromatograph/combustion interface/isotope ratio mass

spectrometer are commercially available, but they are in most cases used for

measuring small variations of the 13C isotope abundance in samples of different

natural origin in the range between 1.01 % and 1.15 % [ 4 ] - [ 6 ] . Unlike these

combinations, the instrument shown in Figure 1 is equipped with a modified ion

detection system covering a dynamic range of the 13C isotope abundance up to

100 %. This is achieved by an eight-collector system and the associated amplifiers.

AMOUNT- OF- SUBSTANCE MEASUREMENT

The GC/C/IDMS method allows amount-of-substance measurements to be carried

out, which are traceable to the SI units with high accuracy. It can be applied in

different variants.

Variant 1: Equation (1) is applied to calculate the amount of substance of the analyte

(na) in the sample under investigation. The amount of substance of spike (nsp) is



measured by weighing and primarily is, therefore, traceable to the unit of mass. For

conversion to amount of substance, the actual molar mass, calculated from the

known isotope composition, is used. The n13C/n12C isotope ratios of spike (Rsp),

sample (R,,) and blend of spike and sample (Rb) are calculated from the intensities

of the ion currents measured at the mass positions 44, 45, and 46 [3 ] . The

correctness of the isotope ratios obtained is guaranteed by calibration of the mass

spectrometer by comparing the measurement results with those obtained by

measuring a CO2 standard having an accurately known n13C/n12C value which is

traced back to a primary measurement.

Variant 2: The complete GC/C/MS system is calibrated using a set of calibration

samples prepared by blending known amounts of substance of the analyte to be

investigated (na) and spike (nsp), respectively. The intensity ratio at mass positions

45 and 44 is measured as a function of the blending ratio (equation 3):

l(45)/l(44) = f(na/nsp). (3)

This calibration function is used to calculate the amount of substance of the analyte

in the sample under investigation. The result obtained is traceable to the SI because

the masses of sample and spike have been determined by weighing. These are

converted to amounts of substance na and nsp, respectively, by using the actual

molar masses which are known with appropriate accuracy.

Variant 3: This variant, recently proposed as a method to be generally applicable in

IDMS [7 ] , is an improvement of variant 2. It is the main feature of this variant that

the intensity ratios l(45)/l(44) of the sample under investigation and of a reference

sample, which has been prepared from the pure analyte, are compared and

iteratively adjusted to zero difference in the l(45)/l(44) ratio. Sample and reference

sample are spiked by the same amount of spike. If the amount of analyte in the

reference sample is the same as in the sample under investigation, the intensity

ratios observed will obviously be the same. In practice, the intensity ratio of the

reference sample will be more or less different from that of the sample under

investigation. When the procedure mentioned above [7] is applied, the na/nsp ratio of



the reference sample gradually approaches that of the sample under investigation as

the amount of substance of the analyte in the reference sample changes. Because

the amount of substance of the reference substance has been measured by

weighing, the measurement of the amount of substance of the analyte in the sample

under investigation is traceable to the unit of mass.

Strictly speaking, the intensity ratio l(45)/l(44) does not exactly represent the

n(13C)/n(12C) ratio. This is due to the fact that the ion current at mass position 45 is

mainly generated by the 13CO2 ion as well as by a small fraction of the 12C17O16O ion

(Equation 2). Apart from the fact that a correction for this contribution would be very

small, it would be the same for the sample under investigation and the reference

sample. As a result, variant 3 need not be corrected.

Variants 2 and 3 have the one big advantage that they do not require exact

knowledge of the chemical and isotopic purity of the spike, provided the same

material is used for spiking the sample, the calibration sample (variant 2) and the

reference sample (variant 3), respectively.

APPLICATION

In order to check the capabilities of the GC/C/IDMS method, a mixture of model

substances of known amount-of-substance concentrations was investigated. This

mixture consisted of three aliphatic carboxylic acids (H3C(CH2)nCOOH, n = 12, 14,

16), dissolved in ethanol. One of the components of the mixture, hexadecanoic acid

(n=14), was measured applying the reference sample method (variant 3 above). For

the reference solutions, pure hexadecanoic acid was used. The spike solution was

prepared using a completely 13C-labeled hexadecanoic acid (13C16H32O2). The gas

chromatogram, obtained by continuously measuring the ion currents at positions 44

and 45 is shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2
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The result of the amount-of-substance measurement is given in Table 2. It is the

mean value of 12 measurements.

Table 1

The standard uncertainty (type A) of the measurement is 0.13%. A systematic

deviation of the mean value from the target value of 3 x 10"4 mmol (0.012%) was

found. This deviation is of the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty of the

target value. In this experiment type B uncertainty components obviously are of

minor importance so that the total uncertainty is chiefly given by the precision of the

measurement.

CONCLUSION

The GC/C/IDMS method provides results of low uncertainty which are traceable to

the SI units. It is therefore suitable for ambitious amount-of-substance

measurements. Experiments aimed at using the method for measuring "real life"

samples such as, for example, in clinical chemistry are in progress.

It can be expected from the results of a model analysis presented here that the new

GC/C/IDMS method of organic analysis is capable of providing measurement results

with a higher accuracy than has been possible up to now.
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Table 1 : Result of Amount-of-Substance Measurement

Sample : H3C(CH2)i4COOH
Spike : H3

13C(13CH2)i4
13COOH

Target Value : 2.4413 ± 0.0005 mmol
Result : 2.4416 ± 0.0031 mmol
S.U. : 0.128%
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Abstract

Besides the measurement standards available in general metrology in the form

of the realisations of the units of measurement, measurement standards of

chemical composition are needed for the vast field of chemical measurement

(measurements of the chemical composition), because it is the main aim of

such measurements to quantify non-isolated substances, often in complicated

matrices, to which the "classical" measurement standards and their lower-

level derivatives are not directly applicable.

At present, material artefacts as well as standard measurement devices serve

as chemical measurement standards. These are measurement standards in the

full metrological sense only, however, if they are firmly linked to the SI unit in

which the composition represented by the standard is expressed. This

requirement has the consequence that only a very restricted number of really

reliable chemical measurement standards exist at present. Since it is very

difficult and time consuming to increase this number substantially and, on the

other hand, reliable reference points are increasingly needed for all kinds of

chemical measurements, primary methods of measurement and high-level

reference measurements will play an increasingly important role for the

establishment of worldwide comparability and hence mutual acceptance of

chemical measurement results.



In all areas of measurement, comparability and as a consequence, acceptance of

measurement results is ensured by demonstrated traceability to recognized meas-

urement standards functioning as reference points. In general metrology, these

measurement standards are the realisations of the units of the Systeme International

d'Unites (SI) and are usually kept as the national standards of measurement in each

country by its national metrology institute. The links between the realisations and the

SI units themselves are generally provided by primary methods of measurement, i.e.

methods which "stand alone" and do not need any reference to another standard of

the same quantity. International traceability and uniformity of measurement is estab-

lished on a worldwide scale through a mechanism of high-level intercomparisons

between the national metrology institutes.

In the field of chemical measurements, i.e. measurements for the determination of

chemical composition, the above mentioned measurement standards in the form of

the realisations of the SI units are also widely used. The base units of mass and

amount of substance, the kilogram and the mole, are of particular importance for the

description of chemical compositions. In the case of the mole, the knowledge of the

Avogadro constant (and the Faraday constant) by experiment can be regarded as

the realisation of the unit although this "realisation" is of a different quality compared

with the other realisations. The Avogadro constant is at present known with a rela-

tive uncertainty of 10"6.

Due to the fact that the aim of chemical measurements is usually the determination

of non-isolated substances, e.g. the measurement of the amount-of-substance con-

centration or the mass fraction of a substance in a complex matrix, the availability of

the measurement standards so far mentioned is not sufficient. Here, in addition,

measurement standards of chemical composition are needed, which themselves



must be firmly linked to the SI units by primary methods of measurement, in order to

get a complete information on their uncertainty.

Reference materials are widely used as measurement standards in chemical meas-

urements. The requirement of being linked to the SI units is, however, not met in all

cases, even in the subgroup of the certified reference materials, as experience

shows. Furthermore, there are many chemical measurement tasks for which refer-

ence materials cannot be prepared due to instability problems. In other cases refer-

ence materials may be available, in principle, but their matrices are too different

from those in which the analyte is to be determined. In such cases references other

than material artefacts of fixed compositions are needed.

Measurement devices and procedures which can provide a range of chemical com-

position values with known uncertainty are now being developed or exist already in

several national metrology institutes. Furthermore, due to the high complexity of

many chemical measurement tasks, a few specialized laboratories which have

demonstrated their competence will play the role of recognized reference points for

distinct chemical measurement tasks.

Fig. 1 shows the possible ways of establishing traceability of chemical measure-

ments to the SI units.

Starting on the left side, the first section describes the traceability route most

frequently used namely that via reference materials. Some reference materials are

themselves traceable to the SI and open up the possibility to establish a complete

traceability chain from the field laboratory to the SI units. Certain gas mixtures, high-

purity substances and some isotopic spike materials for isotope dilution mass spec-

- i o i -



trometry are examples of this kind of reference materials, which play a key role in

chemical analysis and are often called primary reference materials. Certified refer-

ence materials are often the highest reference points available up to now, in particu-

lar in fields where complex matrices are involved. Such reference materials are

usually based on consensus values as result of round-robin exercises. Although

linkage to the SI units will be very difficult in such cases, it should, in principle, be

possible to establish this link using an appropriate primary method. The necessity to

make this link will become more and more obvious in the on-going discussion on

global assurance of traceability of measurement results.

The second route makes use of new developments for creating reliable reference

points for chemical measurements. The standard UV spectrometer serving as

reference for the determination of the ozone concentration in ground level ambient

air is given as an example. This is a typical case of a measurement problem which

cannot be solved with reference materials.

The third route is necessary in all cases where the first two cannot solve the

problem. Reference laboratories which themselves are linked to the SI will play an

increasingly important role in establishing traceability of chemical measurements.

The fourth route, finally, describes the case where a chemical laboratory is able to

establish a direct link to the SI using a primary method for a distinct chemical

measurement problem. Although seldom, this case occurs more often in chemical

analysis than in general metrology.

Some aspects of the traceability routes involving intermediate reference points are

looked at more closely in the following.



Gas analytical measurement standards

Gas analyses are generally carried out by comparing the mixture to be analysed

with a calibration gas mixture of known composition using a gas analyser, e.g. one

functioning according to the principle of non-dispersiv infrared absorption (NDIR),

as a monitor. The calibration gas mixtures used for this purpose are in certain cases

traceable to gas analytical measurement standards in the form of gravimetrically

prepared gas mixtures under pressure in cylinders, which are provided by several

national metrology institutes and are themselves traceable to the SI units. A com-

plete traceability chain is established in this way, the measurement standard at the

top of which being a reference material linked to the SI units with a primary method.

Besides such reference materials, transient gas mixtures whose composition is

known from accurate flow measurements are increasingly used as measurement

standards in high-accuracy gas analysis. Mainly two types of such dynamic gas

mixture generation systems have been developed for high-accuracy work: one for

amount-of-substance fractions up to the 10"2 range based on thermal mass flow

controllers and meters, the other one for fractions in the 10"9 to 10"6 ranges based on

the principle of permeation, in several national metrology institutes. High accuracy is

obtained in both cases by directly Sl-traceable flow measurements, i.e. mass and

time measurements. Relative uncertainties attainable are: U = 0.2 % (high concen-

tration) and U = 0.5 % (low concentration), k = 2 in both cases, comparable to what

can be achieved with gravimetric mixtures.

The additional value of such dynamic gas mixture generation systems as measure-

ment standards is high flexibility, i.e. the possibility to rapidly change compositions

for analyser calibration purposes or for completely matching an unknown sample.

- i o ?> -



Their disadvantage is the impossibility to store the mixtures without loss of accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows the central elements of the set-up used at PTB for calibrating the ther-

mal mass flow meters, thus establishing traceability to the SI in the shortest way

possible.

A special chapter of gas analysis is the determination of ozone in ground level air

where ozone is an unwanted pollutant, as well as in the stratosphere for the purpose

of monitoring the thickness of the protecting ozone layer. Obviously, no reference

materials can be prepared in these cases.

UV absorption spectrometers equipped with ozone generation systems serve as

the measurement standards. Simpler devices of the same principle are used for

the field measurements. Accuracy enters via the knowledge of the absorption coef-

ficient, at least a conventional value at present. Its redetermination is a future

necessity. Vapour pressure measurements on solid ozone using effusion methods

open up possibilities for this purpose. Besides the absorption coefficient the other

parameters in the measurement equation must also be known accurately (e.g. effec-

tive optical path length, equivalence of the zero and the sample measurement).

UV absorption spectrometers in the function of measurement standards exist in

several countries and constitute a growing network of reference points for ozone

concentration measurements.

A gas analytical measurement task with very high demands on reliability is the

breath alcohol measurement in vehicle traffic surveillance which is now used in

many countries besides or instead of alcohol (ethanol) concentration measurements



in blood plasma as an evidential method. Mainly two kinds of measurement stan-

dards for calibrating the breath analysers are in use: ethanol-air mixtures in gas

containers (i.e. reference materials) and dynamic ethanol-air-water vapour mixture

generating systems on the basis of the thermodynamic vapour pressure equilibrium

over a solution of ethanol in water through which an air flow is conveyed at a given

temperature (usually 34 °C). These dynamic calibration standards which to some

extent simulate the breathing process, have the advantage over the static mixtures

in cylinders, that their calibration values, the ethanol concentrations in air, are in-

dependent (to a high degree of approximation) of the air pressure. The air content

of the mixture varies with pressure, the vapour pressure of ethanol and hence the

ethanol concentration remains, however, constant within 0.1 % relative in all prac-

tically occurring situations and depends only on the temperature and the concen-

tration of the solution. This behaviour closely matches the practical requirement of

breath alcohol measurement, namely to measure the ethanol concentration in the

exhaled air and not its fraction.

Reference points in elemental and organic analysis

Besides reference materials, which are widely used here and among which high-

purity substances are of particular importance, reference laboratories play an in-

creasingly important role as reference points in this vast and complex field.

Traceability to the SI units can be established if the reference laboratories are

themselves traceable to the SI, i.e. have demonstrated in high-level international

comparisons that they are capable of performing Sl-traceable measurements in their

special field. The European Union Institute for Reference materials and measure-

ments (IRMM) can, for example, regarded as belonging to the latter category. With
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its International Measurement Evaluation Programme (IMEP) it has since several

years provided reference points for many laboratories in elemental analysis, mainly

in the trace analytical field, using highly developed mass spectrometric equipment

and the experience gained in high-accuracy work in connection with the determina-

tion of the Avogadro constant.

In response to the demand of traceability to the mole by clinical laboratories, PTB

has started a programme for high-accuracy organic analysis using a special version

of 12C/13C IDMS. The essential step to improving the accuracy of amount-of-

substance measurements of organic compounds is the conversion of the analyte

and its 13C-labelled counterpart to CO2 after its separation from the matrix (which

is usually rather complex in clinical chemistry). The central measurement is the

determination of the /7(13C) / n(12C) ratio of the final CO2 in a dedicated gas mass

spectrometer.

These two laboratories mentioned here as examples can, of course, only help in a

few cases to make chemical analyses traceable to the SI units. Due to the complex-

ity and great variety of chemical measurement tasks for which reference materials

are not available or are inadequate, a considerable number of high-level reference

laboratories is needed.

Reference frame for pH measurements: conventional multiple point pH scale

pH measurements are a special kind of chemical measurements which are needed

in a large variety of different fields and are therefore of great economical and scien-

tific importance. Since an activity, namely that of hydrogen ions in aqueous solution,



and not a concentration is the object of measurement, traceability to the mole is not

the central question in quality assurance of pH measurement. At present the best

approximation to the thermodynamic basis on which the pH value

(pH =- log1 0 (a + ImQ ), m0 being unit molality) is defined, is provided by

measuring the equilibrium voltage of an electrochemical cell composed of a

platinum/hydrogen and a silver/silver chloride electrode, both immersed in the buffer

solution whose pH value is to be measured. This measurement is an approximation

because calculations using distinct elements of the Debye-Huckel theory of

electrolytes are necessary in the evaluation process, and the results are therefore

convential pH values which finally build up a conventional pH scale. The pH scale

most frequently used at present is the so-called multiple point pH scale which is

composed of nine fix points in the form of buffer solutions in the pH range between

1.7 and 12.5. The technique of electrochemical pH measurement is highly

developed and uncertainties with respect to the conventional scale as low as

U = 0.002 (k = 2) are possible. Fig. 3 shows the electrochemical primary standard

measurement system of PTB for the realisation of the multiple-point pH scale.

The measurement of the equilibrium voltage (electromotive force) of an electro-

chemical cell is equivalent to the determination of the free energy of the chemical

reaction giving rise to the voltage. pH measurements are therefore traceable to the

SI unit of energy, i.e. Joule, with the limitations outlined above.



Possible ways of realising traceability of chemical measurements to the SI units
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SUMMARY

Metrology in general and issues such as traceability and measurement uncertainty in particular
are new to most analytical chemists and many remain to be convinced of their value. There is
a danger of the cultural gap between metrologists and analytical chemists widening with
unhelpful consequences and it is important that greater collaboration and cross-fertilisation is
encouraged. This paper discusses some of the similarities and differences in the approaches
adopted by metrologists and analytical chemists and indicates how these approaches can be
combined to establish a unique metrology of chemical measurement which could be accepted
by both cultures.

INTRODUCTION

Metrology in general and issues such as traceability and measurement uncertainty in particular
are new to most analytical chemists and many of those who have been exposed to the
concepts remain to be convinced of their value. Some are highly sceptical or even
antagonistic. The gap in thinking between metrologists and analytical chemists (there are not
many people who consider themselves both) is partly due to misunderstandings, partly due to
use of different concepts and partly due to differences in terminology. There is a danger of
the cultural gap widening with unhelpful consequences and it is important that greater
collaboration and cross fertilisation is encouraged. There is also a need for a promotional
programme to sell metrological ideas to chemists and to involve more analytical chemists in
metrology work.

The science of measurement, called metrology, has been largely developed by physicists and
applied to physical measurements such as mass, length or time. Metrologists are trained in
different university (physics) departments, work in different national standards laboratories or
calibration laboratories, read different technical journals and serve different customers to
those encountered by most analytical chemists. This all leads to different ways of thinking
and not an insignificant amount of rivalry.

As a chemist who has come to metrology relatively late in life I have to admit to being a
convert. Metrology clearly applies to chemical measurements just as it does to all other types
of measurements. It offers concepts, disciplined strategies and systems which help ensure that
measurements are traceable to a firm reference point, preferably the international system of
units, SI. The problem is that whilst in many ways chemical measurements are like physical
measurements in other respects they are fundamentally different. As a result it is not entirely
clear how to develop traceability in chemistry but recent work gives reason to hope that the
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fog is clearing1. Thus at best the present situation can be described as under development.
We can not yet claim to have completed the design of a chemical measurement system let
alone put it in place but there is an emerging consensus, in some circles at least, about the key
issues. A skeletal framework is in the making and some of the building blocks are nearing
completion. Recent progress has been made by groups of chemical converts to metrology and
physicists who have cultivated an interest in chemical measurement. This progress has been
underpinned by developments in the broader fields of analytical chemistry and quality
assurance. We need to sell the ideas to the wider chemical community but it is a bit like
trying to sell a partly built house in a muddy field. It does not look very attractive. None the
less that is what must be done because we need strong input from the chemical community to
complete the house.

Some of the sentiments expressed by analytical chemists include: "chemistry is far. too
complicated to fit into the straight jacket of (physical) metrology", "metrology is not
concerned with the real world and only applies to model systems or situations where
resources are unlimited"; "metrology is an attempt by physicists to take over chemical
standards work".

We need to build bridges between the two cultures so that we can construct a system of
metrology which addresses the real problems of analytical chemistry and provides the support
that those working in routine analytical laboratories need at a price they can afford.

This paper discusses some of the similarities and differences and indicates how metrology and
analytical chemistry can be combined to establish a unique metrology of chemical
measurement which could be accepted by both cultures. There is a second potential cultural
divide, namely between laboratory scientists and enthusiasts of quality systems. The debate
concerning the relative contributions to quality of science, people issues and systems is
important but is only peripheral to the topic of this paper2.

WHY IS METROLOGY OF CHEMICAL MEASUREMENT A NEW ISSUE?

Metrology has existed for at least 100 years but with a few exceptions it is only during the last
5-10 years that it has been linked with chemistry. Physicists have been preoccupied with
physics and either not aware of on interested in the problems of chemistry.

On the other side analytical chemists have for over 150 years been making measurements and
have developed their own concepts, terminology and systems, many of which are essentially
the same or equivalent to those used by metrologists. To build bridges it is necessary to
explore the differences and the similarities. The two approaches are compared in Table 1.
The foundations of chemical measurement were laid by 19th century scientists who
established the principles of chemical stoichiometry leading to atomic and molecular masses.
Even early descriptions of the mole recognised the particulate nature of matter and provided a
link between atomic and molecular entities and a macro measure which can be determined by
mass measurement. Gravimetric, volumetric and electrochemical techniques provided early
chemists with tools for measuring the amounts of specific substances in matrices ranging from
pure chemicals to complex mixtures such as minerals or metallic alloys. By a combination of
physical separation and selective chemical reactions it was possible to detect, identify and
measure specific substances in a mixture. The concept of the mole, atomic weights and
chemical stoichiometry were everyday tools of the analytical chemist. Primary standard
substances such as sodium carbonate were used to calibrate the process3. High levels of
accuracy were achievable and the measurement systems were capable of providing data of



sufficient quality to serve the needs of science and industry. This satisfactory situation
continued until the 1960s when the world became a much more complex place. It is also
worth noting that there is nothing in the above description that is incompatible with the
metrological approach.

TABLE 1 Comparison of Analytical Chemists' and Metrologists' Approach to
Measurement

Traditional AC Approach
Standard Method
Precision
Comparability
Fitness for purpose
Recognises importance of
• Identification
• Sample prep/separation
• Measurement

Metrology Approach
Traceable link to reference
Uncertainty
Traceability
Excellence
Recognises importance of
• -
• -
• Measurement

Since the second world war, there has been an accelerating development of an array of new
measurement techniques based on chromatographic separation, spectrometry and now
biosciences. It is now possible, for example, to detect single atoms and routinely measure
trace constituents down to 1 part in 1012. Complex analytes such as dioxins, which have
many isomers differing little one from another, can be separated, identified and measured at
very low levels and all this can be performed on a variety of matrices such as vegetation of fly
ash.

Much of modern chemical measurement is concerned with trace analysis at levels that were
unthinkable a few decades ago. This development has been driven partly by new
measurement technology and partly by the needs of society, ranging from the need to support
high technology industries to underpinning environmental concerns, food safety and forensic
work. Whilst the new techniques offer wonderful possibilities there are many complicating
factors which are often not fully taken into account. These include sample homogeneity and
stability, contamination and chemical or spectroscopic interferences. As a result errors in
excess of one and sometimes two order of magnitude are not uncommon. This problem took
some time to be appreciated4 and it was not until the mid to late 1980s that it was seriously
addressed5'6.

Quality problems come in many forms ranging from inadequate training, to poor science and
simple human error such as data transcription errors. A good deal of attention is now being
given to these issues which are encapsulated in the Valid Analytical Measurement Principles
developed in the UK7 and summarised in Table 2. A great deal of work is in progress in many
parts of the world with different groups giving different levels of emphasis to different issues.
For example, some people place emphasis on training whilst others are primarily concerned
with quality systems and accreditation. A small but growing international group
(EURACHEM, EUROMET, CITAC, CCQM, IUPAC, ISO) see the heart of quality
improvement as being metrological issues such as traceability and measurement uncertainty.
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TABLE 2 Valid Analytical Measurement Principles

Work to an agreed customer requirement
Use validated methods and equipment
Use qualified and competent staff
Participate in independent assessment of technical performance
(proficiency testing)
Ensure comparability with measurements made in other
laboratories (traceability and measurement uncertainty)
Use well defined QC and QA practices

Thus in summary the late start on metrology of chemical measurement can be attributed to the
following: lack of interaction between physicists and chemists; the existence of a chemical
measurement system which served the needs of chemistry well until recent years. A third
reason can be added, namely it is not easy to apply the full rigour of metrological principles to
chemistry and some of the quality issues of chemical measurement could be considered to lie
outside the field of metrology.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The feasibility of establishing a metrology system to underpin chemical measurement is under
investigation by a number of international networking groups such as EURACHEM
EUROMET, CITAC, CCQM, ISO, IUPAC and AOAC International. These activities are
supported by input from government laboratories, academe and industry and projects ranging
from research into new methods and reference materials to interlaboratory studies,
conferences, workshops, papers and guides are in progress. A number of countries (UK,
USA, Canada, Mexico, Germany, The Netherlands, France, Italy, Sweden, Russia, Japan,
Korea and Australia are known to the author) have or are building up robust chemical
metrology programmes. The Commission of the European Community through its Joint
Research Centre and Framework Programme is also keenly interested in such work.
Although there is much to do, good progress is being made. Some examples of significant
developments are summarised below.

EURACHEM

• Traceability Workshop 1992
• Measurement Uncertainty Guide
• Strategy papers for the Commission of the European Community

CITAC

• Directory of reference materials in the pipe line
• Directory of chemical metrology activities worldwide
• Definition of criteria for establishing traceability to the mole
• Working level interlaboratory comparisons



CCQM

• Definition of primary method of measurement and studies of the potential of
selected methods such as IDMS, gravimetry, etc

• Interlaboratory studies concerned with gas, trace elements and trace organic
analysis

This work has led to a growing number of papers on the subject1'6'8"1 and a growing
conference activity. The Analyst, for example, has published two papers discussing
traceability in 1996 which could be a first for that journal and at the Pittsburgh Conference in
Chicago in March 1996 there were at least three sessions concerned with traceability. In
1995 in New Orleans there was just one session led by CITAC. Traceability is also one of the
core interests of the new journal, "Accreditation and Quality Assurance" published by
Springer. This all adds up to something of an explosion of interest and rapid progress can be
expected.

Authors have approached the issue of traceability from different perspectives and constructed
apparently different models. It is this author's view that none of the models published to date
offer a comprehensive description but each provides an element of a framework within which
the debate can be conducted and an international chemical measurement system constructed.
The fact that different authors use different similes and place emphasis on different issues
enriches rather than impoverishes the overall description. This author has written and
lectured on the traceability of chemical measurements for six years and in a recent paper1 has
attempted to build on the work of others and describe an international chemical measurement
system. That paper, written primarily for analytical chemists, discusses the relevance of the
concept of traceability to trace analysis and reviews developments leading to a conceptual
model for analytical chemistry. It also reports some recent work concerned with reference
measurements and considers future needs.

STANDARD METHODS AND TRACEABILITY

Analytical chemists have traditionally defined their measurements in terms of the method
used. It has been implicitly and sometimes explicitly recognised that systematic biases occur
which are difficult to estimate and as a result a pragmatic approach has been taken. Providing
the method essentially measures only the substance of interest, and providing everyone uses
exactly the same method then it is possible to obtain comparable data which is "fit for
purpose", that is, adequate for decision making. Such methods provide a means of studying
changes with time or of correlating results with other parameters such as functionality or
hazard. Methods are validated with regard to performance characteristics such as specificity,
limit of detection, and ruggedness. This approach when carried out in a rigorous manner
approximates to the metrological requirement. However, measurement uncertainty is not
normally fully evaluated, particularly with regard to systematic effects and also, the processes
within the method are not normally fully understood in metrological terms.

The process of method validation is often carried out by interlaboratory study which
comprehensively covers random effects but only covers some systematic effects related to
factors such as incomplete extraction, matrix interferences, sample contamination from
reagents, and reference material purity. One of the best known and respected international
analytical chemistry organisations, AOAC International, employs method validation based on
interlaboratory study for the production of "official methods".
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Thus, generally, no attempt is made to achieve absolute accuracy or to anchor the
measurements to anything more solid than a "standard method". The gaps in metrological
terms are the absence of a full uncertainty budget and lack of clarity concerning the nature of
the traceability reference. Such measurements could, however, be considered to be traceable
to the standard method and in many instances there exists the potential for traceability to SI
even if the strength of the link (measurement uncertainty) is not high.

One of the problems of the standard method is that it is difficult to fully standardise all
important components of the methods. Variations in the type of equipment, reagents,
standards, and even small differences in how the operations are performed can have a
significant effect on the result and it is for this reason that a higher form of traceability is to be
preferred.

PRECISION AND MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

Because of the difficulty in addressing systematic effects it has been the norm in analytical
chemistry to limit consideration of measurement quality to precision statements based on
replicate measurements. Clearly full treatment of measurement uncertainty as recommended
by ISO18 is to be preferred. The EURACHEM Guide19, "Quantifying Uncertainty in
Analytical Measurements" demonstrates through worked examples that it is not so difficult to
address systematic effects and shows how to estimate the total uncertainty. This approach
involves a number of new ideas for analytical chemists. For example, the explicit listing of all
the factors that can contribute to uncertainty followed by the estimation of the magnitude of
these factors is completely different to the normal analytical method of grouping uncertainties
together and estimating precision from repeat measurements within the laboratory and
between laboratories. These bottom up and top down approaches would, of course, be
equivalent providing valid statistical methods are used, estimates of component uncertainties
are realistic and the top down approach encompasses all significant factors. The second novel
approach for chemists is the explicit use "professional judgment" as a means of estimating
uncertainty components where more objective assessment is not feasible or data is not
available. The important idea is that virtually any professional judgment is better than no
estimate. Also analytical chemists have been implicitly making such judgments for years. The
bottom up approach provides the means of identifying the major contributions to uncertainty
and thus the factors that need to be controlled to reduce uncertainty. The approach makes
the processes much more transparent, so that if an important factor has been overlooked it is
more likely to be recognised.

Measurement uncertainty is gaining some popularity within analytical chemistry circles but not
without a fight. The RSC Analytical Methods Committee, for example, has commented
adversely on the negative associations of the term "measurement uncertainty"20. The concern
is mainly about the effect on customer relations and the need to project a more positive
image. "Level of confidence" has been suggested as an alternative to measurement
uncertainty. Although not unimportant the terminology is secondary to the concept and the
need to promote a more realistic and more robust attitude to the quantitative estimate of data
quality. Measurement uncertainty is the only serious contender for a harmonized approach
and it is the approach being fostered by accreditation bodies. It also provides a means of
market differentiation in an increasingly commercial analytical world.

Measurement uncertainty provides one of the keys to the harmonization of analytical
chemistry and metrology. It provides a rational basis for assessment of analytical quality and
a bridge to an improved system of traceability. The challenge is to raise the level of analytical



performance and, for example, eliminate the situation where results from different laboratories
vary by one and sometimes two order of magnitude.

COMPARABILITY AND TRACEABILITY

From a functional viewpoint comparability is the primary requirement and traceability is a tool
to help achieve comparability. From a metrological point of view traceability is at the heart of
measurement and provides the basis for valid measurements which are comparable. As
discussed above, although the terminology is not much used by analytical chemists, many
chemical measurements can be considered to be traceable to a standard method. In other
instances measurements can be considered to be traceable to a reference material, either in the
form of a pure calibration substance or a matrix reference material, where the concentration
of the anlayte has been certified. The degree to which reference materials provide a universal
reference depends on the linkage to the amount of substance, the mole.

In some instances traceability to the mole is not possible because the analyte is not fully
defined in structural terms but rather defined by a method and functional characteristics, such
as fat or fibre in food. In other cases the measurement of a fully defined analyte, such as lead,
is specified in terms of a method, such as the use of simulated stomach acid to extract lead
from paint used on toys. The measurement of interest is the amount of lead extractable under
conditions which simulate human digestion.

As argued previously1, in most cases of chemical measurement, traceability to SI, including
the mole, is both feasible and desirable but this view is not shared by all chemists.

It is probably not by chance that metrologists have shied away from the task of tackling
analytical chemistry. The scale and complexity of the task is rather daunting. The mole is, by
definition, the amount of a specified substance and there are millions of different substances.
Hence there are millions of different traceability chains and identification and separation are
crucial issues as is the full treatment of chemical interferences such as matrix effects as
discussed in a later section. Progress on gaining support for metrology in chemistry is
dependent on the development of a conceptual model and systems which deal effectively with
these issues.

Another of the points of contention is the relevance of the mole. In former days (< 1970)
analytical chemists relied on classical wet chemical techniques such as titrimetry and
gravimetry which required use of the mole on a daily basis. Today most (routine) chemical
measurements are made by comparing the intensities of signals generated by a measuring
instrument, such as a gas chromatography, for sample and reference solutions. The solutions
are prepared on the basis of mass per unit volume. This is clearly of great practical
convenience but working and thinking in mass units buries the underlying particulate nature of
matter. Atoms and molecules react not masses, and spectrometry signal intensities are
determined by transitions within particulate matter and are not mass related properties.
Amnesia amongst some chemists about the fundamental importance of atomic weights and the
mole leads some chemists to claim that these issues are not important in chemical
measurements and that traceability to the method, reference material or the kilogram is all that
is required10. Clearly, as indicated above and argued more fully elsewhere, the mole is the
fundamental unit of chemical measurement and is the preferred traceability reference.

A typical chemical measurement method will involve a number of steps as illustrated in
Figure 1. Maintenance of measurement traceability requires maintenance of all the links with
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particular attention to the weak links. In many cases the weak links are related to sample
preparation and separation, rather than the end measurement. Hence traceability of the end
measurement on its own is of limited value. Analytical chemists understand this requirement
which is an integral part of the traditional analytical chemistry approach.

Validation, calibration and quality control are essential to the realisations of traceability

Sample

! Sub Sample
v I " ' *

Digestion
Extraction

Derivatization
Separation

QC
4 1 Material

4

-4

Matrix
I RM

Blank

Spiked Sample

i
Measurement 4 Calibration RM

Calculation of result Factors
i '

Reporting of result

FIGURE 1 Steps in a Typical Analytical Measurement

Traceability involves a number of different types of links as illustrated in Figure 2.

Laboratories I Primary I Validation

Reference Materials Secondary

Methods Working Level

FIGURE 2 Traceabiliry Links

Calibration

Quality Control

A hierarchy of laboratories are needed to support working level laboratories but little of that
structure is yet in place. The expectation is that the work of CCQM and others will
demonstrate the added value of such a system of linked laboratories and that demonstrator
projects will help optimise the design of laboratory networks. Currently, resource limitations
are compounded by a iack of will in most parts of the analytical chemical community.
Hierarchies, where one group is deemed to be better than another, are not popular in 20th
century society and particularly in an analytical chemistry world where it is not clear that the
more eminent laboratories are actually any better than the more humble ones. Hence the need
for objective measures such as measurement uncertainty linked to stable references and an
attitude where metrology is seen as a service rather than an elite form of activity.



Problems associated with comparability of analytical measurements have fostered a pragmatic
fitness for purpose attitude which is satisfied with local agreement. The need for agreement
across national boundaries is relatively new and is driven by trade and environmental
concerns. These developments plus the growing need to study long term trends are stretching
the pragmatic approach to its limits and will favour the more rigorous metrological approach.
There is also a keen interest in the use of analytical measurements to improve industrial
output and to reduce costs. Metrology will provide the basis for understanding the
relationship between measurement quality and measurement cost and between measurement
quality and overall economic benefit.

SEPARATION AND IDENTIFICATION

Compared with other forms of measurement analytical chemistry involves an extra dimension,
namely the identification of the specific substance which is to be measured. Thus there are
two basic questions that are asked: "What is it?" and "How much?". Sometimes a third
question is asked: "How is the substance distributed within the sample?". There are millions
of different substances, ranging from elements to molecular species, some of which exist in
different isomeric forms. The differences between substances can be small, compounding the
measurement problems. The first question, "What is it?" is often the most important. For
example if a person suspected of carrying drugs is found to possess heroin, the confirmation
that the white powder is heroin is much more important than whether the suspect was
carrying 100 or 101 grams. Similarly, a rough idea of the distribution of trace levels of
volatile elements at the crystal boundaries of super alloys is much more important than an
accurate measure of the average concentration. In summary quantitative measurement with a
small uncertainty is often either not needed or is not the most important issue.

Quantitative measurement is dependent on the correct identity of the substance of interest.
There are many instances of the wrong amount of the wrong substance being determined!
Both the identification of specific substances and their subsequent quantitative measurement
are dependent on separation of the substances of interest from other substances. This may be
effected by either physical separation based on differing chemical properties, such as
precipitation of an insoluble substance, distillation or chromatographic separation.
Alternatively, or in addition, separation by exploiting some specific spectroscopic property
may be employed. For example, atomic emission spectroscopy can be used to identify
specific elements even when present at very low concentration in complex matrices. The
intensities of spectral peaks, providing they are uniquely associated with the substance of
interest, can be used to determine the amount of substance. Matrix materials can enhance or
sometime suppress measurement signals and interferences derived from chemical or
spectroscopic effects are commonplace. The presence of a similar substance which generates
a similar signal to the analyte can interfere as can a large amount of a very different substance
that has no interfering signal but gives rise to an enhanced background. The permutations can
be enormous as can the scale of the interferences. Hence effective separation is the key to
chemical analysis and metrology must fully address this and associated issues.

THE WAY FORWARD

As indicated above a great deal of progress has been made on many fronts and these
developments can be expected to continue. Even faster progress would be achieved if
metrologists had a better understanding of chemistry and if chemists had a better
understanding of metrology. Some of the key areas where further work is required are:
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• continue to work on developing concepts, models, methods and systems which aid the
achievement of traceability for working level measurements

• establish demonstrator projects to optimise the design of traceability networks and to
demonstrate the added value

• concentrate effort on addressing the large uncertainties, for example sampling, sample
preparation and separation

It must also be noted that even after 25 years the SI unit, the mole, is not much used by
analytical chemists and the quantity, "the amount of substance", is virtually never used.
Perhaps we need to look again at both the definition and the terminology21?
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Middlesex, TW11 OSX. UK

Summary - Traceability provides the terminology, concepts and strategy for ensuring
that analytical chemical measurements are comparable. At present the reference points
are often internationally agreed methods; they can also be reference materials. Ideally
there should be a single reference point, which in the case of chemistry is the SI Unit
the mole but much work will be required to achieve such a situation. Traceability does
not imply high accuracy and levels of certainty consistent with fitness for purpose
criteria is the goal. This paper discusses the relevance of the concept of traceability
and reviews developments leading to a conceptual model for analytical chemistry. It
also reports some recent work and considers future needs.
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INTRODUCTION

The theme of the EUROANALYSIS IX session at which this paper will be presented is
"Reducing Disputes Over Trace Analytical Measurements". The scale of disagreement between
laboratories can be in excess of three orders of magnitude, a level which is unheard of in other areas
of chemical analysis or other fields of measurement. Whilst perfect agreement between laboratories is
neither feasible nor necessary, a better level of comparability is required than is commonly attained.
Traceability is a concept and a measurement strategy which provides a means of anchoring
measurements in both time and space and is particularly pertinent to the problems of trace analysis.
Measurements made at different times or in different places are directly related to a common
reference. Applying the concept of traceability to chemical measurements is not easy but it has the
potential to provide a means of assessing and controlling the level of (dis)agreement.

The causes of disagreement in trace analysis are manifold. Contamination from the
environment, sample containers, reagents and interfering substances result in a positive bias whilst
incomplete separation, decomposition, plating-out and suppression effects lead to low results. One of
the early reports of the scale of the problem was a paper by J C Sherlock1 et al in 1985 which showed
that of 27 laboratories that participated in an interlaboratory study of lead in cabbage, only 3
laboratories obtained acceptable results. The analysis was not considered particularly difficult and all
the participating laboratories had experience of that type of analysis. Other studies have shown
similar problems with little or no correlation between quality of the results and analytical technique, or
the eminence of the laboratory.

The factors leading to poor data are well known by experienced analysts and guidance has
recently been provided for the inexperienced4. However it is clear from recent interlaboratory
comparisons3'5 that even experienced analysts cannot agree at a level that is often required. There is
also a lack of clarity concerning what constitutes agreement and what constitutes fitness for purpose.

The results from three studies of trace elements in water summarised in Table 1 illustrate the
unsatisfactory situation we find ourselves in. Which if any of these results could be considered
satisfactory9 Although there is some commonality between the analytes and concentration ranges
there is no common reference and it is difficult to compare the data. The CCQM6 (all abbreviations
are detailed at the end of the paper) results were produced by laboratories participating in a metrology
exercise where the target for agreement was ± 1%. The coefficients of variation of the results were
comparable with those predicted by the Horwitz. equation7 which might be considered a disappointing
outcome for this relatively simple exercise conducted by laboratories who have the time and resources
to make reference measurements. The inferior IMEP results relate to significantly lower
concentrations where greater difficulty can be expected but again the CVs are comparable with those
predicted by Horwitz. The CONTEST results may illustrate the inexperience of some of the
participating laboratories, whilst the relatively good performance of AQUACheck laboratories no
doubt reflects the depth of experience of most of the routine water laboratories. The above comments
are speculative but if the studies were linked to a common reference, it would facilitate comparison
and, if needed, help identify strategies for improvement. Also the reference level measurements could
be used to calibrate/validate the working level measurements.
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TABLE 1 Comparison of Intercomparisons of Trace Elements in Water

Scheme
Concentration
(ng/g)
Elements

No of Labs
% of Labs
within 10% of
assigned value

CCQM

25-50
Mg Pb Cd
Li Mo Fe

8

93

IMEP

0.026,0.052
PbFe

60

33,35

CONTEST

0.05-14
Cd Pb Cr

40

20, 65, 70

AQUAcheck

0.2-2
Pb Cr Fe

120

80, 70,83

Sources of data:
CIPM-CCQM interlaboratory study 1994
IMEP-IRMM Study
Contest-UK Proficiency Testing Scheme for Contaminated Land Study (1993)
AQUAcheck UK-Proficiency Testing Scheme for water

A number of authors8"15 have approached the issue of traceability from different perspectives
and constructed apparently different models. It is this author's view that none of the models provides
a comprehensive description but each provides an element of a framework within which the debate
can be conducted and an international chemical measurement system constructed. The fact that
different authors use different similes and place emphasis on different issues, enriches rather than
impoverishes the overall description.

This paper builds on earlier16'17 attempts to describe an international chemical measurement
system. It discusses the relevance of the concept of traceability of trace analysis and reviews
developments leading to a conceptual model for analytical chemistry. It also reports some work in
progress to establish an international framework of reference measurements and considers future
needs.

TRACEABILITY AND THE MOLE

Traceability is a term that is not much used by analytical chemists but physicists have made
good use of it for many years to ensure that measurements of mass, length, time, etc made in different
parts of the world are comparable. The following definition18 applies to all types of measurements
including chemical ones.

Traceability: Property of the result of a measurement or the value of a standard whereby it
can be related to stated references, usually national or international standards, through an
unbroken chain of comparisons all having stated uncertainties.
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The key issues are: "related to stated references", "unbroken chain of comparisons" and "stated
uncertainties". The first issue to consider is the "stated references". By common practice these may
be reference methods, reference materials or, when feasible, the preferred references are the SI units.
The seven SI base units provide a basis for sound measurement and the international programme of
work led by GCPM under the Convention of the Metre, 1875, provides the internationally recognised
measurement standards (references) such as the kilogram. Only in the case of the kilogram, the unit
of mass, is the measurement standard a material artefact. For other units the quantity, for example
length, is realised through a measurement method of a fundamental constant such as the wavelength
of radiation corresponding to a specified atomic transition. The mole is the SI unit which underpins
chemical measurements although other units such as the kilogram or Ampere are also employed in
chemical measurement. The mole was accepted as a base unit by CGPM in 1971 and is defined as:

Mole: The mole is defined as the amount of substance of a system which contains as many
elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 kilogram of carbon 12. When the mole is used,
the elementary entities must be specified and may be atoms, molecules, ions, electrons, other
particles or specified groups of such particles (14th CGPM 1971).

The mole is the relative number of particles of a specified substance and is the macro measure
equivalent to the number of elementary particles. The concept of chemical equivalence is implicit in
the definition and it leads to relative atomic masses based on 12 for carbon 12. The definition follows
on from the work of 19th century scientists who established the principles of chemical stoichiometry
leading to atomic and molecular weights. Thus the measure or quantity, the mole, recognises the
particulate nature of matter and relates atomic/molecular entities to a macro measure which can be
determined by mass measurement. Classical chemical reactions provide the basis for analytical
techniques such as gravimetry, titrimetry and electro chemical measurements. Modern
chromatographic and spectroscopic methods have greatly extended the capability of analytical
chemistry, particularly in the fields of trace analysis but the underlying principles of measurement
remain largely unchanged. Chemical, spectroscopic or physical separation is used to isolate a specific
entity (analyte). The amount of (specific) substance is then measured either by an absolute method
(gravimetry) or relative to a chemical standard (reference). The weighing process links the
measurement to the SI unit, the kilogram and the chemical stoichiometry, and relative atomic masses
of the analyte and standard (reference) link the measurement to the mole. Thus chemical
measurements can be traceable to SI including to the mole. Whether they are or not depends on the
strength of the links in the chain of comparisons.

The view expressed by Thompson10, that most chemical measurements are not traceable to the
mole (or the kilogram), is not an uncommon misconception amongst analytical chemists. It is claimed
correctly that typically chemical measurements are traceable to either a reference material or to a
(reference) method. Indeed this paper (see above and below) takes a similar view. However it does
not follow that traceability to SI is irrelevant now or in the future. The key issues are the strengths of
the links (currently often weak) and the added value (potentially large). The concepts, the quantities
and the units underpin measurement. In particular, the concepts underpinning the mole provide a
basis for chemical measurement. For example, the particulate nature of matter,
stoichiometry/chemical equivalence and relative atomic masses underpin both classical and modern
methods of chemical measurement. It was for that reason that scientists, not just chemists, accepted
the need for a seventh base unit, the mole. The mole provides a unifying quantity and unit which
relates all (chemical) substances and provides a universal measure for amount of (specified) substance.
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There are two related issues which are sometimes confused. First is the importance of the quantity
the mole. It is, or should be, accepted by the scientific community that the mole is essential for
chemical measurement and it seems to me that traceability to the mole has the potential to provide a
universal (unchanging with time or place) anchor for chemical measurement. The second issue is the
practical use of the mole as a unit. Chemists commonly use non-standard units ranging from ppm to
mass per unit volume. Metrologists argue (correctly) that it is better to use SI units where possible.
Hence mole per mole is preferred or mole per kilogram would also be acceptable. Whatever the
merits of the case it is relatively straightforward to make the conversion and it will probably not be
easy to convince analytical chemists to make the change. Which units to use in practice is a separate
argument from the one about the quantity, the mole, underpinning chemical measurements. The
atomic clock is an essential part of the traceability chain for time. It does not follow that someone
running to catch a train needs to be aware of all the steps leading to the universal system of time
measurement. Similarly there may be a case for chemists to consider the mole as something they do
not have to pay much attention to, but that would be a pity and make the teaching of chemistry more
difficult.

Despite my arguments above I have to accept that although the mole has been an SI unit for
25 years it is rarely used and the quantity the 'amount of substance" is virtually never used. Perhaps
we need to look again at the definition and the terminology19.

LINKS IN THE CHAIN

Traceability requires an 'Unbroken chain of comparisons" between a measurement and the
'Stated references". In the case of physical measurements (mass, length, time, etc) a comprehensive
international system of metrology exists providing a readily available means of tracing measurements
to SI. Fcr example, the laboratory balance is calibrated with standard masses which arc in turn
calibrated against the international kilogram standard held by BIPM in Sevres near Paris through a
series of comparisons involving national and secondary standards. The links in the chemical
traceability chain are less well defined and the support systems at best only partly in place. Implicit in
the definition of the mole is the existence of an unlimited number of different types of entities
(analytes). Hence, unlike mass where there is only one fundamental chain, in chemistry there are
millions of chains each with its own links.

The potential burden of establishing the links by 'Unbroken chains of comparisons" is
enormous and remains one of the key issues in establishing traceability to SI for the many millions of
different types of chemical analysis carried out in working laboratories.

One way of considering the links in a generic way is as follows:

• SI units eg kg, mole, etc
• International standards eg Kg
• Atomic masses
• Pure chemical reference materials

- I 25 -
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• Primary methods
• Primary matrix reference materials
• Secondary methods and reference materials
• Working methods and reference materials

The purity of pure chemical reference materials must be high and the uncertainty known. For example
if the purity is 99 ± 1% the uncertainty of any linked measurement will be at least that level. Hence to
carry out an assay at a level of uncertainty of 0.1% requires a primary standard of better than 99.9%
purity. For trace analysis however this is not the central issue. Rather it is the validity of the method
and the uncertainties resulting from factors such as contamination, interferences, incomplete
extraction, etc which lead to poor quality results and breaks in the traceability chains..

A hierarchy of methods can be established such that a primary method is used to validate or
calibrate a secondary method which in turn can be directly linked to a working level method. Whereas
the primary method will often be expensive and time consuming a typical working level method will
be simple but more uncertain. CCQM defined a primary method in 1995 as:

Primary Method: A primary method of measurement is a method having the highest
metrological qualities, whose operation can be completely described and understood and for
which a complete uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units.

Clearly a primary method must uniquely measure the "specific entity" (analyte) of interest and the
relationship between the amount of substance (analyte concentration) and the measured property be
free from or corrected for interferences. At its meeting in 1995 CCQM considered that the following
methods have the potential to be considered primary:

• isotope dilution with mass spectrometry (IDMS)
• coulometry
• gravimetry
• titrimetry
• determination of freezing point

Further consideration of IDMS is given later in this paper.

Other methods based on elevation of boiling point, osmotic pressure and gas law
measurements could also be considered primary but are likely to be of limited application.

A typical chemical measurement involves a number of steps as illustrated in Figure 1. Loss of
control of the link at any one of these steps results in a break in the traceability chain. That is the
chain is as good as its weakest link.

Analytical chemists are well aware of the complications and difficulties presented by issues
such as sample inhomogeneity and sample preparation/separation and in trace analysis the
uncertainties arising from these parts of the process are usually much greater than those originating at
the final measurement step. It therefore follows that if the introduction of measurement traceability to
the field of trace analysis is to be of value it must address all the steps in the process not just the end
measurement.
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Validation, calibration and quality control are essential to the realisation of traceability
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FIGURE 1 Steps in a Typical Analytical Measurement

In a typical chemical analysis calibration is carried out by comparing signals obtained from a
measurement step for the sample with that obtained for a standard (reference) prepared from a pure
specimen of the analyte. Interferences may not be accounted for and losses of analyte due to
incomplete extraction or contamination from reagents, for example, may also go unnoticed. In good
analytical chemistry circles these issues are addressed during the method validation stage and by
making periodic measurements on quality control materials. Analysis of matrix matched reference
materials, spiked samples and blanks all contribute to the validation process as does assessment and
control of selectivity, specificity, range, linearity, limit of detection, limit of quantitation, ruggedness,
bias and precision. The degree of rigor with which these validation, calibration and QC processes are
carried out will influence the degree of traceability and whether a method can be considered to be
primary.

TRACEABILITY TO STANDARD METHODS

In some instances reference to SI is not feasible, for example in the measurement of fat or fibre
in food. The analytes are not sufficiently well defined to be linked to SI and reference to an
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internationally recognised reference material and or method constitutes the highest form of traceability
achievable. In other instances such as the determination of trace levels of pesticides in bread, the
method depends on extraction steps which are not completely under control and may involve
significantly less than 100% extraction of the analyte from the sample matrix. As a result, an
unknown systematic bias exists. There are two ways of treating such methods. The first is to
consider traceability to a reference method or reference material so that all laboratories who use the
method can obtain comparable results. Providing the bias is not excessive and the qualitative situation
is understood in relation to decisions based on the results, such an approach can be reasonable and is
certainly common place. A second approach, and probably normally to be preferred, is to attempt to
estimate the uncertainty associated with the bias and to build it into the total uncertainty budget. By
this means the data is traceable to SI but at a greater level of uncertainty. Although not usually
recognised as such by the analytical chemistry community, most trace analysis can be considered to be
traceable to a method or reference material. The problem is that the method or reference material is
often not firmly anchored. A common problem with standard methods is that they are not fully
standardised. Small variations in the measurement procedure employed in different laboratories can
result in different results. For example small variations in equipment performance or impurities in
reagents can chanae the method.

REFERENCE LABORATORIES

The final component of the process of maintaining an "unbroken chain of comparisons" are the
laboratories who produce the methods, reference materials and measurements. In the physical
measurement world there exists a network of laboratories ranging from internationally recognised
metrology institutes who develop and maintain international standards or references, to calibration or
secondary reference laboratories all of whom provide the transfer standards needed by working level
laboratories. This structure which centres on national standards laboratories was largely put in place
at the turn of the century. No such structure exists to support chemistry but the concept as illustrated
in Figure 2 is clearly also of relevance.

It is, however, necessary to explore in more detail precisely how it might operate. P de Bievre8 has
written extensively on this subject and explained how different types of laboratories can be fitted into
a general model which involves a variety of possible traceability routes: for example, local
traceability to a sectoral laboratory and a non-SI reference or traceability via metrology, reference and
sectoral laboratories to field or working laboratories. Another of the other possibilities is direct
traceability from the SI to field laboratories. The field of analytical chemistry is too large to follow
the organisational model established by national physical standards laboratories and greater diversity
will be inevitable. Some progress is being made in developing a structure to support analytical
chemistry through the work of CCQM, CITAC, EURACHEM and others and this is further discussed
later in this paper.

Gas analysis is an area where the international chemical measurement system is probably most
highly developed with a fairly extensive network of international comparisons between metrology
laboratories now taking place. This area has the advantage of relative simplicity and is often closely
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associated with the work of national physical laboratories. As a result, work in this area can be
expected to stimulate and help lead the development of traceability in chemistry.

Primary
Reference

SI
Units

Metrology
Laboratories

Sector
Laboratories

Working Level
Laboratories

FIGURE 2 Network of Laboratories in Traceability Chain

MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

The third requirement for traceability is the availability of "stated uncertainties". Measurement
uncertainty is emerging as the preferred means of stating the level of confidence that can be attached
to a measurement and offers advantages over other terms such as precision, trueness, etc. It
encompasses both random and systematic effects and represents a band within which the true value of
a measurement can be expected to lie, with a stated confidence level. It is defined as follows18:

Uncertainty of Measurement: parameter, associated with the result of a measurement
that characterises the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the
measurement.
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A general strategy for the estimation of measurement uncertainty has been published by ISO and an
interpretation which includes four worked examples has been published by EURACHEM21 The ISO
approach to the estimation of uncertainty is to identify individual components such as uncertainty of
mass measurements, uncertainty of level of extraction, etc; to quantify each contribution based on
estimates derived from experiment, the literature or experience and to combine the components to
give a total uncertainty budget. The components (ua-uz) and the combined standard uncertainty Uc
are stated as standard deviations and combined as follows:

Uc2 = (ua2 + ub2 + f

Often it is convenient to estimate groups of uncertainty factors within a single uncertainty component
and it can be seen from the data presented in Figure 3 that the combined standard uncertainty is
dominated by the two largest components. Hence the estimation of uncertainty needs to focus
attention on deriving good estimates for the dominant components. To increase confidence Uc is
multiplied by a coverage factor. A factor of 2 provides a confidence level of approximately 95% and
2Uc = U, the expanded uncertainty.

Homogeneity

Weighing

Extraction

Clean-up
Concentration

Dilution

GCdet

GCref
TOTAL

0.1 0.2 0.3

Uncertainty (as RSD)

0.4

Source: S Ellison, LGC

FIGURE 3 Uncertainty Components for Measurement of Trace Organophosphorus
Pesticide in Bread
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Some of the key sources of uncertainty in chemical analysis are as follows21:

• Incomplete definition of the measurand (for example, failing to specify the exact form of the
analyte being determined)

• Sampling - the sample measured may not represent the defined measurand, for example a
sub-sample may not be representative of the bulk, or the sample tested may have degraded
with time since sampling

• Incomplete extraction and/or pre-concentration of the measurand

• Matrix effects and interferences

• Contamination during sampling or sample preparation

• Inadequate knowledge of the effects of environmental conditions on the measurement
procedure or imperfect measurement of environmental conditions

• Personal bias in reading analogue instruments

• Uncertainty of weights and volumetric equipment

• Instrument resolution or discrimination threshold

• Values assigned to measurement standards and reference materials

• Values of constants and other parameters obtained from external sources and used in the
data reduction algorithm

The data given in Figure 3 has been recently derived by LGC colleagues for the determination
of organo phosphorous pesticide residue in bread. The standard method involves homogenisation of a
loaf of bread, extraction with organic solvent, liquid-liquid extraction to clean up the extract followed
by concentration of the extract by gas blow down, dilution to a standard volume followed by GC
measurement relative to a pesticide standard solution. Sample inhomogeneity, resulting from uneven
distribution of the pesticide within the loaf combined with what proved to be non-representative sub-
sampling of the loaf is one of the major contributions to uncertainty as were a series of random and
systematic effects associated with the extraction step. The sample homogeneity uncertainty estimate
was derived from modeling studies based on experience of factors such as the thermal degradation
characteristics of pesticides during baking and the distribution of unbaked flour on the loaf surface.
Significant reduction in this component would require redesign of the sampling and homogenisation
part of the standard method. The uncertainty component due to the extraction step was estimated
from spiking experiments to estimate the level of recovery and duplicate analysis. The led to a
correction factor of 1.1 to correct for incomplete recovery of the spike. The combined uncertainty for
the extraction step, including allowance for different extraction behaviours between the real analyte
and the spike was 0.27 RSD which is the major contribution to the combined standard uncertainty of
0.35 RSD for the complete analysis. The uncertainty contribution from weighing, volume
measurements and GC determination were estimated partly from experimental data such as replicate
measurement and partly from uncertainties provided by others such as equipment and reference
material suppliers. Hence estimation of measurement uncertainty for a measurement partly depends
on the availability of uncertainty data for the variety of references (mass, volume, chemical) used
within the total measurement process. Also the uncertainty of the measurement cannot be less than
the uncertainty components of the contributing references.
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Measurement uncertainty can be considered as the strength of the links in the traceability
chain. In the pesticide example it would be relatively easy to reduce the uncertainty associated with
weighing and volume measurements for example but this would make little improvement in the overall
uncertainty or level of traceability which is dominated by chemical factors. Although the expanded
combined standard uncertainty (K factor = 2) is large at 0.7 RSD (± 70%) it is realistic for this type of
trace analysis (0.01-lmg kg"1) and the measurement can be considered to be traceable to SI. Use of
repeatability data alone and failure to correct for the incomplete extraction would of course break the
SI traceability links.

It follows from the discussion so far that the traceability and uncertainty of working level
measurements are dependent on the traceability and uncertainty of all the references that contribute to
the measurement. It is generally accepted by metrologists that higher level references must have an
uncertainty better by a factor of about 5 than the measurements they contributed to. That is a
chemical reference material with a measurement uncertainty of ± 1% is required in order to make
working level measurements at an uncertainty level of ± 5%.

The approximate situation regarding the hierarchy of uncertainty of chemical references is
summarised below:

Atomic weights : 1 part in 104 to 10 depending on the element

Best metrology laboratories/Reference Material Producers
Assay 1 part in 104- 103

Trace 1 part in 2xlO2 - 101

State of art in analytical laboratories
Assay 1 part in 10' - 102

Trace 1 part in 5x101-10°

The state of art data represents best practice but there are many instances where laboratory
intercomparisons show much greater variability which is largely unrecognised by the participating
laboratories. The challenge for those working on traceability is to help improve the visibility of poor
quality data and provide support needed for improvement.

ISOTOPE DILUTION MASS SPECTROMETRY (IDMS)

Isotope dilution represents the ideal form of internal standard. The sample is spiked with an
isotopically enriched analogue of the analyte which may be elemental or molecular, inorganic or
organic. The spike is added as early in the analytical process as possible. In simple terms the
unspiked sample (X ), the spike (Y) and a blend (B) are analysed by mass spectrometry and the ratios
of isotopes measured. The concentration of analyte in the sample can be derived from mass
measurements and mass spectrometry isotopic ratio measurements as illustrated in Figure 4. The
mass measurements are directly traceable to SI and the isotope measurements are linked to relative
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atomic masses and hence the mole. Many uncertainty components contributing to multistep
analytical processes, such as chemical separation are compensated for in the ratio measurements.
Also ratio measurements can be carried out more reproducibly than absolute measurements and thus
concentrations can be determined more precisely. Thus the technique has the potential to be a
primary method.

m/z

Sample
Rx

Nx
Ny

Ry-
RB-

RB

Rx

Spike
Ry

1 +Rx
1 +Ry

Blend
RB

where Nx and Ny are the number of entities of x and y and RB, RX and Ry are mass
spectrometry ratio measurements

FIGURE 4 Principles of IDMS

The degree to which IDMS compensates for non-quantitative behaviour depends on how
closely the spiking process represents the real sample behaviour. For example in Figure 5 situation (a)
represents the ideal case where the internal standard (spike) is added to the sample which is digested
and completely taken into the solution This situation generally pertains in inorganic analysis where
IDMS is increasingly commonly employed. Situation (b) (Figure 5) is less satisfactory but is
sometimes the best that can be achieved in organic analysis. When the analyte is contained within a
solid sample and extraction is employed there is the potential for the real analyte to behave differently
from the spike during extraction. For example in the case of trace levels of pesticides in bread (see
above) the sample pesticide may be bound more strongly than the spike and hence IDMS will not
compensate for such effects. Ideally the sample should be totally digested but with organic analysis it
can involve a trade off between the vigor of sample treatment and analyte decomposition.
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FIGURE 5 Traceable Analytical Processes

Early elemental analysis work by IDMS was carried out using TIMS which is a difficult and
expensive technique limited to a small number of laboratories worldwide. The recent growth in the
number of ICPMS instruments has opened up the possibility of IDMS to many analytical laboratories.
Whilst TIMS has the potential to produce measurements at 0.01% RSD repeatability compared with
0.1-0.6% RSD for low resolution ICPMS recent work on high resolution ICPMS has closed the gap
with repeatability of 0.04% RSD reported22. Whilst the potential of IDMS is high we have some way
to go before an international support system can be anticipated. The results shown in Figure 6 were
obtained by laboratories taking part in a metrological study6'12 involving trace elements in water (Mg,
Pb, Cd, Li Mo, Fe at 25-50ug g"1 levels). The target performance was ^ ± 1% relative to the
certified value for each element. It is clear from Figure 6 that only five out of sixteen laboratories
achieved the desired performance. Whilst five out of the top six laboratories used IDMS, three of the
poor performers also employed IDMS. The application of IDMS as a primary method is clearly not
without difficulty and Figure 7 illustrates the type of analytical regime that needs to be observed to
obtain the best results. Also the technique is critically dependent on the availability of chemically pure
(unenriched) reference materials and well characterised and chemically pure isotopically enriched
materials. Fortunately despite a declining world nuclear programme isotopically enriched materials
for many elements are available and high purity pure substances can also be obtained, certainly at a
level appropriate to trace analysis.
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FIGURE 6 Average Error per Element for Each Laboratory Participating in CCQM Trace
Elements in Water Study (1994)

Work on organic IDMS has also been in progress for some yt.
advantages of IDMS are illustrated in Table 2 . It is also clear that MS-MS pro-
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dichloro-diphenyl) dichloroethylene (pp'"DDE) at trace levels is being analysed by a number of
laboratories world-wide using IDMS. The results are expected to be available in 1997
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Comparison of IDMS and Conventional Calibration for Trace Pesticides
Analysis (pp'-DDE)

Sample

Solution of
pp'-DDE

Bran

Corn Oil

Method

MS-MS
IDMS-MS
IDMS
MS-MS
IDMS-MS
IDMS
MS-MS
IDMS-MS
IDMS

Mean
concentration

(ng/g)
8.8

10.05
10.36
0.091
0.100
0.100
0.220
0.224
0.210

CV(%)
(N=10)

39.8
3.6
0.6

27.2
4.8
2.7

75.0
10.4
3.5

Source: K S Webb & D Carter, LGC 1995

A variation of IDMS being employed for organic analysis is liquid chromatography or gas
chromatography linked to a combustion isotope ratio mass spectrometer25. Following
chromatographic separation the analyte is combusted to carbon-dioxide and water. Modern
instruments are capable of determining the 13C/12C ratios to a precision of « lOppm RSD. The overall
analytical measurement uncertainty is critically dependent on perfect chromatographic separation and
on the quality of reference gases but the technique has considerable potential as a reference method.
One of the advantages of the technique is that an isotopically enriched analogue of the analyte is not
required.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials, sometimes called chemical standards or standard reference materials, are
widely employed in chemical analysis for measurement validation, calibration and QC purposes. They
may be pure substances characterised for purity, matrix materials characterised for specific
compounds, or materials characterised for physico-chemical properties. The highest level of reference
materials are certified reference materials (CRM) which are defined as follows18:

Certified Reference Material (CRM): reference material, accompanied by a certificate,
one or more of whose property values are certified by a procedure which establishes
traceability to an accurate realization of the unit in which the property values are expressed,
and for which each certified value is accompanied by an uncertainty at a stated level of
confidence

Chemical CRMs provide a key link in the traceability chain but at present there is no internationally
recognised structure linking CRMs to the 20,00 or so reference materials available world-wide. Many
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of the materials are produced by national measurement institutes such as NIST or LGC with
traceability to these institutions but the linkage between these institutions is only now being put in
place through CCQM and CITAC. Table 3 shows proposed classes for reference materials based on
the degree of traceability to SI and this or something similar could provide the basis for a standard
system. Because of the enormity of the number of required reference materials it will never be
possible to produce all that are required. What is needed is a structure which relates high level CRMs
to working level materials and the provision of a range of materials to act as beacons for the
navigation of the difficult seas of chemical measurement. Just as in nautical navigation the beacons
should be placed where the biggest difficulties are expected. A range of materials addressing priority
measurement problem areas and covering a selection of matrix types, analytes, sample preparation
techniques and end method techniques would provide the basis for such a structure.

TABLE 3 Classes of Reference Materials Determined by their Traceability

Class
0

I

II

III
IV
V

Description a;nd Criteria in Terms of Traceability to SI
Pure Specified Entity Certified to SI at the Smallest Achievable
Uncertainty
Certified by Measurement Against Class 0 RM or SI with Defined
Uncertainty by Methods without Measurable Matrix Dependence
Verified by Measurement Against Class I or 0 RM with Defined
Uncertainty
Described Linkage to Class II, I or) RM
Described Linkage Other than to SI
No Described Linkage

Within the UK VAM Initiative it is expected that reference materials will be increasingly
certified by use of primary methods such as IDMS and in the current programme it is expected that
materials ranging from drugs in freezer dried urine to organo metalic compounds in fish tissue will be
certified by primary methods. What is now required is the direct international comparisons.

As part of the traceability structure for reference materials it will be necessary to put in place
accreditation and certification processes to provide assurance and transparency. Work in this area is
also taking place through ISO REMCO and the publication of ISO guide 34. The next step is to
establish a mechanism for implementation which links country to country and high level reference
materials to working level ones.

COST BENEFIT

Traceability and measurement uncertainty provide a quantitative measure of quality, a basis for
fitness for purpose assessments and a basis for cost-benefit analysis. The level of uncertainty and
traceability required should be driven by the decision making process. High costs can be incurred by
making poor decisions based on inadequate data. Also improved measurement uncertainty can lead to
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cost reduction in manufacturing processes and in pollution control. At the other end of the spectrum
unnecessarily high quality measurements are also costly. Traceability and uncertainty provide the
basis for at least a semi-quantitative understanding of measurement quality and cost. By the same
analysis it should be possible to show the added value of the high level references in the traceabiity
chain.

In the author's laboratory we have experience of undertaking trace element analysis in a wide
variety of matrices at performance levels varying from semi-quantitative surveys to high performance
metrological measurements. The time and cost varies enormously ranging from 15 minutes to
undertake a semi-quantitative (± 10-20%) multielement ICPOES analysis to one week per element for
state of the art metrological measurements.

CONTRIBUTING ORGANISATIONS

The feasibility of establishing a traceability system to underpin chemcial measurment is under
investigation by a number of international networking groups such as EURACHEM, EUROMET,
CITAC, CCQM, ISO, IUPAC and AOAC International. These activities are supported by input from
government laboratories, academe and industry and projects ranging from research into new methods
and reference materials to interlaboratory studies, conferences, workshops, papers and guides are in
progress. A number of countries (UK, USA, Canada, Mexico, Germany, The Netherlands, France,
Italy, Sweden, Russia, Japan, Korea and Australia are known to the author) have or are building up
robust chemical metrology programmes. The Commission of the European Community through its
Joint Research Centre and Framework Programme is also keenly interested in such work. Although
there is much to do, good progess is being made. Some examples of significant developments are
summarised below.

EURACHEM

• Traceability Workshop 1992
• Measurement Uncertainty Guide
• Strategy papers for the Commission of the European Community

CITAC

• Directory of reference materials in the pipe line
• Directory of chemical metrology activities worldwide
• Definition of criteria for establishing traceability to the mole
• Working level interlaboratory comparisons

CCQM

• Definition of primary method of measurement and studies of the potential of selected
methods such as EDMS, gravimetry, etc

• Interlaboratory studies concerned with gas, trace elements and trace organic analysis
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THE FUTURE

A great deal of progress has occurred in recent years and although we cannot claim to have
even completed the design of an international system, there is an emerging consensus about the key
issues, a skeletal framework and even some building blocks. Perhaps the key thing to put in place
next is a demonstrator project which actually establishes, for the first time, for selected priority
measurements an international network to provide traceable links between working level laboratories
in different parts of the world. The main aim would be to test the feasibility and the added value of
different ways of establishing traceable links. Such a project would build a cascade network of the
type shown in Figure 2 to link primary measurements undertaken, say, by IDMS to standards
produced by "sector laboratories" and hence to large numbers of working level laboratories.
Measurement of trace elements in clean water would make a good demonstrator project. Water
analysis is a topic of practical and regulatory importance in all countries. It has also been established
that water measurements made in different laboratories often do not agree (see Table 1). Finally it is
an area where research has been conducted to develop primary measurement methods and is simple
enough to be used as a metrological model. The hope is that Europe may take a lead and initiate such
a programme.

The gap in thinking between metrologists and analytical chemists is also an important issue.
The gap is partly conceptual and partly terminological. There is a danger of the cultural gap widening
with unhelpful consequences and it is important that greater collaboration and cross-fertilisation is
engineered. There is a need for a promotional programme to sell metrolgoy to chemists and to
involve more analytical chemists in the work.

It is already clear that traceability is relevant to analytical chemistry but much more work is
required to clarify and harmonise concepts, models and systems and to put in place the tools
(methods, etc) needed to establish an international system of traceability.

Demonstrator projects will be vital to both the optimisation of systems and to the promotion
of the strategy Also work focused on the areas of large uncertainty (sample and sampling
preparation) will be crucial to progress.

In summary the aims of traceability work should be as follows:

• To provide support by provision of traceable reference materials and reference methods

• To ensure that primary references are relevant and linked to working level measurements

• To raise awareness of the importance of traceability amongst analytical chemists and their
customers
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AQCS
Analytical Quality Control Services

Intercomparison Runs

R. Dekner, lAEA/RIAUPCI/Chemistry Unit, 1996-11-22

1. Distribution of materials to participants by UPS. Together with
the materials there are sent out following items:
1.1. Receiving Form to be sent back acknowledging receipt of
materials
1.3. Information Sheet describing materials, scope of study,
reporting of results (annex with half life data, if radionuclide
intecomparison)
1.4. Reporting Form for reporting data on hard copy
1.5. Diskette with Excel spreadsheets for reporting data in
electronic format

2. Reporting of data by participants until a certain deadline

3. Incorporation of received reports in AQCS Data File and
datacheck

4. Acknowledgement of received data together with Datacheck
Form (outprint of AQCS Data File) to participants.

5. Checking by participants of data incorporated in AQCS Data
File and sending Datacheck Form back.

6. Distribution of preliminary STATISTICAL EVALUATION
Intercomparison to participants

7. FINAL EVALUATION of Intercomparison taking into account
systematic errors of applied methods

8. Distribution of the Report on the Intercomparison Run to
participants

e:\db\i_ic\aqcs_ic.wp5
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Intercomparison Study on the Determination of
Radionuclides

Information Sheet

1. Description of material

1.1. The intercomparison material ..
1.2. Homogeneity
1.3. Approximate values of activity

concentrations

2. Scope of the study

3. Moisture determination

4. Analytical quality control

5. Reporting of results

5.1.
5.2.
5.2.1.
5.2.2.
5.2.3.
5.2.4.
5.2.5.
5.2.5.1.
5.2.5.2.
5.3.
5.4.

General
Measurement Results - input.xls
Reference Date
Units
Values / Uncertainties
Limit of Detection
Your Estimates
Average value
Total Uncertainty at 1 a level
Uncertainty Quantification
Questionnaire - question.xls



Intercomparison Study on the Determination of
Radionuclides SOIL-1 (Soil)

Information Sheet

1. Description of material

1 . 1 . The intercomparison material SOIL ' (top soil) was air dried,
milled and passed through a 0.3 mm sieve. Homogenization of the bulk material
was performed by mixing the total quantity of the material. Aliquots of 250 g of
the material were distributed to plastic bottles, sterilized by gamma ray
irradiation to a total dose of 25 kGy using a Co-60 source.

1 . 2 . H o m o g e n e i t y of the SOIL material was tested on seven randomly
selected bottles by measuring Cs-137 and Sr-90 in 6 g aliquots. From the
statistical analysis applied the material can be considered sufficiently
homogeneous for the tested radionuclides for a sample greater than or equal to
6 grams.

1.3. Approximate values of activity concentrations for some
radionuclides in Bq/kg are the following:
Am-241 = 0 . 1 ; Co-60 = 2; Cs-137 = 5000; Eu-154 = 2; 1-129 = 0.002;
K-40 = 400; Pu-238 = 0 .1 ; Pu-239 + 240 = 0.3; and Sr-90 = 100.
There is evidence for the presence of small hot particles which can seriously
influence the measured activity concentration of transuranics. Unfortunately
no information is available at this time regarding their frequency of occurrence
in the material.

2 . Scope Of the Study: Participants are requested to use their
established and proven analytical techniques for determination of radionuclides.
Radionuclides to be determined are: K-40, Sr-90, Cs-134, Cs-137 and Pu-239.
Reports on any other radionuclide that may be available in conjunction with the
determination of the priority radionuclides would also be appreciated.
Participants are requested to perform 6 independent determinations in each
case.

3 . Mois ture determinat ion: All results are to be reported on a dry
weight basis. For this purpose the following procedure should be followed: the
moisture content of soil and sediment samples should be determined at the time
of analysis in separate sub-samples of at least 2 g; the layer should not be
thicker than 0.5 cm. A reproducible dry weight can be obtained by drying the
material for two hours at 105°C.
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4 . Analytical quality Control: Procedures of laboratory quality
control and laboratory quality assurance should be strictly applied to these
analyses. The practice of quality control with certified reference materials is
highly recommended. The analysis of suitable QC material should be
appropriately interfaced with the determination on the intercomparison materials
and the same procedures must be applied. The number of QC determinations
should be similar to the number of actual determination in the intercomparison
materials. The results of the analyses of the QC material(s) should be reported
along with the intercomparison materials on the reporting forms and diskette
provided (see reporting of results, bellow). In order to obtain the best possible
information and to assess the quality of participating laboratories, it is
recommended to participants to analyze QC material for the same elements as
intercomparison samples.

5. Reporting of results

5.1. General

The full report includes a Reporting Form and a Questionnaire. Both are available
on hard copy a well as on hardcopy as well as on Excel spreadsheets on the
diskette provided.
Please use whenever possible these spreadsheets for reporting following the
detailed instructions given in ANNEX I.

Everything not included in the spreadsheets should be preferably reported in a
DOS-textfile.

Please attach printouts of all files/spreadsheets.

Everything not provided in electronic format should be reported on hard copy.

PLEASE DO NOT USE FAX for reporting.

5.2. Measurement Results - input.xls

5 . 2 . 1 .Reference Date for calculation and reporting the activity is
1996-08-01.

Please use the recommended half-lifes given in ANNEX II for all calculations
when appropriate.

5 . 2 . 2 . Uni ts should be Bq/kg. Avoid %, or other units.

If numbers are too large or too small to be reported in Bq/kg, then use the
following possibilities: kBq/kg, kBq/kg, milliBq/kg, microBq/kg, nanoBq/kg, etc.



5.2.3. Values / Uncer ta in t ies Measured values and their uncertainties
calculated for above reference date and on dry weight basis.

Uncertainties should include the total or combined standard uncertainty in the
same unit as the reported values obtained by summing the individual standard
uncertainties, using the law of propagation of uncertainties for each
determination. For describing how they were achieved please fill in 'Uncerainty
Quantification1.

5.2.4. Limit Of Detection should also be reported for each measurand in
the same unit as the reported values, for the determined activities as well as
values below the limit of detection.

5.2.5. Your Estimates: enabling of cross checking!

5.2.5.1. Average value - give your own average value in the same unit
as the reported values

5.2.5.2. Total Uncertainty at 1 a level - give your uncertainty to
your own average value in the same unit as the reported values

5.3. Uncertainty Quantification - description of approach for
evaluation of uncertainty components. Due to sometimes very difficult formulas
needed to describe uncertainty, there is noe spreadsheet available, but do not
hesitate to send us a DOS-textfile instead of a hardcopy.

5.4. Questionnaire - question.xls

In the Questionnaire, specific questions regarding dissolotion-, separation-,
extraction- and analysing methods are asked. Please fill it in as detailed as
possible. It will help us in better evaluating the results.
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Reporting Form

Please include name and address of responsible analyst (if other than given or wrong).

Responsible Analyst

Name and Title:
Laboratory / Division:

Organization / Institute:
Street / Number:

City / Postal Code:
Country:

Tel.:
Fax:

E-mail:

Signature:
Date:

Collaborators:

Please send back to:

AQCS
International Atomic Energy Agency
Laboratory Seibersdorf (Ref.: 356-G6.12)

P.O.Box 100, A-1400, Vienna, Austria

Tel.: + 43 1 20G0 28313 or 28226

Fax: + 43 1 2060 28222

E-mail: AQCS@RIAL1.IAEA.OR.AT

For IAEA use only!

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Customer Number

Pago 1 of 11



Reporting Form: Measurement Results

Sample code Measurand Unit

Individual Determinations
(reported on dry weight basis)

Reference date: 1996-08-01
Value 1
Value 4

Unc.1*
Una 4*

Value 2
Value 5

Unc. 2*
Unc. 5*

Value 3
Value 6

Unc. 3*
Unc. 6*

Your estimates

average
Value

total
Unc* at
1a level

Sample
Size (g)

Detection
Limit"

Date of
measurement
(yyyy-mm-dd)

* Standard uncertainty of individual determination expressed in Bq/kg (see uncertainty quantification sheet)
" Detection limit should be reported in the same units as results (Bq/kg)

If not enough space please copy this page. Page 2 of 11



Reporting Form

Measurement Results - Uncertainty quantification

Please describe your approach for evaluation of uncertainty components and give the formula used for
calculation of the expanded uncertainty.

Remark:
In practice, there are many possible sources of uncertainty in a measurement, both, of random nature or manifested as bias,
including:

1) reproducibility of measurement;
2) bias or drift of measurement;
3) uncertainty in calibration process; of blank; in instrument readings (e.g. peak integration)
4) uncertainties of calibration sources; in sample preparation (mass, dilution, etc.).

These sources of uncertainty are not necessarily independent and some my be combined in 1). Of course, these possible
sources of uncertainty are not an exhaustive list. Individual standard uncertainties may be estimated from repeated
observations (any valid statistical method for treating data) or by using all relevant information which may include previous ;

measurement data, experience with or general knowledge of the behavior and properties of relevant materials and instruments, <
•nanufacturerps specifications, data provided in calibration and other certificates, and uncertainties assigned to reference data
.ken from handbooks.

EURACHEM Guide on Quantifying Uncertainty in Analytical Measurements should be used as a general
guidance. Copies can be obtained by post from BSI customer services, 389 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 4AL, England, a +44 181 996 7000.

If you have further questions regarding uncertainty evaluation do not hesitate to contact AQCS.

tf not enough space please copy this page. Page 3 of 11



QUESTION

LAB

.....

QUEST NO

1.1.
1.2.

1.2.1.
1.2.1.1.

1.2.1.2.
1.2.1.3.
1.3.1.
1.3.1.1.
1.3.1.2.

1.4.

1.5.
1.5.1.1.
1.5.1.2.
1.5.1.3.
1.5.1.4.
1.5.1.5.
1.5.1.6.
1.5.2.1.

1.5.2.2.

1.5.2.3.

L QUESTION
white fields must be completed - gray fields are optional
* please specify at SPECIFICATION
** please specify at SPECIFICATION SHORTLY and attach relevant papers

GENERAL
Correction of data for moisture content done
Correction of data to specified reference date done (1996-08-01)
For line intensities and branching ratios please use the values recommended in
IAEA-TECDOC-619, INDC(NDS)-248 and IAEA Technical Report Series 261/1986.
If other values have been used, please quote them. *
Reference material(s) used **
Data of reference material(s) corrected to reference date of Intercomparison
Data of reference material(s) corrected to reference date of reference material.
Please give measurement dates in Reporting Form
No correction done. Please give measurement dates in Reporting Form
Number of analyses performed *
Number of measurements per analysis - give date/time of individual measurement *
typical mass of sample per measurement (g) *
if more than one analysis was performed:
when was subsampling done (e.g.: before all procedures, deposition)

DISSOLUTION/DECOMPOSITION method used
molten salt fusions **
acid decomposition **
combined procedures **
open microwave digestion **
closed microwave digestion **
other **
Estimation of amount of residue after sample decomposition (percent of original mass) *
is the residue checked for activity - what method is used to
monitor the radioactivity in the residue **
working solution filtered before proceeding with the separation
chemistry - what type/porosity of filter is used **

ANSWER

-
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1.6.
1.6.1.

2.

2.1.
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.3

2.2.

2.2.1.

2.2.2.
2.2.3.
2.2.3.1.
2.2.3.2.
2.2.3.3.

2.3.
2.3.1.
2.3.2.
2.3.3.

2.4.
2.4.1.
2.4.2.
2.4.3.

QUALITY CONTROL material(s) used - attach relevant certificates **
control charts made - background, reproducibility

go to 2: WHEN ALPHA-SPECTROMETRY HAS BEEN USED
go to 3: WHEN Sr-90 HAS BEEN DETERMINED
go to 4: WHEN GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY HAS BEEN APPLIED

ALPHA-SPECTROMETRY

ANALYTICAL METHOD USED
absolute method
isotope dilution alpha spectrometry
tracers used - give their nominal accuracy and impurities **
reagent blank analysis run together with sample analysis

SEPARATION CHEMISTRY

-

provide as much detail as possible on procedures, especially separation and purifications
steps (e.g. how is the Pu fraction decontaminated from Th, Am from Pb/Po etc.)**

Pu - indicate chemical steps used to equilibrate tracer and measurand
(e.g.: conversion of Pu species to same valency state) **
FINAL SOURCE PREPARATION
electrodeposition
coprecipitation
other **

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION
energy
efficiency
written instructions for standard calibration procedures **

SPECTRAL EVALUATION
manual

commercial software - give producer and name *
your own software - attach description **

-
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2.4.4.

2.4.5.
2.4.6.

2.4.7.

2.5.

3.

3.1.
3.1.1.
3.1.2.
3.1.2.1.

3.1.3.

3.1.3.1.
3.1.3.2.
3.1.3.3.
3.1.3.4.

3.1.4.
3.1.4.1.

3.1.4.2.

3.1.5.
3.1.5.1.

3.1.5.2.

background correction done *
provide details about methods for correcting for the low energy tail contribution (e.g
contribution
of Pu-236 into Pu 238 peak, contribution of Am-241 into Am-243 peak) **
typical resolution (FWHM in keV) and chemical recoveries obtained
has the performance of the software system been validated and has the
accuracy of the output been verified, especially for low activity sources *

METROLOGICAL PARAMETERS: which criteria are taken for minimum
detectable activity(MDA) calculation *

STRONTIUM-90 MEASURED

Sr-Y-METHOD
Sr-85 used as a chemical yield monitor - give amount *
stable Sr used as a chemical yield monitor - give amount *
stable Sr content of the sample taken into account

SEPARATION FROM Ca done. If not go to 3.1.4.
selective precipitation - from cone, nitric acid, fuming nitric acid
chelating compound solution, etc. **
ion exchange chromatography *
extraction chromatography (e.g. supported crown ether) *
other **

SEPARATION FROM K, Ba, Ra, Pb done. If not got to 3.1.5.
holdback carriers for Ba and Pb added to the sample - give amount of each *
specific steps included in the procedure to decontaminate Sr from
stable/radioactive K, Ba Ra, Pb "

SOURCE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
what was the final chemical form of the purified Sr fraction (e.g. carbonate, oxalate) *
weight of final chemical form used for gravimetric yield determination - give details in
which way *

illlililll
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3.2.
3.2.1.
3.2.2.
3.2.2.1.
3.2.2.2.

3.2.3.

3.2.3.1.

3.2.3.2.

3.3.
3.3.1.
3.3.2.
3.3.3.
3.3.4.
3.3.5.1.
3.3.5.2.
3.3.5.3.
3.3.6.

3.4.
3.4.1.

3.4.1.1.

3.4.1.2.
3.4.2.

3.4.2.1.

3.4.1.2.

Y-METHOD - preliminary separation/purification as described in 3.1.1.
if not applied got to 3.3.
Y-88 used as a chemical yield monitor - give amount *
stable Y used as a chemical yield monitor- give amount *
stable Y content of the sample measured - give amount *
stable Y carrier added to the sample - give amount *

SOURCE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISTICS
what was the final form of the purified Y fraction
(e.g. hydrated oxalate)*
weight of final chemical form used for gravimetric yield
determination - give details in which way *

MEASUREMENT
instrumentation used - give details (e.g, manufacturer and model number) **
typical background count rate (cpm) *
typical reagent blank count rate (cpm) *
typical counting efficiency for Sr-907Y-90 (%) *
corrections for source mass (beta self-absorption) *
corrections for quenching (LSC) *
corrections for other effects **
typical initial net activity of the least active source (cpm) *

SINGLE COUNT OR INGROWTH/DECAY FOLLOW UP
Sr-METHOD used
single measurement of the final source activity
(e.g., Sr-90 measurement soon after purification from Y-90) *
several successive measurements made (e.g., to observe Y-90 ingrowth
and/or to check for the presence of short-lived beta emitters) *
Y-METHOD applied
single measurement of the final source beta activity
(e.g., Y-90 measurement soon after separation from Sr-90) *
several successive measurements made (e.g., to observe conformity
of net beta activity decay with known half-life of Y-90) *

Page 4
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,

3.4.1.3

3.5.
3.5.1.

4.

14/1.1.

I4T1.1.1.3ZJ
4.1.1.2.
[4/U.3.
4.1.1.4.
4.1.1.5.
4.1.1.6.
4.1.1.7.

4.1.2.
4.1.2.1.
4.1.2.2.
4.1.2.3.

4.1.3.
4.1.3.1.
4.1.3.2.
4.1.3.3.
4.1.3.4.

4.1.4.
4.1.4.1.
4.1.4.2.
4.1.4.3.

measurement of the Y source made after the Y-90 was known to
have become extinct in order to determine if there was residual net
beta activity above background or blank
(e.g., due to long-lived beta-emitter contamination) **

METROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
criteria taken for minimum detectable activity (MDA) calculation *

GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY

DETECTOR
CRYSTAL
Nal(TI)
Ge(Li)
HP-Ge
n-type
p-type
other "

TYPE
coaxial
well-type
other **

CRYOSTAT CONFIGURATION
vertical
horizontal
J-type
other **

RESOLUTION
at 1.3 MeV*
at lower energy, e.g. 122 keV*
Relative efficiency at 1.3 MeV (rel. to 3"x3" Nal, dist. 25cm)*

Page 5



QUESTION

4.1.5.
4.1.5.1.
4.1.5.2.
4.1.5.3.
4.1.5.4.
4.1.5.5.

4.1.6.
4.1.6.1.
4.1.6.2.

4.2.
4.2.1.
4.2.2.
4.2.2.1.

4.2.3.

4.2.4.
4.2.4.1
4.2.4.2
4.2.4.3

4.3.
4.3.1.
4.3.2.
4.3.3.

4.4.
4.4.1
4.4.2.
4.4.3.

4.5.

SHIELDING
material*
wall thickness (cm)*
passive
Compton suppression
additional information *

ACTIVE OPTIONS OF NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS (HARDWARE)
live-time correction (LTC)
pile-up rejection (PUR)

STANDARD SOURCE(S) USED FOR CALIBRATION OF THE SPECTROMETER
commercial - attach certificate **
'home'-made - **
spiked material - specify matrix and give brief details of
preparation *

GEOMETRY - volume (mL) - density (g/cm3) *

SHAPE
Marinelli beaker
Cylinder - matrix diameter (cm) / height (cm) *
source-to-detector distance (cm) *

SOFTWARE FOR SPECTRAL EVALUATION
commercial; specify*
'home'-made; specify*
(GANAAS (IAEA))

SPECTROMETER PERFORMANCE
efficiency
resolution (FWHM)
other **

EFFICIENCY CALIBRATION

Page 6



QUESTION

,4.5.1.

4.6.
4.6.1.
4.6.2.
4.6.3.

4.7.1.
4.7.1.1.
4.7.1.2.

4.7.1.3.

4.7.2.
4.7.2.1.

4.7.2.2.

4.7.2.3.
4.7.2.4.
4.7.2.5.

4.7.2.6.

5.

5.1.1.
5.1.2.

Experimental data points used in the course of
detector calibration with the standard source
- please specify energy of the gamma line and efficiency value *

FITTING CURVE/LINE TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
using software for gamma spectrometry
by hand (include electronic spreadsheet like Excel)
other **

DETERMINATION OF ACTIVITY: DETECTOR (ENVIRONMENTAL) BACKGROUND
Counting time (hours)*
measured with blank source
used in activity determination as an average over several background
measurements

CORRECTIONS
results corrected for the background
density correction (e.g.: results were corrected for the difference
in density between standard source and a sample)
- please specify value(s) of the correction factor(s) *
correction for true-coincidence summing (photons in cascade)
(nuclide, energy, and the correction factor)
- please specify value(s) of the correction factor *
correction for spectral interference(s) - specify nuclide(s) and energy line *
other corrections; please specify **
sample was measured in different geometry than the standard source
(shape, volume, distance to detector)
- specify the way the sample activity was derived *

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL RADIONUCLIDES

Rn: was the sample container tight - describe *
Rn: time allowed for decay products to come to equilibrium * .

Page 7



666
REF.: 356-G6.12/NALMERA/2594/666/DEKNER - DATACHECK
Check and contact participant, if CHANGES are indicated with L,M or N

or METHOD CODES are missing
*e:\db\i_datchk\datchk - , R. Dekner, 1996-11-12, 15:10:37

Second record indicates the changes made to the data. These date will be taken for evaluation instead of data submitted !l

Page No.

T Labcharacter: given, if
Y

T
T SAMPLECOOE / MEASURAND

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / AM-241
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Am-241

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / CO- 60
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Co- 60

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / CS-132
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / UNKNOWN

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / CS-137
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Cs-137

more results for

METHODCODE
-UNIT

A6-Bq/kg
A6-BQ/KG

G6-Bq/kg
G6-BQ/KG

G6-Bq/kg
G6-BQ/KG

G6-Bq/kg
G6-BQ/KG

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / DRY/WET RATIO DO-ratio
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Dry/wet ratio DO-RATIO

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / EU-154

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / K - 40
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / < - 40

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / PU-238

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Pu-238

G6-Bq/kg

G6-Bq/kg
G6-BQ/KG

A6-Bq/kg
A6-BQ/KG

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / PU-239+240 A6-Bq/kg
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Pu-239+240 A6-BQ/KG

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / SB-125

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Sb-125

ALMERA-SOIL-1 / SR- 90
ALMERA-SOIL-1 / Sr- 90

R E M A I N I N G Q U E

G6-Bq/kg
G6-BQ/KG

B3-Bq/kg
B3-BQ/KG

5 T I O N S : S

ARE THE VALUES CORRECTED FOR DRY WEIGHT
IF NOT PLEASE CORRECT THEM FOR DRY WEIGHT -

same SAMPLECODE+DETERMINANT

VALUES/UNCERTAINTIES
1 2

0.24/0.079

.24/.079

120/3.7
120./3.7

4800/140
4800./140.

0.976
.976

.47/20.77

410/16
410./16.

0.081/0.040
.081/.040

0.38/0.094
.38/.094

25/4.5
25./4.5

91/5.1
91./5.1

E E B E L O W

0.29/0.085
.29/.085

0.978
.978

0.090/0.034

.090/.034

0.38/0.083
.38/.083

92/5.1
92./5.1

give also DRY/WET RATIO, if not

ARE THE VALUES CORRECTED TO THE REFERENCE DATE - 1996-01-01
If NOT PLEASE CORRECT THEM TO THE REFERENCE DATE - and give measurement date

3

0.16/0.062
.16/.062

0.978
.978

0.074/0.040
.074/.040

0.29/0.085
.29/.085

93/5.3
93./5.3

already given

4

0.23/0.058
.23/.058

0.097/0.044

.097/.044

0.36/0.095
.36/.095

88/5.0
88./5.0

5

0.47/0.10
.47/.10

0.15/0.057

.15/.057

0.57/0.13
.57/.13

94/5.3
94./5.3

6

0.37/0.088
.37/.088

0.099/0.042

.099/.042

0.33/0.084
.33/.084

90/5.3
90./5.3

DET.LIM

0.02
.02

0.80
.80

1.2
1.2

2.3
2.3

???

6.9
6.9

0.02

.02

0.02
.02

.13
13.

1.3
1.3

INDICATION OF
TO DATA (see

I/K/

1/

1/

1/

1/

H/

1/

I/K/

1/

1/

1/

check

check

check

check

check

check

check

check

check

check

ornark appropriate *
Give reason if NO

REASON FOR CHANGES
attached EXPLANATION)

• input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input

- input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input
changes -

- input

changes -

- input
changes -

?

7

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

OK ?

OK ?

OK ?
OK ?

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n *•

y / n •*
y / n **

y / n •*

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **
y / n **

y / n **

y / n **



A Q C S - D A T A C H E C K : E X P L A N A T I O N O F R E A S O N F O R C H A N G E S
R D(ikn«r. c:\db\t dat«\wroopart-wp5, 1996-11-12

1 : VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH 'BAD CHARACTERS' (no number) - Bad characters taken out. Please check !!!

2: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH BLANKS - Blanks taken out. Please check !!!

3: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH ' 0 ' - Changed to '0' (ZERO). Please check !!!

4: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH ',' - Changed to '.'

5: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH TWO DECIMAL POINTS AFTER EACH OTHER
- Changed to one decimal point. Please check !!!

6: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH TWO DECIMAL POINTS AT NOT CONSECUTIVE PLACES
• Not considered. Please check !!!

7: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY/DETECTION LIMIT WITH 'MATHMETICAL SIGN'
e.g.: *, x, /, -, + , 2: Not considered. Please explain !!!

8: VALUE/UNCERTAINTY WITH ' < or 2 or s or BDL or LDL or ND' IN FRONT:
Considered as DETECTION LIMIT if value behind - see also 9.

9: '<'-VALUE HIGHER THAN DETECTION LIMIT: value replaces detection limit
VALUES LOWER/EQUAL DETECTION LIMIT - Not considered. Please check !!!

0: 0-VALUES or NEGATIVE VALUES or E-FUNCTION
Not considered unless E-FUNCTION gives a value. Please check !!!

A: QA-MATERIAL - SAMPLECODE MISSING/NOT TRACEABLE - Please explain !!!

B: CERTIFICATE FOR QA-MATERIAL (reference values/date) MISSING
Please provide COPY OF CERTIFICATE !!!

C: MEASURAND UNCLEAR - Please EXPLAIN THOROUGHLY !!!

D: UNIT MISSING/CHANGED, VALUES UNCHANGED - Please check !!!

E: UNIT AND VALUES WILL BE CHANGED ACCORDINGLY after return of datacheck form, most probably to 'mg/kg' for concentrations and
to 'Bq/kg' for activities - Please check !!!

F: CHANGED MANUALLY - Please check !!!

G: RECORD WITH SAME SAMPLECODE + DETERMINANT+ LABCODE (more than one result)
Labcharacter (subcode) changed.

H: DETECTION LIMIT MISSING - Please provide !!!

I: "0' IN FRONT or INTEGER WITHOUT DECIMAL POINT

J: V MOST PROPABLY USED AS'1000 SEPARATOR1 - Please check !!!

K: ONE or MORE VALUES AT LEAST 1.5 TIMES LOWER/HIGHER THAN ARITHMETICAL MEAN OF INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
Please check !!>

L: INDIVIDUAL MEAN AT LEAST 2 TIMES LOWER/HIGHER THAN ARITHMETICAL OVERALL INTERCOMPARISON MEAN
(if more than 10 individual means). Please check !!!

M: INDIVIDUAL MEAN AT LEAST 2 TIMES LOWER/HIGHER THAN INFORMATION VALUE FOR THIS MATERIAL
Please check !!!

N: INDIVIDUAL MEAN AT LEAST 2 TIMES LOWER/HIGHER THAN REFERENCED VALUE FOR THIS MATERIAL
Please check !!!

P: VALUES NOT IN CONSECUTIVE ORDER
initially or after being not considered - Please check !!!

R: RECALCULATION OF VALUES DUE TO CORRECTION OF:
dry weight/reference date/element (SO4 to S...) - Please check !!!

X: DIFFERENCE in reported data on REPORTING FORM versus data on DISKETTE
labcharacter = 'Z'. Please delete wrong one !!!

Y: RECORD WITH SAME CONTENT AS OTHER ONE - Record deleted. Please check !!!

Z: ALL VALUES AND DETECTION LIMIT ARE EQUAL OR BELOW ZERO
Record deleted. Please check !!!

tt: Data will not be considered in final evaluation due to not suitable analysng method



SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE INTERCOMPARISON ALMERA: SAMPLE .̂  SOIL

DETERMINANT K - 40 Co- 60 Sr- 90 Sb-125 I -129 Cs-134 Cs-137 Eu-154

UNIT Bq/kg Bq/kg Bq/kg Bq/kg mBq/kg Bq/kg Bq/kg Bq/kg

NUMBER Of LABORATORY 29 7 18 24 2 27 29 6
REPORTED AVERAGES
RESULTS

INDIVIDUAL 144 20 93 109 8 133 145 22
DETERMINATIONS

NUMBER OF LABORATORY 29 7 15 22 2 27 28 5
ACCEPTED AVERAGES
RESULTS

INDIVIDUAL 144 20 75 102 8 133 139 17
DETERMINATIONS

TOTAL RANGE OF 36.05E+01 - 10.00E-02 - 64.33E+00 - 24.00E-01 - 14.70E-01 - 95.33E+00 - 41.53E+02 - 10.00E-01
LABORATORY AVERAGES 48.95E+01 24.00E-01 14.13E+01 32.83E+00 15.00E-01 14.27E+01 62.57E+02 23.00E-01

RANGE OF ACCEPTED 36.05E+01 - 10.00E-02 - 76.17E+00 - 19.50E+00 - 14.70E-01 - 95.33E+00 - 41.53E+02 - 10.00E-01
LABORATORY AVERAGES 48.95E+01 24.00E-01 11.50E+01 32.83E+00 15.00E-01 14.27E+01 58.11E+02 14.83E-01

PERCENTAGE OF OUTLYING 0 0 17 8 0 0 3 17
LABORATORIES

OVERALL MEAN OF ACCEPTED 42.77E+01 10.45E-01 93.90E+00 27.00E+00 14.85E-01 12.10E+01 49.03E+02 11.91E-01
LABORATORY AVERAGES

STANDARD ABS 3.2E+01 9.0E-01 9.0E+00 3.3E+00 2.1E-02 1.2E+01 3.5E+02 1.9E-01
DEVIATION

(S.D.) REL*/. 7.4 86.0 9.6 12.1 1.4 10.1 7.1 15.9

STANDARD ABS 5.9E+00 3.4E-01 2.3E+00 7.0E-01 1.5E-02 2.3E+00 6.5E+01 8.5E-02
ERROR

(S.E.) REL% 1.4 32.5 2.5 2.6 1.0 1.9 1.3 7.1

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR 41.56E+01 - 21.42E-02 - 88.92E+00 - 25.55E+00 - 12.94E-01 - 11.61E+01 • 47.69E+02 - 95.65E-02
THE MEAN OF POPULATION 43.97E+01 18.75E-01 98.89E+00 28.45E+00 16.76E-01 12.58E+01 50.37E+02 14.26E-01
FOR SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL .05



TABLE 9 : INTERCOMPARISON SOIL

RESULTS FOR: Cs-137 / Ba/kq

RESULTS IN REFRENCED MATERIAL:

48.16E+02 - MEAN OF ACCEPTED LABORATORY AVERAGES ( r e f e r e n c e v a l u e ;

Sigma:
95% Confidence intervals:
Reported Results: Laboratory Averages:

72.97E+00
47.43E+02 - 48.89E+02
91

RESULTS IN THIS INTERCOMPARISON

49.03E+02 - MEAN OF

S i gma:
95% Confidence i n te r va l :

tandard
tandard

Range of

Accepted
Reported

deviation -
error -

ACCEPTED LABORATORY AVERAGES

Absolute:
Absolute:

Laboratory Averages Accepted:
Total:

Results: Laboratory Averages:
Results: Laboratory Averages:

Percentage of ou t l y ing 1

LAB.
CODE

2
4
6
8
9

11
13A
13B
14
17
19
21
12
25
27
32
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
52
53
54
58
62
63

METHOO MEAN

CODE

G2
G2
G2
G2
G6
G2
G2
G2
G6
G6
G6
G6
G2
G6
G2
G6
G6
G6
G2
G2
G6
G2

G2
G6
G2
G2
G6
G6

41.53E+02
52.63E+02
48.55E+02
46.17E+02
48.98E+02
54.39E+02
47.29E+02
46.73E+02
58.11E+02
49.99E+02
47.47E+02
49.14E+02
51.58E+02
44.65E+02
53.72E+02
46.91E+02
50.74E+02
45.91E+02
47.56E+02
47.70E+02
62.57E+02
48.34E+02
49.33E+02
54.23E+02
48.00E+02
49.38E+02
51.71E+02
46.87E+02
45.27E+02

laboratory averages

(LOO)

(.2)
(4.)
(6.7)
(1.)
(.4)
(5.)
(5.)
(.83)
(3.)
(2.14)

(1.8)

(5.0)
(.27)
(1.40)

(14.)
(2.4)
(2.)
(.0003)

(4.5)
(.8)
(.11)
(.47)
(1.6)
(.6)

STANDARD

13
47
3.
6 .
41
41
29
28

: 3

DEV.
ABS. REL %

3.4E+02
1.6E+01
1.3E+02
1.2E+02
5.2E+01
2.6E+02
3.7E+01

1.0E+02

9.9E+01
2.1E+02
1.5E+02
2.4E+02
1.8E+02
1.1E+01
2.2E+01
3.7E+01
7.8E+01
8.3E+01
3.0E+01

8.2E+01
5.2E+01
7.4E+01
1.9E+02
8.3E+00
3.9E+01
2.2E+01

8.1
0.3
2.7
2.7
1.1
4 .8
0.8

1.8

2.1
4.2
2.9
5.3
3.4
0.2
0.4
0.8
1.6
1.7
0.5

1.7
1.0
1.5
3.8
0.2
0.8
0.5

.40E+01

.69E+02
5E+02
5E+01
.53E+02
.53E+02

%

I .

-6
3
0

-2
0
4

-1
-2
7
1

-1
0
2

-3
4

-2
1

-2
-1
-1
10
-1
0
4

-1
0
2

-2
-3

- 50..37E+02
Relative: 7.1 %
Relative: 1.3 X

- 62.
- 58.

.57E+02

. 11E+02
Individual determinations: 145
Individual determinations: 139

C./REF.
SCORE
•out l ier

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
1
1
1
1
1
/
1
1
1
1
1
1

*/
/
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-9
6
1

-3
1
9

-1
-2
14
3

-1
1
5

-5
8

-2
4

-3
-1
-1
20

0
2
8
0
2
5

-2
-4

NO. OF DETERM. - INDIVIDUAL VALUES

3 - 3790./4450./4220.
6 - 5290./5260./5240./5260./5260./5270.
6 - 5008./4855./5018./4751./4799./4698.
6 - 4719./4739./4629./4659./4408./4548.
4 - 4923./4927./4820./4921.
6 - 5332./5259./5720./5086./5731./5504.
3 - 4720./4697./4770.
1 - 4673.
6 - 5971./5832./5727./5683./5876./5775.
1 - 4999.00
6 - 4860./4650./4860./4740./4740./4630.
6 - 4494./4976./5002./5007./4993./5014.
6 - 5040./5140./4970./5310./5130./5360.
4 - 4340./4220./4540./4758.
6 - 5520./5410./5470./5050./5270./5510.
4 - 4683./4685./4690./4707.
6 - 5103./5092./5078./5048./5054./5066.
6 - 4582./4552./4547./4638./4615./4613.
6 - 4745./4761./4899./4663./4746./4719.
6 - 4823./4779./4715./4759./4651./4890.
6 - 6290./6240./6280./6230./6220./6280.
1 - 4834.
6 - 5000./4900./4800./5000./5000./4900.
6 - 5443./5364./5390./5382./5461./5496.
4 - 4780./4760./4750./4910.
6 - 4713./5123./4918./5188./4895./4790.
6 - 5163.50/5163.50/5166.60/5171.80/5185.10/5174.90
6 - 4660./4660./4640./4740./4700./4720.
6 - 4489./4529./4556./4533./4524./4530.



SOIL: Cs-137
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Z-score for the measurand Cs-137 SOIL

E3 Intercomparison

HRef. Material (Ref. Values)

ID
O

to
O

ID to
O

<o
CD

to to
O

Labcode/Methodcode ( • outlier)

The z-score was calculated as , where
X Laboratory mean-value
X Overall mean-value
a (Upper confidence limit - lower confidence limit)/2 (95%)

R Dekner, T. Rohr

1996'11/12



APPENDIX VII

Resolutions Adopted by the
20th Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures

October 1995
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Resolutions Adopted by the

20th Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures
October 1995

The need to use SI units in studies of Earth resources,
the environment, human well-being and related
issues

Resolution 1

The 20th Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures,

considering that

- the effects on the geosphere and biosphere of
industrial and commercial activities and of many
other human pursuits, and the consequences for
human health and well-being, are the subject of
major studies world-wide,

- governments are increasingly faced with decisions
of great economic and political significance
concerning the regulations of these activities,

- the policies of governments are influenced by
studies depending critically on accurate and
mutually compatible measurements often requiring
very large economic investments,

- much of the important scientific evidence required
for decisions by governments comes from
measurements of small changes in certain key
parameters, measurements sometimes extending
over several decades,



- certain critical measurements have traditionally
been made in ad hoc units based upon special
instrumentation or procedures, and not in the well-
characterized and internationally agreed SI units,

- experience over many years has shown that
measurements not directly linked to the SI cannot
be relied upon in the long term, cannot be
compared with similar measurements made
elsewhere and do not adequately bring out possible
relationships with measurements made in other
scientific disciplines.

recommends that those responsible for studies of
Earth resources, the environment, human well-being
and related issues ensure that measurements made
within their programmes are in terms of well-
characterized SI units so that they are reliable in the
long term, are comparable world-wide and are linked
to other areas of science and technology through the
world's measurement system established and
maintained under the Convention du Metre.



Metrology In chemistry

Resolution 7

The 20th Conference Generale des Poids et Mesures,
October 1995

considering

- that reliability in the results of quantitative chemical
analyses is important for international trade, for the
protection of the environment, and for human health
and safety,

- that reliability implies world-wide uniformity and long-
term stability and can only be achieved by firmly linking
measurements to the Systeme International d'Unites,

- that formidable difficulties exist in establishing
international traceability for measurements in
chemistry,

- that national metrology laboratories are increasingly
involved in establishing such a system,

we/comes the action of the Comite International in
creating for this field a Comite Consultatif pour la
Quantite de Matiere

and

invites national metrology laboratories, other expert
national, regional and international organisations
bringing together specialists in measurement in chemistry
to collaborate with the Comite International and the new
Comite Consultatif in establishing world-wide traceability
at the highest level for measurements in chemistry.


